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MEMORANDUM
To:
From:
EOS Calibration/Validati°n Panel Members
Bruce Gucnthcr'_,G _'_
Date: May II, 1992
Subj: Minutes from the fifth Cal/Val Panel Meeting, Boulder
Enclosed please find the minutes and associated documents prepared from presentations and
meetings at the Boulder site in April.
Meeting 5 was partiCularlY productive in terms of developing our concepts for data product
validation and in raising issues concerning cross-calibration. I think we can look forward
to significant progress in this area as we continue to work and refine the issues raised in=
Boulder.
I would like to call your attention to the list of Action Items included herein. For those of
you to whom actions have been assigned please complete your tasks and report tO inca's soon
as possible so that 1 may notify the group as to the status of those items. .
I would also like to solicit your input in regard to facilitating communications between thisf¢¢1 that existing ommunications are
ious roups and teams..Do you, 1;t,, ,n eim lemented? With what
office and your t::; grot , what (else) mtght yu= ..... se Padequate to the _ If via e-mail to me, and CC: Mitch
frequency3 Via what medium? Please send your responses
Hobish (mhobish@nasamail.nasa-g°v via the Internet, MHOBISH on NASAmail, or
M.HOBISH on oNiNET).
Thank you all for your continued support. It is becoming increasingly clear that calibration
and data product validation will play a major role in the success of EOS.
---- N94-23595
(NASA-TM-I08270) THE FIFTH --THRU--
CALIBRATION/_ATA pRoDUCT VALIDATION N94-23617
PANEL MEETING (NASA) 4_5 P Unclas
G3/43 0171290
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19940019122 2020-06-16T15:30:27+00:00Z
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Agenda
,row
Wednesday Aorit 8
2:00 - 3.'00
3:00 - 4.'00
4:00 - 5.'00
M. Chahine
R. Kahn
p. Bailey
Introduction to Validation Session
. Programmatics, Objectives
Validation Issues and Techniques
Validation Lessons teamed from UARS
=
:1"hursdav Aoril9
9:00- 10:00
10.'00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
1:00 - 5.'00
M. Chahine
j. Bates
All
All
Role of GEWEX I GVap in Field
Campaigns
NOA/VPathfinder Data Sets
Discussion
Working Group Meetings
w
9:00 - finish All
Validation Charter
ETg.I2.9_._L_ comm itte e_;:
Satell'rteData Group
Model Data Group
Validation Techniques and Analysis Tools Group
Statistical characterization of data sets
Finding statisticsthat characterize key attributes of the data
sets
Defining ways to characterize the comparisons among data
sets (Scale issues, statistics,...)
Selection of specific intercomparison exercises
Selecting characteristic spatial and temporal regions for
intercomparisons
Impact of validation exercises on the logistics of current and
planned field campaigns and model runs
Preparation of data sets for intercomparisons
Characterization of assumptions
Transportable data formats
Labeling data files
Content of data sets
Data storage and distribution (EOSDIS interface)
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THERMAL INFRARED CALIBRATION WORKING GROUt
BOULDER, COLORADO
£/APRIL, 1992
9:00 ANI INTRODUCTION
Guenther-Present EOS Program,
Discussion
Agreement on Agenda
9:30
Impact on Calibration
CROSS-CALIBRATION AT THE INSTRUMENT PROVIDERS
C. Palmer-Limits to Radiometric Accuracy
I0:00
10:15
10:45
1 1 .'q-5
I 1:30
12:00
1:00
t t
1:15
2:15
• _...
4:00
BREAK
H. Ohmai- ASTER Subsystem Calibration
CIRCULATING_CE p,ADIOM_-XS
Status and Development Schedule
C. Johnson-Role of NIST in TIP, Calibrati0n
Utah State
CROSS-CALIBRATION AT THE SICINTEGRATOR-OVERVIEW
Present plans at GE
Utah State-Cross-Calibration Target
LUNCH
IN-FLIGHT CROSS-CALIBRATION
y. Yamaguchi- In-flight Cross-Calibration
CALIBRATION PEER REVIEW PROCESS AND CONTENT
.Discussion
IRCALmRATIONWORXSI'IOP
,.' _ Review of topics "
:ili_ _Utah State Presentatioh
::_ _Discussion
__ ATAPPROPP.IAaX
CALIBRATION HANDBOOK
Review of function, need, contents
, Discussion
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EOS CALIBRATION/VALIDATION PANEL
PLENARY SESSION
April 8, 1992
Boulder: CO
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Bruce Guenthcr called the plenary session to order at 8:00am. He introduced Mitch Hobish, of
Research and Data Sys eros Corporation (RDC) as the Cal/Val Panel's Executive Secretary, and
-distributed minutes from the fourth Cal/Val Panel Meeting, a draft of a cross-calibration plan,
and a draft Data Product Validation Policy. He discussed the need for development of data
product validation policy over the next I-2 months, and stated that minutes for the current
meeting will be available within two weeks of adjournment.
At 8:15, Bruce Barkstrom presented the report of the Reflected Solar Calibration Working
Group (WG A) meeting of April 7, 1992.
Reports from relevant instruments had been delivered, including CERES, bflSR, and SAGE III.
Five instruments were classed as "hurrying along," four are delayed. Discussed were the
philosophy of calibration; calibration equipment list; calibration geometry, including the
instrument itself, chambers, and sources; error requirements and error budgets; and calibration
traceability diagrams. Also discussed were equations, including instrument data reduction,
calibration data reduction, and procedure outlines. The attendees also had generated a list of
items to be depended on, which included: preflight and in-flight (crosscalibration)
modeling/measurements, coefficient traceability, flight qualification of component
characteristics, and mathematical models.
In regard to personnel for calibration reviews at PDR, it was strongly recommended that
calibration representatives be on review panels. Schedule, cost, action items are all drivers, and
would influence the project. It was suggested that one project member, one science member,
and volunteers from the science community should attend reviews and be able to submit action
items, to be cleared before adjournment of the review. There was some discussion of length
of time necessary for adequate reviews, and the suitability of such reviews for the PDR
process. No conclusion was reached concerning length of calibration review, but it was
generally concluded that calibration reviews as part of the PDR process would make
calibration more visible to project, which in itself was deemed necessary.
With rcference to the Calibration Handbook, Barkstrom stated that a more structured outline
was being generated. The group would like to make the handbook more -user-friendly" by
making it readable and accessible. Electronic distribution of the hancibook is the desired
route, if possible. The group plans to come to closure on a template/format in 2-3 weeks, and
then solicit response from all members of the community. There was some general discussion
about the format for submissions, i,e., FrameMaker, TeX, etc. No conclusion was reached,
although the need for standardization, especially in regard to e-mail transfers was addressed.
At 8:45 John Gille presented the results of the April 7, 1992 meeting of the Thermal Infrared
Calibration Working Group (WG B).
The main item on their agenda was discussion of calibration reviews, with a statcd goal of
providing in-depth technical review and inputs by experts (peers). The suggested composition
_J
u
of the review panel included team members, calibration WG members, project engineers, NIST
and community representatives. The review should be not later than PDR and CDR, although
this could be a matter of negotiation between the PI and the Project Scientist. The desired
output from such reviews would be a formal report by the peer panel, submitted to the
engineering panel. This report could include action items and suggestions. What was found to
be needed for refinement of such a plan was charter and a charge, and a method of coming
to closure on action items. The group also felt that the contents of any presentations to a
review panel should be consistent with mandated calibration plans.
Barkstrom stated that the output of a calibration plan is not necessarily consistent with
scientific requirements; plans arc usually designed to produce schedule, often contain
extraneous material, and do not contain critical science items. ERBE documentation shows this.
GilIe stated that if such a document were assigned, it would be done. but that it is not on the
list of TBDs at this time. Barkstrom wondered who would pay to accomplish action items, and
felt that it had to be negotiated with GSFC Project. Guenther stated that is was his job to
make sure things get done, and that assignment of an Action Item implies responsibility for
payment.
Gille then discussed material that WG B felt should be covered in peer reviews (pre-PDR/CDR)
with particular relevance to the AO-mandated activities (see APPENDIX). Their outline was
generally congruent with that of WG A.
WG B also suggested that CERES present summary of their PDR presentation at next Panel
meeting in September, with preliminary presentations by other instruments. GuenTher stated
that this must be discussed as no separate TIR meeting as such is planned for the September
meeting.
Next was a discussion about calibration peer reviews relative to engineering PDR/CDR. It is
deemed necessary to have common review panel members, and not just to have a paper trail.
Specifics are still TBD, and Guenther will confer with the GSFC Code 300 representative who
runs reviews.
A short report of TIR/WG B activities of the previous day followed, with a generalization of
Chris Palmer's presentation/results" The conclusion was that there is no substitute for careful
error analysis, and that there is a need for careful planning, and analysis of resultant data,
based on the ]SAMS experience on UARS. Stray light problems also must be attended to.
Next to be discussed was Ohmai's technique for raising temperature, and the measurements
taken during heating and cooling in order tO track changes in instrument performance over
time in orbit. This brought on a discussion about thermometry, and problems with PRTs. Bob
Haskins recommended that this be discussed in and with the larger group. Many present felt
that there is already significant data available, including on-orbit data. and that such data
should be obtainable from, e.g., NIST, UK, and others. These data indicate some drift, but
that the observed changes may not be PRTs, and could be geophysical. This must be
ascertained. There was some discussion of Ohmai's mathematical model of ASTER. with a
statement from Yamaguchi concerning cross-calibration of ASTER that the instrument doesn't
view space, so there's no cold target. He concluded that appropriate views of snow and ice
fields might serve this purpose.
At 9:20 Dr. Ono presented h;s response to an Action Item from the previous Panel meeting. He
discussed status of JERS-I (i.e., it is in good shape despite some problems with SAR antenna).
Hc also discussed the VIS/NIR and SWIR transfer radiometers developed at NRLM for pre- and
post-flight calibration, especially in terms of avoiding mistakes, relative consistency, and
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absolute accuracy. He described two levels of comparison: at instrument manufacturers and
at the platform integrator's site with comparison at national labs, and discussed round-robin
measurement procedures. General discussion led to a consensus that 1% should be a common
goal for all instruments. Ono presented of VIS/NIR and SWIR transfer radiometers
constructed for ASTER comparisons, and presented data on long-term stability of these
radiometers over 1.5 year span. It varies, but typically within 1% over 1.5 years. One
radiometer was examined over 6 years: it, too was typically within 1% spectral radiance.
Spectral characteristics appear stable over a 6-year period on a log scale, but on a linear scale
there is some shift, which translates to 0.3-0.4am. Industrial radiometers show larger
size-of-source effects. He then showed recent data on round-robin comparisons over 7 sites,
compared with a national lab, and his lab. There were small deviations, but well within
"allowance level," i.e., <1% of radiance scale. The conclusion from this exercise was that
round-robin measurements can demonstrate procedural errors, and indicate ways to improve.
He concluded that round-robin measurements must be done more than once, as the first is
basically a try-out; the second is required for good data.
General discussion led to agreement that more than one trial is required A question was raised
in regard to whether the radiometer lens was cleaned properly, in that dust can make a stray
light effect; were procedures in place? Ono stated that these results were not from a clean
room. He stated that a detailed calibration manual has been prepared, and that humidity
control important.
At 9:55 an Action ltcm Review from the fourth meeting's Items was presented.
4.01: TBD in peer review process
4.02: open item
4.03: no action
4.04: no action
4.05:
4.06:
closed
instruments to provide short version in response to item identified
materials.
Barkstrom's
4.07:
4.08:
4.09+
4.10:
open item (??)
partially closed. Input for mature cross-calibration plan needed in 4-5 weeks to provide
input to GE for their planning purposes. A final plan is not needed at that point.
There was some discussion re: GE/AM platform specific plan vs. project-level
cross-calibration plan with embedded specifics for each platform. A mid-May
timeframe would be great for overall plan. The time-sensitive issue is GE-specific;
• however, a general statement is needed. Guenther will do AM/PM specifics.
(Now combined). The five AM instruments should meet during the week of 6/8(?) at
GE for a one-day meeting for accommodation-specific issues, and vacuum chamber
needs review. An agenda is to be distributed 4/24, with date selection to be 2 weeks
later.
4.11: scheduled/closed.
4.i2: open
4.13: open
4.14: open
4.15: open
W
mm
The group took a break at 10:25, and reconvened at 10:35 with a Project Science Office
(Calibration) Report by Bruce Guenther, and a discussion of the relation-ship to CEOS Working
Group on Calibration and Validation (WGCV) (see APPENDIX).
NASA will provldc- ferms of iei'¢rehceror i>ass]Ve m|cr-ow--aVc. _;o i'ar the _ai_ratlon Panel has
been relatively unsuccessful in generating critical mass of interest in this topic, although
CEOS is interested. A general discussion concluded that ESA is relatively inexperienced with
respect to passive microwave calibration. The solution is to have suitable representatives across
the EOS program involved in process. The chair of that activity may be US individual, as
NASA has the responsibility to make microwave activities happen. Guenther then presented
the agenda for the next meeting in Abingdon, UK (May, 1992).
Next to be discussed were cross-comparison issues, such as sources, and radiometers. Guenther
stated that there was no need to discuss this in depth, as it had already been discussed during
this meeting; however, it has not yet been discussed (publicly) how it will be done, what is the
cost, etc. Guenther has asked everyone who wants funding via the PSO to provide a 1-2 page
proposal letter--by end of this month--describing the nature of planned of activities, hardware
to be built, proposed schedule, and an estimate of how much it will cost. Since the University
of Arizona activity is under MODIS and other activities, Guenther is not expecting anything
from Phil Starer. The Japanese group is going forward with their own radiometer activities,
so again, no letter is expected. He does expect a letter from NIST on concepts for building
VIS/NIR and SWIR radiometer hardware, and possibly another supporting TIR radiometer
approaches, and still another on VIS/NIR SWIR source (s). Langley should produce one on TIR
radiometers and sources, and Utah State University should produce one on TIR sources. All
of this should be put the cross-calibration plan, and distributed for comment. Ouenther then
opened the floor for discussion and comment about cross-calibration issues.
Robert Lee asked who will provide common information on spectral characterization of all
filters, and asked if anyone had experience with Fourier transfer interferometers, especially
since he was interested in measure:taunts beyond lStm to longer wavelengths =_
Guenther stated that WG A is recommending going to each AM platform instrument team in
the process of procuring flight filters for launch and asking some group to seek additional sets
of filters (subset of channels, full set) in a common mechanical format, l" diameter, built to
flight specs (or similar). This creates a residual inventory of filters that match the bands of
flight instruments, and would be made available on a circulating, 6-month basis f0r use in
labs/field tests as part of the Calibration/Validation program. There is also the possibility of
having one or several central locations to make measurements on filters, and make those data
available. An open action item is how expensive is it to get extra filters at the time of flight
filter production? One issue is that filters that are available are not radiation-hardened. In
addition, there are no filters beyond 17tin. The Action is on each instrument group to find
costs for their own filters.
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Next to be discussed was the Data Products Validation Policy development process. A draft
of a policy statement was provided, primarily to highlight paradox existing in program. As it
stands the draft policy is inadequate, but it is seen as a place to start. Ouenther stated that
• ld be resented later during this meeting, with the hope that the group would lookdetails wou P ...... .- t^-,,,,,lotine zdeas on what data product validation should
at all provided materzal ano pekin iv,,, .... o
be. The goal of this activity is to provide to the SEC or IWG s recommended data product
validation policy for EOS. On the basis of this policy as we So through reviews, esp. CDR, we
will judge whether people arc doing their jobs well or poorly. It may not be this panel's fina!
charge to do this, but we have responsibility to open up issues, and to lay the groundwork. The
group is to provide written comments to Bruce Guenther and Mous Chahine as part of a
consensus process. It w ts requested that the members be realistic (financially) based on limited
• tements. It also was requested that members be realistic
funds, especially with es.p.ect to AO ..sta . me other scientist's) name on a data product
about the impactDmpl cauon of having their (or so with funds available past
having gone thorough quality control for the first 6 months, but no
that. Inputs over course of the next month will 8o to PSO, for Guenther and Hobish to submit
to Chahine, Gille, Barkstrom, and the Program Office at HQ for comments. After one more
revision it should be a relatively mature statement, for review by Panel members. If consensus
is then reached, it will be taken to the IWG and Program Office for submission as validation
policy. Of particular importance is a statement about the right role for the
Calibration/Validation Panel and the PSO for development of how data product validation
activities will develop.
Discussion followed concerning the timescale for policy development. Guenther stated that it
should be ready for the IWG meeting following the one currently scheduled for July. It should
get to the SEC by November, and aim for mld.N0vember to finish the process. Gille asked if
Calibration and Validation should stay together as a panel, or if a Separation was indicated.
Guenther said to keep them together.
Guenther and GIlle then discussed the possibility of holding evening sessions at future
calibration/validation panel meetings.
Bruegge remarked that it appears that MODIS expends more energy in their own, private
calibra tion meetings than they do at these EOS calibration/validation meetings. Other EOS-AM
instruments look to MODIS for information on calibration issues. Very little calibration
information was presented from MODIS at this meeting. She recommended that WG A meet
for one day in conjunction with the MODIS Science Team Meeting.
Labsphere representatives indicated that would be willing to host an autumn
calibration/validation meeting in New Hampshire•
At 12:15 the next Panel meeting format, location and date were discussed. It will be the week
of September 14 in Logan, UT in conjunction with existing USU/SDL Cryogenic IR Sensor
Calibration Conference.
At 12:30 the group was presented with a demonstration of OASIS Software by University of
Colorado personnel (see APPENDIX).
The panel broke for lunch at 1:15.
The group reconvened at 2:00 to discuss Data Product Validation (DPV) concepts and processes.
This session as chaired by Mous Chahine. The session was organized to help define what we
mean by DPV (see APPENDIX).
Chahine proposed that DPV is an error bar with reference to a surface standard. For example,
one could compare remote sensing data -with in situ data using, c.8., radiosonde, or
rawindsonde-derived data, Hcstatcd forcefully that we must be careful about what we assume
iS truth. The operational question, then, is how best to define DPV?
Haskins suggested that validation must take into account long-term and day-by-day
measurements, including process studies. This was followed by a discussion of error bar
problems. The consensus was that relative statistics along with absolute must be provided. If
accuracy can't be met, then an unchanging metric (even with a built-in bias) may be useful
anyway.
This raised the question, do all instrument| have their own standards, or can we agree on
standards? Experience with AIRS shows that even within an instrument there are difficulties
between measurements. Standards are necessary, butnotsufficient, and that any standard is
only a starting poinL We must deal with statistical properties of the parameters we wish to
measure, i.e., strive for self-consistency of a data set over the time and space we wish to
observe. Aumann asked if we were discussing first-principle error bars or heuristic error bars?
This led to a discussion of abs01ute vs. reh_tive validation. Chahine stated that zero-order
validation involves looking for and finding an in sftu measuremenL Second-order is to compare
your result with trends, climatology, variations, etc. Third-order is how well can one describe-
-on a 3 - 6h basis--same or related parameters to what you're dealing with? He also stated that
validation is parameter-specific a_nd that w_¢ must ask, therefore, which parameters can be
grouped for validation purposes tad by Which standards?
It was concluded that data Placed on EOSDIS as a standard set must have associated error bars.
This is first instrument-dependent, and then parameter- dependent, and that long-term stability
of instruments and model(s) must be taken into account. Indeed, we really need two error bars:
accuracy, precision. This is llkcly unnecessary for each measurement, since trends are
important here, but the concept must be addressed.
In order to address these issues, Chahine proposed the following subcommittees:
In situ data group: to deal with standard "yardstick" determination (zero-order
validation);
Satellite data group;
Model data group: to deal with level 1I validation/models, 3-6h forecasts, etc.; and
Validation techniques and analysis tools group: to deal with software to allow you to
understand how accurat¢ in $itu data are, look at trends, etc.
The idea h¢re is to create small groups that will meet, and deliberate, and report back to the
larger group with conclusions.
Gautier asked for a clear statement of the charge to these subcommittees, what specific data
sets should be " _ • ah" e said to look forobtained, and what parameters should be addressed'_ Ch zn
commonality between instruments, i.e., ho_ to validate cloud forcing between AIRS/AM_U,
MODIS, CERES, etc. Each group should d'efine a charter. We could then see how they all fit
together. There was some discussion as to the size of the subcommittees, which led to a
discussion as to the reasoni_b=lcness of this as an approach, since there are over 200 parameters
to be examined. GiIIe asked to hfar from each team their approach to validation, especially
since there appears to be little indication that the teams have undertaken this exercise. Starer
asked if representation from IDS _roups was needed, especially if we are addressing level 3
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Chahine stated that letters had been sent, inviting such representation to the
CalibratJon/Validation Panel meeting, but that there was no or little response. A show of
hands demonstrated that there were only two attendees out of 25 groups. Chahine opined that
at the moment there is too broad a mandate for them tO get involved.
Next on the agenda was a presentation by Ralph Kahn on Validation Issues and Techniques,
based on the experience of the JPL Exploratory Data Analysis Team at validating HIRS2/MSU
cloud parameters (see APPENDIX). Their work was well-received by the Panel, and may
provide an excellent P _radlgm by which the rest of the EOS activities may operate. The main
thrust of their approach was to start by establishing program flow control to provide a
framework to place assumptions (IF statements). While they started with existing code, Kahn
stated that they could do the same kind of analysis based on first principles.
The Panel took a break at 4:00, and reconvened at 4:20 with a presentation by Paul Bailey on
Validation Lessons Learned from UARS (see APPENDIX).
Bailey's presentation emphasized the need to get IDS investigators involved early and often,
despite their own antipathy and apathy with respect to validation plans, etc. He was most
emphatic about the need to learn from the mistakes of others, and that EOS (or any other
program) would be remiss if they did not take advantage of the "corporate memory" available
from experience with missions such as UARS.
The Panel adjourned at 5:20PM.
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Minutes
Reflected Solar Working Group
April 7, 1992 _ _ !lqw
Bruce Guenther presented a review of the restructuring of the EOS program. He stated that
5 or 6 EOS platforms are planned to be flown, with the first platform (the first AM
platform) scheduled to be flown in the summer of 1998. The second platform (thefirstPM)
is scheduled for launch two years after the first. The set of all 5 or 6 spacecraft constitutes
the EOS mission. The replacement of Jeff Dozier, the EOS Project Scientist, will conducted
through open advertisement of his position. The EOS AM Project Manager is Chris Scolese,
with Bruce Guenther as EOS AM Project Scientist. The PM Project Manager is Marry
Donohoe. with Les Thomson as the PM Project Scientist. In his remarks, Bruce Guenther
also requested input from the working groupon the what should be covered in theCalibration PDR's.
Bruce Barkstrom gave a presentation on CERES. The calibration chamber for the
instrument has been modified, since CERES-must be calibrated completely in vacuum. The
integrating sphere for CERES calibration will be modified to isolate it thermally from the
instrument, rcduclng interference from longwave ir radiating from the sphere. The
accuracy goals for the chamber are 1% in the visible and 0.3% in the long wave it. The
testing of the instrument will begin around April 20, 1992. The PDR for CERES will be
held in mid-June 1992. The ERBE]nstrument had scan dependent offsets in its
measurements. Bruce Barkstrom feels that ERBE provided a valuable lesson for CERES and
that these problems have bee_ corrected in the CERES design. The thermistor bolometer
detectors for CERES have been made by the Servo Corporation. Ed Washwell commented
that Lockeed had many years of experience with thermistor bolomcters for horizon sensors.
Barkstrom said that details on the design and development of the CERES process|ng system
will be made available to interested parties in the future. Barkstrom also presented
information on the CERES prototype documentation system and a diagram on the CERES
data flow. CERES is working toward providing electronic access for its documentation.
Carole Bruegge spoke about the MISR instrument. MISR has become a project within JPL.
The onboard calibration design for MISR has not changed. The instrument will still deploy
two diffuser panels, using photodiodes to check the degradation of the panels. Carole
circulated copies of the calibration dictionary and of the EOS field-of-view comparison
report. M]SR will be the driver on the size of the GE integrating sphere. Phil glarer asked
what type of radiances are assumed in the MISR reflectance-based measurements. Carole
answered thatMISR uses top-of-the-atmosphereradiances. Carole alsodiscussed the use of
fidelity intervals as a tool to determine the uncertainty of the MISR radiances and as a tool
to calculate MISR signal-to-noise ratios. Bruegge presented information of the photodiode
calibration facility at JPL and a compendium of information on the properties of diffuser
materials. Because of problems with static charge buildup, the proposed baseline diffuser
design for MISR has spectralon coated with indium-tin oxide (ITO). However, this type of
diffuser must be characterized for space flight. In addition, Carole presented data showing
a specular peak in the BRDF for ITO-coated spectrslon that was more pronounced at longerwavelengths.
Bill Chu reported that there was nothing n_w in the calibration of SAGE Ill. He reported
that SAGE IIl will begin phase CD within the next two years and that the PDR for SAGE
Ill is scheduled for the third quarter of 1995.
Barbara Grant spoke about activities of the MODIS characterization team. She requested
input from all interested parties about the MODIS Calibration Plan and Handbook, which
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are currently being compiled. The handbook will provide results of calibration activities,
in addition to supporting information for those who will use MODIS data. The calibration
plan will review and integrate all methodologies in the calibration of MODIS. The
characterization team is currently working on the selection of homogeneous calibration sites
on the Earth.
Larry Travls discussed developments with EOSP. This instrument is scheduled to fly on the
second AM platform, and the phase B study for this instrument has been completed. EOSP
will not be a driver in the design of the common preflight cross-comparlson source. The
EOSP project continues to be interested in Carole Bruegge's diffuser studies.
Catherine Gautier spoke on AIRS, which is scheduled for flight on the first PM platform.
She works on the visible, short wave portion of AIRS, an instrument that is primarily
dedicated to long wave ir measurements. She hopes to apply much of the work from MODIS
to her own calibrations. Preflight calibration of AIRS will be performed by LORAL. AIRS
will use several infllght calibration methods, coupled with vicarious cross-calibrations with
MODIS. Gautier is currently performing a cross-calibratlon study using data from AVHRR
channel 1 and the single visible HIRS channel. The AIRS project is also examining the
problem of polarization in the short-wave channels. In addition, the AIRS project is
looking for several areas of homogeneity on the Earth's surface for vicarious calibration of
the instrument.
Chris Cromer of NIST presented ideas for instruments to be used as transfer standards in
the round-robin comparisons. He identified the weak link in these standards as their
interference filters and indicated that the radiometers could be tested for polarization
effects. Chris Cromer said that NIST was not prepared to build these instruments under
low-bid conditions but that NIST would be willing to calibrate the transfer standards.
Hugh Kieffer spoke about the HIRIS project. HIRIS is scheduled to fly in 2005. The
project has been put into mothballs, to be resurrected later. There has been a significant
migration of HIRIS personnel to the M1SR project.
Denny Ometz from Westinghouse spoke on TRMM and the new AVHRR. TRMM is
scheduled for launch in 1997, and the instrument is a joint US-Japanese project. AVHRR
will carrry infllght calibration devices, including a diffuser that measures solar flux as the
instrument passes over the poles. The AVHRR project are looking for 5% absolute accuracy
and 2% stability from the instrument during flight. Ometz will be performing studies in
parallel with EOS and hopes to share information with those working on the EOS
instruments.
Stuart Bigger spoke on radiometers from the University of Arizona that will be used in EOS
cross-calibrations. Four instruments have been proposed to make measurements from 0.4
currently constructing a silicon QED-based instrument that d
tm to 14 tin. They are r_'her longer wavelength instruments will be construct¢ later.
operate0 from (3.4 to i tin..,Jt _. : ._ _,__-__.A r,,, ^,,,r_t'nn at ambient temperature and
The instrument under construction sso¢-_t_,,_ u -,,- ,,v .... _-
pressure. Stuart Bigger needs to know if the radiometer must be designed to operate in a
vacuum. In addition, he needs to know the radiances from the sources that he will measure
over the wavelength ranges of interest. He also needs to know the schedules for the
calibration of the flight instruments. Transmission measurements of the interference filters
in the Arizona instruments will be made with a modified CARY spectrometer, using the
same beam geometry as used in the travelling radiometers. Stuart would also like to have
the efficiency of his trap detectors measured at NIST.
Hugh Kieffer spoke on lunar calibrations. He reported that his project was on schedule for
the development of the ground-based instrument. The project has initiated procurement of
the detector for visible measurements, and the design of the telescope is near completion.
Kieffcr anticipates the start of measurements late in the summer of 1993. Three
instruments (SeaWIFS, MODIS, and HIRIS) have indicated that they will use lunar
measurements as part of their baseline calibration requirement. Kieffcr is intcrcsted in
establishing a set of wavelength bandpassesfor his observations. He is estimating
measurements in 6 to 20 bands. Hugh has been providing values for lunar radiances to
those 3 instruments, so that their gains can be set.
Akira One presented a brief discussion of the ASTER calibration. He listed the set of
requirements that have been given to the contractors who will build the instrument. Ed
Washw¢ll commented that the tight tolerances of those requirements could lead to a very
expensive instrument, even by EOS standards.
Bruce Barkstrom presented a list of calibration topics to be covered at the instrument
PDR's. Barkstrom also asked for comments from the working group about this list. The
PDR topics, as approved by the working group, will be presented as an appendix to these
minutes. Hugh Kieffer stated that he would like to know which items can be measured by
each instrument post-launch, as opposed to those which must be determined from pre-launch
measurements and calculations. Barkstrom then discussed the selection of review panel
members for the calibration portions Of the PDR's. Barkstrom strongly suggested the
inclusion of l project member, l science member, and volunteers from the science
community on the review boards. Carole Bruegge recommended that the complete set of
action items from each PDR be assembled before the completion of that review. This
practice is generally followed, but the panel strongly endorsed closing the action item list at
the end of the review. The panel agreed that the calibration PDR's be handled as a peer
review process and that the calibration PDR's be contiguous in time with or included in the
engineering PDR.
Bruce Barkstrom led a discussion on the fate of the calibration handbook. It was decided
that the handbook remains an important product from the panel. Barkstrom expressed the
desire for the project to more actively coordinate its preparation. Bruce Guenther took
responsibility for the slow progress of the handbook; he also pointed out that no work is
waiting to be done on the handbook at this time. Hugh Kieffer recommended that the
handbook include the references (sources) for detailed information from each instrument
and include the traceability of the absolute calibration for each instrument. He suggested
that the person to coordinate this part of the handbook would be from the EOS project.
Carole Bruegge suggested that each instrument present the same information topics in the
handbook, that is, that the handbook have a consistent format for each instrument.
Hugh Kieffer proposed a plan to coordinate the bandpass filters for the radiometers in the
cross calibration of the EOS instruments. A copy of that proposal is included as an
appendix to these minutes. The delivery schedule and cost for these filters remains to be
determined. For each selected narrowband filter it was decided that lO, l-inch diameter
filters be produced_r crosscomparJsons. 3"he total number of bands in this set was
recommended to be around seven, Bruce Quenther recommended that the information
about these filters be coordinated by Carole Bruegge for distribution to the instrument
managers.
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Minutes
Thermal Infrared Working Group.
April '7, 1992
The Thermal Infrared working group was opened by Dr. Gille. The agenda was briefly
discussed, with no additional items suggested for inclusion. Gille referred to the recent
stressful period in the EOS program resulting from budget cuts imposed by the Congress
and by the move towards downsizing the space platforms and renewing emphasis on free
flyers, as proposed at the EOS Engineering Review. He showed a table of EOS instruments
now recommended for flight in the early 21st century, and invited Dr. Guenther to
comment on EOS pr( gram restructuring that may result. Guenther responded that "deselect-
ion" of certain instrl taunts had reduced the scope of the science that could be done, and
that the emphasis w_s now on measuring and understanding global climate change as the
top priority activity. Two large observatories under previous plans would become 6
platforms with lower overall capability, but the change was one of implementation rather
than style, The mission remained as Mission to Planet Earth, with unchanged organization,
but with some routine personnel changes. Asrar would replace Stan Wilson as Program
Scientist at NASA HQ (Wilson is moving to NOAA). Jeff Dozier, Project Scientist at GSFC,
will return to UC (Santa Barbara) in the Fall, and the vacancy will be filled through open
competition. Chris Scolese is the manager of the AM platform at GSFC, with Guenther as
project scientist. Marty Donohoe and Les Thompson perform equivalent roles for the PM
platform. Guenther announced that he had appointed Mitch Hobish to take over Guenther's
responsibility as Executive Secretary of the Calibration and Data Product Validation Panel,
effective immediately, and noted that the Panel's working groups need to consider the
topics to be reviewed at upcoming PDRs. These will begin in June, 1992, with the CERES
PDR, and will complete the first phase with the AM platform PDR in January or February
1993.
Chris Palmer reviewed limits to in-orbit radiometric calibration accuracy, and illustrated
his remarks with references to ISAMS data. The "telemetry equation', relating input
radiance to output counts, is usually cast to ignore or underestimate various small effects
that are significant at the level of tenths of a percent of full scale. Such effects include
nonlinearity, non.additive detector processes, interdependence of telemetry equation
parameters such as spectral response and field-of-view, and uniformity of illumination of
the entrance aperture. The conclusion is that stray light effects can amount to several
tenths of a percent even when careful attention has been paid to their exclusion and
characterization, and that stray light effects may be considerably more important in the
error budget than more traditional culprits, such as thermometry uncertainties.
Radiometric offset measurement is another significant source of uncertainty, particularly
at low target radiance levels. Differences between the offsets measured while observing
space and in effect while observing the Earth can be significantly different. Palmer noted
that polarization effects were found to be insignificant for ISAMS.
H. Ohmai briefly discussed ASTER TIR subsystem calibration. An internal blackbody at
270K is observed for I0 seconds ('short term" calibration) or for 20 minutes while the
temperature is continuously raised from 270K to 340K ('long term" calibration). The
blackbody takes approximately 100 minutes to cool back to its equilibrium temperature of
270K. ASTER cannot view space. Palmer suggested that higher accuracy may result by
observing steady state plateaus rather than steadily rising non.equilibrium temperature
distributions in the target.
Carol Johnson reviewed the probable roles of NIST in the EOS program. NIST is not a
regulatory agency; therefore, the agency is uncomfortable With the notion that calibration
accuracy is "traceable" to NIST standards. NIST's clients are usually government agencies,
predominantlyDoD. They arc provided with technical support and applied research
servicesaccording to a fixed fee schedule.In_recentyearsNIST's mandate has been
expanded to include support to industry in the development and commercialization of new
products and processes. The Radlometrlc Physics Division offers standard reference
materials (SRMs, books, radiometric sources, detector packages) and calibration services
such as source characterization and calibration, cryogenic ESR detector comparisons, and a
LBIR (low background infra red) source. Johnson appealed for more information on
requirements for the "round robin" intcrcomparison proiia-m, so that NIST can prepare a
suitable proposal, and a discussion ensued. George Aumann said that the first step is to
identify the weak points in the error budget 'for each instrument, then to determine =z'ound
robin" requirements. Bob Martin asserted that the first step was to establish that each
manufacturer has control of its calibration error budget, while Chris Palmer felt that
knowledge of the detailed physics and performance of the instrument was key. Guenthcr
noted that the objective of the "round robin" was to establish commonality of instrument
data sets, so that implementation must be a single coordinated community effort. This topic
will be further discussed at the Utah State symposium in September°
Larry Jacobsen discussed TIR calibration experience at Utah State. The group has 20 years
of activity in sensor calibration, much of it for upper atmosphere rocket experiments to
observe the aurora. Three multifunction calibration vacuum chambers (called 'MICs') have
been constructed to calibrate a variety of TIR sensors. The MICs allow illumination of a
sensor entrance aperture under a range of well-controlled conditions, and with selectable
sources. Controlled parameters include source radiance, illuminated area, illuminated solid
angle, and variable background radiance.
Nick Koeff-Baker discussed activities at G.E. Instrument's calibration will be verified on
arrival at G.E., verification being a base calibration with limited resources available. After
platform integration, calibration will be available in a T/V chamber with a calibration
target that may be supplied by the instrument team, and probably would be the one used for
earlier calibration activities at the manufacturer's facility.
Y. Yamaguchi addressed inflight cross-calibration of ASTER/TIR and MODIS-N. This has
the potential of improving ASTER calibration at low radiances (brightness temperatures as
low as 220K), since ASTER cannot view space as a calibration target. Bands 11 and la of
ASTER are close spectral matches to MODIS-N bands at 8.55 and 11 microns, but are
mismatched in spatial resolution. Yamaguchi suggested that suitable transfer targets could
be snow/ice fields in Greenland and Antarctica, or cloud tops, with spectral band models
used to correct for differences in atmospheric transmittance. Feasibility calculations, in
particular for atmospheric corrections (including clouds), and target selection, are
incomplete.
There was a discussion of the Cali'bration Peer Review process, intended to provide in-depth
technical reviews of plans and activities to the PDR and CDR meetings. Several questions
remain to be resolved, such as who will select the review team, who is eligible to be a team
member, definition of the team charter, the schedule for report delivery, and how to close
action items identified by the team. The team should ensure consistency with the closely
related information contained in the Calibration Plan.
The draft agenda of the TIR workshop planned for Utah State in September was dlscusscd,
and modifications were proposed to emphasize cross-calibration methodology, results from
end-to-end calibration studies and in-orbit environment (e.g. South Atlantic anomaly). It
was felt that less than the planned emphasis should be given to a discussion of data analysis
and archiving. The meeting adjourned with insufficient time to address the last agenda
item, a discussion of the format and contents of the Calibration Handbook.
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Minutes
AM Observatory Evening Splinter Working Group
April 7, 1992
The first meeting of the EOS AM Observatory Splinter WG was held on the evening of 7 April
1992. All five AM Observatory instruments were represented among the 26 people in
attendance. Presentations were provided by Nick Koepp-Baker, General Electric AM
Observatory Project, and Carl lviaag, SA|C.
Koepp-Baker covered two areas in his presentation. The first area was a description of the
current (tentative) instrument accommodation for the AM platform. The now-best observatory
design has been improved recently. These designs are implemented against the constraints of
a three-foot extended fairing Atlas llAS-class launch vehicle. The design with the extended
fairing is a tight design, which typically allows less than 20 cm between the instruments or an
instrument and platform subsystem module. Some instruments are tight to the estimated static
envelop for the fairing, and the actual fairing static envelop may be smaller than we are
working with in this accommodation. Koepp-Baker also made the point that any instrument
stimuli designed to be used with the instrument while that it is housed on the platform must
conform closely to that instrument's allotted *footprint'.
Acoustic shock testing requirements have been established for the instruments which must be
met through testing of the instruments before they are delivered to GE. This (new)
requirement has been added in response to our earlier concerns that the instruments were
scheduled to see new environments after their final calibrations. This WG recommended that
a complete review and reevluatlon of the ratlonalc for calibrations and testing schedules be
accomplished during the Platform and Observatory Preliminary Design Reviews in the coming
few months.
Koepp-Bakcr also presented the current concepts which GE is developing for Integration and
Test of the instruments. The schedule for completing all the required testing at GE is tight.
Approaches to recover from late instrument delivery are being investigated, and carried as
contingencies within these schedules, but these contingencies are not shown explicitly on the
schedules. We now have the opportunity to use an instrument specific target when an
instrument is attached to the platform. The I & T "flow* indicated that the platform will
experience significant handling during its tenure at GE, and also will spend a great deal of
time in Bay 8. An instrument will accumulate a certain amount of dust (dirt) on its surfaces
if it sits anywhere for a year, even if that location is reasonably clean. Contamination in Bay
8 is likely to be a significant problem for the instruments, and it was suggested to the
instrument calibration representatives that they should be planning to bag their instruments
and require a clean purge of the bag during as much of the I & T flow as possible.
Two candidate chamber at GE were shown as the location of the cross-calibration. One
chamber is a 24 foot diameter chamber which is cryo-pumped and clean for these tests, and a
second chamber which is g foot diameter, but is an oil-pumped chamber. The larger chamber
is used very frequently, and the primary concern for committing to this chamber as the cross-
calibration location is the expected difficulty in getting access to the chamber as needed during
the EOS AM platform I & T flow. The smaller chamber would require the addition of a large
flange to house the cross.calibration targets, change of oil pumps to cryogenic pumps, and
replacement of the oil-contaminated shroud inside the chamber.
Funds to use for improvement in the smaller GE chamber to a clean chamber environment for
EOS may be difficult to find. The chamber is GE capital equipment and usually improvements
to such equipment would be through internal GE funding sources. In the current budget
situation, GE may not be able to provide these funds. Resources might be made available by
the EOSProject, but that approachalsooffers significant problems. EOS does not have this
_mprove-ment within its budget, and the use of government funds for the iml_r-6ve]nent of a
company's capital equipment is unusual.
Maag's presentation reviewed the current status of contamination or spacecraft and instruments
while they are in shuttle or low earth orbit. The contamination showed that instruments
typically undergo modest degradation due to contamination in orbit. The degree of
contaminatlon-related reduced performance is significant in comparison to the Ion-g_erm
stability requirements for this mission. The AM Observatory currently does not have any
contamination diagnostic equipment contained within its baseline design, and there was
significant support expressed by the instrument calibration representatives to seek a change
in this status. Each AM Observatory instrument has been asked through their calibrat|0n
representatives to provide a written set of comments on their present position on this issue.
These comments should be provided to the AM Project Scientist within the coming month.
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ACTION ITEMS
EOS Calibration/Validation Panel Meeting
April 8, 1992
Boulder, CO
5.1 _ ,_q_andbook WG: In next 3 weeks, arrive at a template for the EOS
Calibration ] iandbook.
5.2 _ In next 2 weeks, provide meeting attendees with minutes to this
meeting and with copies of all handouts.
5.3 T9 B, Guenther: Must meet with the NASA/GSFC Code 300 representative to discuss
content of PDRs.
5.4 To EOS Cal/Val Panel Members: Provide comments to B. Ouenther on the draft
cross-calibration plan, by 5/8.
5.5 _'¢ B. Ouenther: put together an agenda of topics to be .covered in the visit to GE
integration facility and circulate this letter to panel members.
5.6 T.__E_OS Cal/Val Panel Members: two weeks following receipt of the aforementioned
letter, provide B. Guenther with a list of dates in which the visit to GE could take
place.
5.7 TQ ]3, Guenther and C. Brue_Qe: Work on incorporating input from WG B into the
instrument comparison questionnaire.
5.8 __Q_EOS Cal/Val P_ Provide comments to B. Guenther by 5/8 on the
distributed version of the data product validation policy with emphasis on defining
the role of the Cal/Val panel in this process.
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2.0
3.0
EO$ DATA VALIDATION PLAN TEMPLATE
DRAFT 2 _ :
INTRODUCTION
1.1
L2
1.3
Experiment Overview
Validation Criteria
Validation Approach
- Physical constant standards
- Approach to:
- identifying internal assumptions
- test for internal consistency /summary stetistics
- comparisons with other data sets
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT PHYSICAL MODEL
2.1 Measurement Concept and Basic Equations
2.2 Forward Radiance Model
- Radiative transfer
- Numerical approximations
- Range of error values
- Physical constraints (e.g. line parameters summary, plus
reference)
2.3 Inversion Approach
- Brief description of basic approach
- Constraint methods
- Numerical approximations
- Use of a priori information
DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENT CHARACTERIZATION AND CALIBRATION
3.| Accuracy and Stability
3.2
- IFC, temperature effects, noise, scale, and bias error
stability
Spectral Response and Registrations
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3.3 Spatial Response
- FOV
. Off-axis rejection
3.4 ]Pointing
3.5 Electronics Response
- Arc, _litude and phase
. Cr¢ sstaik
3.6 Data System Errors
3.7
- Gain uncertainties
. Digitization errors
Summary of Uncertainties with References
4.0 ERROR ANALYSIS
4.1 Sensitivity to Errors in Instrument Model
Sensitivity to Errors in Forward Radiance Model
Sensitivity to Inversion Algorithm Errors, Including A Priori
Assumptions
4.4 Spacecraft Effects
. Altitude
. Attitude rates
5.0
. Ephemeris
4.5 Uncertalnties Due.to Data Transmission (e.g. altitude Interpola
tion, True to Earth to iAU)
4.6 Estimate of Total Measurement Error
PRE-LAUNCH ACTIVITIES
5.1 Instrument investigator Obligations
5.1.1 Define post-launch instrument verification procedures
5.1.2 Algorithm Test Data Set Creation (Instrument Simulation)
- Test atmosphere creation
6.0
5.2
- Synthesize radiances with production algorithm and
add instrument and other error sources (cr_Level I data)
5.1.3
- Perform retrlcvals (create Level 2 data)
" Statistical comparison
Define post-launch data product validation procedures
- Documentation / Data Format
Characterization of assumptions
Transportable data formats
Labeling data files
Content of data sets
Data _torage and distribution (EOSbiS
interface)
Validation Software Tools
Identify and develop tools and methods which will
expedite post-launch validation
- Statistics that characterize key attributes of
the data sets
" Comparisons among data sets (Scale
issues, statistics)
5.3
5.3
- EOSDIS Toolkit interface
In situ Field Campaign Strategy
- Selection o£ specific intercomparison exercises
- Selecting characteristic spatial and temporal regionsfor intercomparisons
" Coordination with other investigations
IDS P.i. Support
- Specific Contributions by IDS teams that wili aid datavalidation
POST-LAUNCH ACTIVITIES
6.1 Instrument Investigator Obligations
6.1.1 Implement instrument verification procedure
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6.1.2
. Monitor calibration stability (e.g. scale factor,
bias)
- Verify spectral registration
- Verify spatial response characteristics
. Evaluate correlation of instrument signals with
orbital events such as (e.g. south Atlantic
anomaly, other instrument turn-on eventS,
terminator crossing)
Update error analysis as necessary
IDS P.I. Support
. Specific Contributions by IDS teams that will aid data
validation
6.3 intercomparisons
6.3.1 Guidelines
- Number of comparisons with correlative measurements,
locations, times, coincidence criteria (time, space)
Climatology
Field campaign Data
. Aircraft, balloon, ground-based
6.3.4
6.3.5
6.3.6
Other EOS measurements
Other space-based measurements (e.g. NOAA satellites)
Theory and derived products
IMPLEMENTATION
7.1 Detailed Schedule with Milestones
. Completion of on-orbit instrument verification in procedure plan
. Completion of on.orbit instrument verification in procedure plan
. Completion of initial on-orbit instrument verification procedures
. Validation of Level I products
. Validation of Level 2 products
. Validation of Level 3 GCM based products
7.2ResourceRequirements
"Personnel and equipment
- Funding
•"Other
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- Replace diffusion pump with cryo-pump
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Introduction
The Calibration Advise
Earth . ry Panel CAP "Observ-mg S ste . ( ) Is corn s . •
These mere Y m (EOS) instruments . po.ed of caLibration exbers come fro ...... - , science mve_,_,-._-- _ pens from each nf,h,,
a varle • . . o,a_auUll, al'lCl . . --,_A_.,
exchange of ideas, and assure a c ty of msmut_ons and back ,,-,,-,,,.. ._- T_c_'°ss'calibrat_on teams
th/s//st of defin/' Ommon bases fi . _.,-,,,-,_:,. In order to facilitate _n"w " fleas. These definitio or COmmumcat_on it w •
o.rking group, and th as were develo , as desuable to asde_atio e thermal ink ped for use b th • • semble
ns from areal wor • Y e visible .
• these for . . king u and near-
calibration-lano specific instruments o ,_,,gro p. Where necess or a
r ,,. r o,,= _cnsor types arc _v_ena_in.L_P.Pr°.I_.t_-,
=" ", -_ me Inalviclual
The definitionsContained in thisdocument are derived,whereveraccepted by internationaland n " . "
National Instituteof Stan._---,-anon_ metrologaca/ co • . . .l_.ssible,from
Measures mm_,x_ ., ._rus ana Technol,.._; ,x,,......mnnssmns mclua;,, .t._ .. flefL, fitions
_ ,vzl, rile Lrltern_.,..^) ,-, v6," _'_oi), the _....^.__ . _'_'S ulc unltcd S te._• In,,.Organization for ..... "'_ _:_ectrotechni _ :-_.uonal Bureau of " _._-
Standardization (/SO), and the International Organization of Legal Metrology
(O/M). ca/ Comrmssmn ¢r_c,_ ,._ Weights and
,_--.J, -_c international
Often, the way specificterms arc de,ned can impact procedures, delineatepersonnel or
• • , , • o
programmatlc responslbilitlesand define _e tune •fTamem whi.'cha given mcasurc.ment isto beprocedure using |essaccurate
made. Itmay be suf_iclent,forexample, dunng veHficUnon tes_ng, toperform a qtnck check-outtest. The calibratio- ^#- • sources or testin_ eoui,_,-., .... ,- .
,men t's _lat_ nduc_e.d_b'; _li'_ermea I vreeqeL_e_:ld ,Unng.a calibran'on
.- ca to reflect the, ;,_ .... 7.'_,'. , c _crms used he v --,,-,--c_ man _e val." •
, - -_v ut rms narti,...,--:- re are update d 6.,.,_ .,- _ . _ kfa_on
r '-"_ remote se,,,"-- -- ;,,,,_, mose m the litemn,,-,.
In review/rig this document, it is noted that subtle differences often exist
example, care is used to d/stinguish between accuracy, rec"measurement system is used tovariation , re ted/ P _Sion, error, betweefftenm. For
of envaronmental c ,,,_;_- Y measure a constan, t-.._.._ , and Uncertaint_ If
O,,_uunS, SUC/I as th,- ,--L.'_ . " Aa_owrl soUrCe, with _,-,--_--'_" ,---'.
-'_ ,,.,uumnt temne,._,,-- .t- -- _,_uc uennca
measured (reported) values wou/d have the following characteristics_ '''-_, me Population of the
- one minus the relative standard deviation
population is the precision, (standard deviation to mean ratio) of this
- the standard deviation plus known systematic error terms compose
- one minus the relative uncertainty is the accuracy, the Uncertainty,
- the difference between any particular measurement and the true value is an error.
_,_.Where appropriate, therefore, cross-reference is made within the definitions to clarify subtle
differences in terms.
m
q_
l
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w
W
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U
_', _,_--_C_j_,i1_.
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=Definitions
r _e measuran& It
..... values are set to 0),
accuracy. An estimate chm-actedzing the closeness of a measurement to the
lille accuracy assumes reference to abe given as one minus the absolute value of relative uncertainty (negative
• • " n 100. Note that w cement amongst
can ...... ,.ntaoe after muluplicauo by __:.,^.. i_ a relative measure of the agr
or as tt [j_t_,._ o _ r e_ CeS Drct,-ta.v,* *'*
stand_d or _-_owledge of error _-ur ' - higher numbers are better, and with uncertMnty lower
a Set of measurements. Also, with accuracy
numbersarepreferre.d'.. " measuring insmament and the corresl_, nding known valueS__°f.acallbrai_on_ %e_t: 0:: Operations which establish, under specified co itions, the relationship
standar_d. e or _o f":_._...._ent as needed to unctcrstana m ,v
cha_terizauon oi a_, ..,o_-_ products.
performance on the data or the derived data . . comparison with a standard
absolute calibration. The determination of cahbration factors by
whose output is known in accepted physical (SI) units.
 o,,d =lib tt.. an
field.campaign. ires calibration is establisnea via ,,
1) _nd calibration in which atmospheric and surface reflectance
characteristics are measured and used to compute exo-aunospheric radiances, or
2) I_/_t'_i__cd_i_ in which helicopter or aircraft sensors are used to map
radiances and extrapolate to the required exo-atmospheric radiances.
r - • • " craft or satellite,based senst_r while _.. flig.ht.
-r_,. calibrauon of an _ - ,- ..... ¢ an on board calibrauon
in-flight calibration, groundca]ibrationexermses, or mrougn u,- v...
This may be througn
system.
preflight calibration. The calibration of a sensor prior to launch.
relative calibration. The determination of the correction by comparison with a standard
whose output is not necessarily known in physical units, but which is established in ratio or
as a fraction of thevalueof thestandard.
self.calibrating. A standard of calibration based upon known physics. These may include
• "ne_92___, also known as quantum efficient detectors, or silicon
I> l_Un_"£ or negligible reflectance and known internal quantum efficiency,
photodiodes oI _xo_,, v. o ,_
ktX___l]_i operating at a well defined temperature and emittance,
2) 1 ck r , , -- -
and
3 ele_ in which a measured amount of elecmc_ power used
t2 _mpared to the optical heating of the same matenm.
calibration curve. The result of a calibration, a term or set of terms by which the instrument
values are related to the corresponding known standard values. It may be expressed with
calibration coefficients, or with use of a curve. Also referred to as the radiometric transfer curve.
Characterization "r_.. ___
affect th . , 1,_ tucasurement of •
,._.____ .e accuracy or qua/i-, ..,r ,_ the typlca/behavior of ins*- .....
_,,_dctenzati ,,- ,.,x Its re n • =-,-cat ro - •
...... ,_ . on may or may n,',, _ -_'- . spo .se or denved ao, .... _, P perties which may
_y oC usecI to . .j ,,, L,_ _rcct/ use_ " • • ""'_ FIuaucts lh
,._i_,__.._.... de.tcrmme Its Derformun__Y._ .m the ca//branon of th " - e resu/ts of a
•-'.-,-,_,,,.-un o1"me instrument _*-- -,_._,,_v tree characterized vronerrl,.ocms..t_, merit _sponse, but
- * #--..-_-_,2yinherentlyaffect he =
confidenceinterva/.An interva/abouthercsufiof a measurement orcomputationwithinwhichthe trueva/ue is expected
probability, to lie,as determinedfrom an uncertaintyanalysiswith a specified
cross-calibration -,-,._
• _nc process of assessing the_lative accuracy and precision ofre_nse of twoorooio o   oo OOoroo   o .oo
necessary to intercompare data from different instruments Iookin atwould be done by s/mu/taneous vie "
.m envu-onrnenta/ conditio . wl.ngof thesame workin g _e s,_netarget`Idea.I/ •
ms ns,calibration g standard_or tare .y.this
mUncnts must be accountedfor" PrC>cedures,or data con" " r_.gt A`ny vananons
m theassessment` cct_ona/gonthms oCtween the
data product. The fina/processed atasetsassociatedwith thevgeophysica/parameterswhich are
levelproductthanth..... theobjectofa sn_,_f;,,a_...... _mous measured and a,,,.;._.,
"- -_:asurement n,-,-,,,_a..._ ,____,'--':_''" -,vcsugat_on ,-1,.,.,-..L_, _ - -.,.:,,cu
r .... ,.,,_ oy me instrument, an---,-,_,,¢xl ro as a higher
data product validation. The _ss of assessing, by independent mobservables or geophysica/paramete •
transn'usslon an • rs derived fr eans, the un •
• . , d processm • om sensor ou certainty of
validauon can furth • •g a/gonthms are re . . tput` Accurate calibrati
erbediv_d • . P reqms_te to . . on, datae.d into corre data valida
,- , have meas t_on. Data
" Ummcnts or data nroduct ----,'. . product
r vcnxlcat_ons.
correlative measurements Spatial/
parameters deduced from a Z-- - y and tempora/ly coincident measur-en_e
g_ven sensor, made w_th independent surfa _ • nt of the
_m-orbit instrumentation. These activities - other ground stations,EOS va//dation teams, require COordination with c_, mrcraft, or separate
stations, concurrent intensive field Campaigns, or long-term monitoring
data product verification Perfo
physical bounds o • . rm product va/ida •
other in-o ", _._orself-conslstency aria/ ses C tzoa. ana/yses by simulation, becks "rbl, _,,_, or utilization ,,¢.._Y;_ " _ ompansons with r -,;-= -_--- cn. with
.. v,,_.u_ung aata bases for tre.--_ o._._?_ uata products from
..,_u _azyses are included
drift. The slow vanaaon w_th tune of a metrologica/characteristic of an instrument
engineering units. A set of defin ' •
express a mcasurand, ed urnts commordv .i I......
., use,., ,-9' an engineer in a specific field to
environmental variables. Variable ,,_,..,:--,
target(such as . _,,,¥_¢=a_Propertiesintheenvironmentof the"
temperature,parnculatcand eleca'omagneticradi tion ........ instrumentor
which may effectheresultofa measurement. Note thesensordoesnotmeasure an environmentalvariable;itmeasures an observable. a__..,_uum, and vibration)
error. The difference between a reported va/ue and its truc va/uc.
relative error. The absolute error of measurement divided by the true va/ue of the measurand.
random error. A COmponent of the error of measurement which, in thefmeasurements of thesame measurand,v
c_oce a .... m error, but _ts mac,,,itua .... an unpredictable wa,, r. :_orr ct for rando • aries in • course of a number
r- ,,,_c_. _" ,.,_ may ve dete,-,-.,;---_ _ - .7" _ _ not Dossib b. _,_
• y me apphcat_onof statist/ca/
4
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• • the course of a number
systematic error. A component of the error of measurement which, mvades in a systematic
of measurements of the same measurand, remains constant or This ¢rmr is
_" --blc way Systematic errors and thck cauSeS may be known or unknown.
_11C_ " ,, •
=lettedtoas biascn .
functionaltest. A testthatdemonstratesa go/no gO conditionwith respectto a functional
requirement, • between the actualgeomcmC
• -----,_,,-of the correlauon.__ :-_m_ment, Includessuch
___..a'_ calibratio'• The cnar'acjAcn,_%_'oumut of the mc__urmg u,o---
geom¢_: ,,- _, ._,. ,-,h_rve,d t_gc_ _L, =,__.1 _,$,;.,tln_ knowiCo_-
• _,--^¢ me Earth s environ . --,__,_,,.enrichment and
rs osc varlaot¢_ uL -. . s desc_u_ =,',• ! aramete • Th s ace, which arc u ed to or deduced from
eophysjca P _. aunO h¢reand p . directly observable
Ig_d and watersurfaces,_,...._Pvsicalparametersmay be
icalprocesses,u_,-,v :geophys :_.. _,;, level_xluct,
sensor outpm a_ = ,_ghcr "yenstimulusdepends on the
bysteres, s. Th p_ro.pc_stimuli.In pnotodct_"tO_rS:_'_)Ortionaltotheinput.
detectors that na - .... ,_ o, the integrator fac_'ty.
integrator verification tests. Verification tests conou_;_-,"-
• e full complement of yerificadon testsperformed at the insU'umentor
rebenswe test...Th __._....,,riro enmi test phase.
com..p - -'-- _,-.'_'I"_ n ot =,_ ...... nm
facility as m_ _', ..... ,o performed before and aftc_
r bench'acceptance test. A subset of the comprehensive tests,
shipment of instrument to the integ;rator.
• tests, rformed before,during, and after
f the comprehensive pc ed. Externally mounted
...... ! test. A subset o ._-- -_--. the _ayload has not degrad
tunctlu__o,_ ,,_'_SUre tests to ven_ u,a, r
env_-onmcm_-_ -,'-r-
sources and simple targets will be utilized.
. - ..... vide traceability of the instrument
• . subsetof the funcdonm t.estsu_O_otP_U'tion' bservatoryintegration, and
erabd_ty t_t. A _ ,-,,_ r_vloadMounnngma ) _---,_ _ used.
op u n r_v,., _- -_ nted mrgclswu_ ,,.-
,..rformance thin g .... xv.. ,.xtcmallY mou
nitor the housekeeping command
_ipment to thelaunchshe. _-_,,,
ill tests used to mo. st is done before and
..... _.o., nf the operab ty ....... ac-utred The tc
aliveness t_t.'d_t_"_o'_iencc or engmeenng oam =_ = "_and tetcmeuy • ' "
after shipment to the launch site. are made in
ma be used to provide a sensorfield campaign: A limited period of time in which in-situ measurementsmeasurements Y . c aign (Rffers
• These • ns_ve e/d amp . .
intensiVeof a remote sensing_ program erived data products..Anmt_f ^..._m_' activitym which
sup.p°rt.on validate 0bs_*a_ bles or d. at the latter provmes an o_.- _,'¢k See ground
•.-....,, _ lonv-term momtor*ng P ogr.=dedicated to the m sztu measure
observables or derived data products. This contrasts to an intensive field
calibration, or validate . u ht to a test site where they remain until
campaign in whichc_ss _aPvmc_tTdcPcC_m°:n_leda_e,br:_n_ allotted funds or lame are depicted
experiment or)3ecu "
---- 5
y e,_urement assurance ro r
_.mcasurement roce P g am(MAP). A ro
 Tt_ A _
_c_uremen _,h ..__.,. - . _s a s stem ¢ ...... P clplesto
ts .... , yenned li_its of ..sy_., . o- _,,u_coures hqten.___, -
used to eliminate sources of unaccev--,-- " " vcd resultsachieved cal.ibradonof measurement results Achie ancertainty based on fecd_ u o_
model, iJtao_euncertainty axe observedsystematicallyand
mathematical model. A math - . ,_ ..........
outputs. For EOS, may be i'---'-emanc, al. description of a s
provide innuts t'- ,'-.[C '_P,ementccl m a v ,.,,. A (ensor) system rcla • _
_,,-,,.._ _.:Y. v _:,_em anal,,_; .... -,. an_,.,., ufwavs but,-,,,,,-. ,- ..... ang inputs to
..... / mcmelin . . .,o,o _Lualessuch - --_,_, vc orsur'nci •
limitations g, and ,Solaaonof failure,-,,.._as_pcrformancepr diction....c_mdetai/to
" "" '-'c_tion reecho..'--.-, ,,-certainty(or
•_-,_u_.s,or environmental
error model. A mathematicalmodel of themeasurement chainin which allpotentialerrorsources arc identi_ed,quantifi,.A---, . .
measurement uncena#,,.... ,_ _ _a combmca such thata mca,-d_,gfa/ estimateof..... # ,,,a_ oc aetermmed.
model validity. Our expectation
mathematical model for a given 6irthe accuracy of assumptions used to develop aSystem.
Observables c ,, .... ,,.. _r a process of calibration <_an t_es that a sensor can measure su
an ,.ou,,.ayoc measured bv ..... be related to a _ ...... • ' ch as
, .,v,_csses traceable tA-_ • . "o_upnys_cal Darametm.
r POinting.. , u pnys_caj standards ......
absolute pointing knowledge
reconstructed r_inti ..... • The torn/an_le be_,.......
r-- -g curecti o ,_,_cn Lrle a " •tact by Processin ,, .,, on; The reconstru ,,a ....:_., c_al pointing, a;,-.,..: ....
irish,-, ...... g best fi_ enne._._. _ c.,,,_ _man_ dire,,-:-- ' o,_.,_,uun ant1 tile
uuuJUll[ II_ e" _u_*15 an " o ,..uUl] IS OO "
age data. a atntude determ;n_,_..._ _, _ rained after the
..... ,,v, oat,a, sensor data, and
.bore.sight angle. The deviation in total angle between the actual pointing direction of aninstrument and some reference.
pointing control (absolute iac
and the desired pointing _'e_ ' ement). The total angle betWeen the actual pointing directionrio.
_inting stability. The vaxiafio •
e desired pointin,, a;...^-._ n of the tota/anc,le _tu,,...,
s,,,-,_uon ov _--.- -'-- • _' -':--,-,.,, the actual pointingcr ...._ urae *nterva/ direction and
predsion. The consistency ofmeas_ttrements made with the same sensor, as determined through a
statistica/study. The confidence with which a measurement can be repeated with a given sensor
under contro//ed conditions, or the confidence that two different sensors or techniques can yield a
result.
absolute Precision. Magnitude of the uncertainty in the result in the same units as the result.
relative precislon. Magnitude of the uncertainty in terms of a fraction of the value of the
result.
registration.The
_e same object accurategeomctricmatchingor supcrpositionof two or more measurements of
6
m
w
W
W
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conditionsofuse,closelysimilar
• s cc_fic • out over
....... ¢^,, ;,,strumentto glveun.der P_ ".-r,.o,ure,ments arc carn.ed
repeatability- l-he au.mW uf._,--.,o ,,f the same sumums. _'"_
responses for repeatect appncauv,,o .-,- --
changing conditions such as:
The method of measurement, The observer,location
The measuring _strument, The ti_.
•The Condition ot us,
Examples arc measure aaents made over long time periods, or where excursions of ambient
conditions have occurr'xl. This contrasts to precision wher_ a comparison of measurements is
made under constant conditions. ..... distinguish meaningfully
• antitative expression of the abUl_ of an instrument to Generally defined by the
esolution. A qu.. . ..... _.;,, ,,,1 es of the tnput quantity measured.
tween the smaUest oetecu_o,,- ....u angular response. For radiometric observables, this may
Rayleigh Criterion in optical systems for
be set by the digitization size (1 Dlff).
response time• The time interval in which a sensor increases from 10% to 90% of its final output
value, in response to a stimulus which has undergone a specified abrupt change.
rise time. The interval in which a sensor increases to l-l/e, or 63%, of its final outpUt value.
fall time• The interval in which a sensor decreases to l/e, or 37%, of its initial output value.
settling time. The time interval it takes an instrument to reach and remain within specified
ts of its final value.
limi . - -urin" instrument divided by the corresponding
' • • e in the response ot ameas . .s.
responslvRY- Th.e ch_ang_,,,_etime s referred to as senstuvatY.
change in the sumtuus ...... . • • ' •
sampling ,nteryal. Thcs:_.,O_o_v. sJpling refers,o me spec_ _P-"
refers to pixel stze. m spc,..vo ¢_
of adjacent samples, absolute value or change in a physical stimulus (heat,riding signal. A
s+.so 
light, sound, magnetism, pressure, or particular
sensor can be an entire instrument or the part ot it that me P "
spectral calibration.
band-to-band calibration. The determination of variation in radiometric response from one r
spectral channel relative to another spectral channel.
. The wavelength that represents the bandpass of a se,n_sor or sensor
center wavelength ..... _... ,,,re.length at the eentrold of the instrument s response, the
channel. It can t_.... (letil'leo il_ ut_,,',,-,''--',_
midvalue of the spectral bandpass, or peak value.
in interval. The distance in wavelength or wavenumber between the center
s ectral sampl g _ ,_._: .... , _,_ tral channels.
wPavelength/wavenumber ot auj_,,.,..... r -c
• a channel of a sensor produces output
.... !. n"h,, _-an,e of spectral input to.which_ =.u ,,,_ath at half maximum response
for a chart , Y
stability. The ability of an instrument to maintain constant metrological characteristics. Generallya measure of variation in response to a known, stable standard.
short-term stability. StabiLity as measured over a short time interval. This may be Over a
period of a shorter than a seconds to one orbital revolution, or may be
measurement cycle (single image frame,/he time, etc.) over a single instrument
intermediate stability. Stability as measured over an intermediate time interval.
be on the order of several revolutions to an orbital repeat period (few weeks). This may
long.term stability e,_z.-,-L
.,. ,-,,,,u.m_ as measured
example, from several orb1 . . ov_ a long time _nt.erval. This may be, for
),ears). ta/repeat periods, to the Lifetime of instrument (nominally 5
standard deviation. For a series of n measurements of the same measurand, the
characterizing the dispersion of the results and given by the formula: parameter o
O _ n2-i
standards (physical). An
reference for establishing a .,, ,,.,_ me measurement of a physical _uan_'t_. ystem to be used as a
anCCecPted__material, insmanent, proced
primary standard. A standard which has the highest m
fie/& It may be realized from first princin e_ ^- ........ e,trological qualities in •
- . .... ¢I.._, ,,, v_moasned t_v int--,.-,_--,, a specified
• ., ,-.-auu.a,agreement.
secondary standard. A standard whose value is fixed by comparison with a primary standard
!nternational standard. A standard •
mternat|onall • • vrea_°eg_o_,_ b.y an international a em
Y as the bas|s for fixing the rau other standards o,-.,-_ gre . ent to serve
- me quannry concerned.
national standard. A standard recognized by an official national ,.
fixing the value, in a country, of all other standards of th,. ,-..,2--'; decision as the basis for
standard in a COuntry is usuall a " . ,, _u_m_y concerned
set by the National In_,.;,.,,__,P._nrr_ry..s .tandard. In the TT.,_.^._ ,,_ .. The national
recograze that NIS'r ;,. --".'t',-''_ u_ _r_.. aards and Tech,,-.7..i._. _'_=_ rates, National Standard¢
-,o -u,me excms,ve supplierofS_st. _')" As a working group _v"e
n, --w,._ *vauL, la Lllci:l._Kre-- " _ ...I ,
ments s_ _ qualitymade at th . available at
at iocaaon are derived, a
working standard. A standard Whi '
routinely to ca/ibra c.h usually catibrated a "
te or check materia/measure_ ..... g_ns.t a reference standard, is used
. o v4 tacastlrl_g InstFun3ents.
., v, mca.surmg instruments. " to Compare standards, material
_veU_g;s_n_dard. A standard,sometimes of specialconstruction,intendedfor transport"_" _c, cat locations,
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• . national standards, an unbroken chain of
standards, generally mtemauonal or
a_nsonscomp " • • • e value of a
• • e of values within which the tru .
• • - -- -_,_.'_ate characterizing the rang ....... _-.--_ are better). Uncerta:m..ty
uncertam.ty: _u ____ ..... ,.a tn accuracy, here smatier nu_ o'S'::._.o,,. A ,',n the basis ot me
measurand ties. te, s _Ul__e_'_"" -- me of these may oe _?_,,,,_--_- __A -,,-trolled
........ 1 many components. So _ __a.. ,,,,tier constant =,u w ....
comprises, m _-_-,- ^ - measurements mnu_ ,,,.
statistical distribuuon uf the results of tes of other components can only be based on
---.--- ,-,. ,he standard deviation). Estina.a . _ .... • ^f absolute measurements(made
conoauon_ \_. "" . ' - It can also be oasea upon ,, __'.._a _ _me _tated confiaence
e oerience or other inform aupn._ . ,_..,..._,.a ,,,,_ uncertain snou_, ,,,. ....
x_ ,. ....... tanaaral at _,,_,,'-" -ith ty
with reterence to st, u_ o ,.
level (30, or a 99% confidence level is recommended).
relative uncertainty. Magnitude of the uncertainty in terms of a fraction of the value of the
.result.
units. . f units adopted and recommended by the GeneTal
standard (SI) umts. The coherent system o is based on the following seven base
conference on Weights and Measures (CGPM). The SI
units:
P
Entity Term
I1"1¢tC1" nl
Mass kilogram kg
Time second
Electric Current ampere A
Thermodynamic kelvin K
Temperature
Amount of Substance mole
Intensity I eandela
Symbol
mol
cA
L
9
derived (SI) units. A unit of measurement Of a uanti d "
umts. Some derived uai - q ty enved from the Si system of base
ts have spe_al names and symbols:
t
Entity
Capacitance
Inductance
Electric Charge
Voltage(emO
ElectricFieldStrength
Re_tance
Frequency
Energy(work,heat)
Power
Magnetic flux
Magnetic fluxdensity
Force
Pressure
Term
farad
henry
coulomb
volt
volt/met=
ohm
hertz
joule
watt
tesla
ncwlon
newton pea"square
meterorpascal
Symbol
F
H
C
V
E
f2
Fh
J
W
Wb
T
N
N m "2
orPa
derived radiometric units. (MathematicalSymbol in parenthesis)
Entity
Radiant Energy (Q)
Radiant Flux (_)
Radiant Flux Density
at a surface
Radiant Exitance (M)
Irradiance (E)
!
Radiant Intensity (1')
Term
watt
watt per square
meter
watt per steradian
Symbol
W
i ,,
W m -2
Wsr-1 J
II
V
m_y
W
w
g
W
g
J
L
lO
Entity
Radiance
Term
watt per steradian
and square meter
Symbol
= = (p) unitless
unitless;ivity=
t M_ ¢_blackbody == (£)
Absorptanc¢ = 4)a/4)i=(a)
Transmittance --'_t/_i=(%) unitless
where _i,_r,_t,¢a= incident,reflected'_s_tted, and absorbedfluxrespectively.
SI prefixes.Used asprefixesincombinationwiththetermsand symbols of SI unitstoform
decimalmultiplesan submultiplcsof thoseunits.•
ItuW
r
Factor Prefix Symbol Factor Prefix Symbol
-ded d
1015 peta P 10-2 centi c
1012 tera T 10-3 milli m
109 giga G 10-6 mic,-t_, tt
106 mcga M 10-9 nano n
103 kilo k 10 -12 pico P
10 2 hecto h 10 "15 femto f
verification.Testsand analysestobc performed duringthedesign,development,assembly,and
_C_Ug_;sallPsub,system and system zestsdone at the functional lc-,,. .... o --
tests.
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Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Teclnnology
4800 Oak Grove Drive
l>asaoena. CaJifomm 91109
(818) 354-4321
To: Bruce Guenther (VISNIR)
Subject: Cross-calibradon survey
October 11, 1991
Attached her, Is a su.. ary ......... qbration aonroach, as en .......
Included is 1) a su,temcnt ot me prezerrea cru_ -_' . _¢ •
of the VISNIR group, 2) two vugraphs which summanzc the wavclen.gth and
members , .-- • t.s. and 3 a listing of these same data, as gaven by
ficlds-ot-vlcw of the vanuus msu'umen . )
the respective calibration representatives in the survey responses. The group would like to
wait undl payload selection before taking any further actions.
The Cross-Calibration Goal write-up was extracted from a June 6, 1991 memo from
Frank palluconi which expressed the consensus of the U.S. Aster Team members (A.
Kald¢, H. K.ieffcr,F. Pailuconi,P.Slater,and H' Tsu).
T
Carol Bruegg¢
JPL MS 183-301
(818)354--4956
FAX (818)393-4445
NASAMAIL: CBRUEGGE
4
Cc: Bob Nortrup
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Instrumentor Cross-Calibration Goal
The EOS Project is fundamentally comrrfited to the acquisition of data which can be
reduced to geophysical data products of high and known accuracy.
One possible method of insuring the primary data products arc of known accuracy is to
use the instruments themselves against the same sources to provide an independent check
thata COmmon tmderstandingof accuracy e_ °
The goal then of the radiometric"Cross-Calibration"at the integratorfacility(GE)
would be to convincingly "
establishas lateas feasibleinthelntcgrationand Test .(I&T)cycle
that, when stimulated with common sources, the appropriate EO$ instrument
measurements agree _thin theirpreviouslyestablishedaccuracyesdrnatcsacrossa useful
radiance range, accounting for th(:additional_certainty associated with the unique
propem'cs of the t_st set-upitscl£ _
We do not considerthattheinS_cnlor "Cross-Calibration"constitutesa replaccment
for the radiometriccalibrationcompleted attheinstrument buildersbeforeshipment to GE.
If a disagreement is found between instruments, it should bc part of the "Cross-
Calibration"plan toresolve thisdisagreement, but should not be th ' '
data develo_d in "Cro_-r'_);_---.,.-:^- "_-= _,., - : . : e plan s. retention that
calibration. _- ,,.,,.,._u._uva _ _ repmce mc previous instrument radiometric
Likewise, we recognize that insn'ument to insmunent agreement bcfore launch does
not insure agreement after launch. It is recommended, therefore, that emphasis be placed
upon cross-calibration post launch, since it is the in-flight instrument accuracy which is ofprimaryconcerntothedatauser.
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Survey
I. AIRS
R,ad/omea.ic calibration: 1-2%
Entrance aperture: 12..5 x 12.5 cm
IFOV: 1.Io
responses
E
2. ASTER
Wavelength
(ttm)
0.42
0.63
0.85
2.64
|
Ba dpa  
(rim)
I
4O
100"
270_-------
40
_ometric calibration: 4% VNIR a SWIR
Kntranee aperture: 7.6 cm VNIR; 17 cm SWIR
IFOV: 6.1o (nadir), 5.2 ° (forward) with 0.6 aspect ratio; 4.940 $WIR
Notes: At instrumentor only ambient tes_ are planned
VNIR SVCI_
Wavelength
(_sn) (nm)
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3. CERES
Radiometriccalikn'_don: I% (sho/x_vav¢);0.5% (total)
Entranceaperture:<0.15cm
IFOV: 1.12 x 2.8 °
Notes: At insmunentor only ambient tests are planned
=
Wavdcnr, h--
(_-n)
-0.3 to 5
4.EOSP
Radiometric calibration: 5%; Goal: 3%
Entrance aperture: 6.5 cm
IFOV: 0.81° (3° neededforcalibration as scans)
_Bandp_s Way. Bandpass
(_'n) (am) (_m) (am)
O.410 30 _.880 20
20 O.950 20
D.555 _ L1.250 60
0.615 15 1.600 60
-0.750 15 2.250 100
s. MISR
6. MODIS-N
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7. MODIS-T
Radiorncu_c calil:_'afion: 5% (_la_ivctoNIsT)
Enu'ancc ap_,u'e: 3.4 cm
IFOV: 0.08940
(rm) (rim)
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" " "- 7 1 -I Introduction " , -_ .
I.l MCST Cal-ibration/C"haramer_tionPlanObjectives
MCST W_ evaluate, integrate _d=updatc calibrati
!aunch and in-orbit phases of the _c_r_To _:.- _ on pl.,a;ns and rd_ated informationb r ...... ,,., --_on Vendor call . . . ,....... for pre-
y eferenee m the MCST docume,,,-,_-- ",-,----" .... oranon mformataon _be in ulevi w • . ,,,,_,u.. aaese plans will 0e ......... c!-!ded
., e e.ommmee, and will be included in the _r_r_,e ,_,.,_ _.. revaewed by the M_ .... .calibration
_paate 9 yersions of MCSTs Calibrati0n/Ch_ac_.i__ _°_,_n?n .p__an.sto te __SDIS.
ames otthe MODIS Science Te_am meetings ,,.,,,,_uu, rmn w_ m general, t)e av_i_at _e
scicMCSdaTmWui_ wthheop_r_ary source of information on the MODIS instrument fo
:. neea instrument characteriza " . . . r the manydocument is intended to r)rovid,, ,, .)---- .... J. _o.n and c_rauon informati,,, "r),;o
r d ome cc ib  0n, o,=e "":°
• r _,ovt_£z-auun, a_rlo e • "::,..... :.... -Orblt
mstr'ument Referent . . . g omemc . .........nzano
acronyms follows the technicalsections. Administrative informa_i_r, including schedule
infornaationand relatedorganizationsand responsibilities,ma b o
Cahbranon Management Plan ..... Y ¢ btained in the MODIS
1.2 Doetnnent Overview
Chapter 2 describes the Pro-launch calibration and characterization methodologies. The
MODIS-N Pretimin_ Mana__ement pja_a_alprovided by Hughes Santa Barbara Research
Cemer(SBRC) and dated September 117, 1"991, is the primary source of information for this
chapter. " :::_
Chapter 3 contains informatio_::!_no:_h,-,- • ,
...._:_)-, _,,norauon pmns. MODIS instruments will be
compared to one another and to other:_mcnts with eom arabl
coverage. These comparisons will enhaneg'_,, ._i:,., • P c fields-of-view and spectral
uncle rstanding of instrument n,,.+',-,-,_,.-:- ,,._,.,u,o_ar)on dam base _ vrovide a mn_ ,h ..... L
MODIS ins_ments incl-u-d-¢ _'IRS"Ae'U"_-_-.'t)_Trsen, s°_rs_wh°se ou_.u_t witl be comt)'_-eqt'_
' andSeaWi Sontheand the Lariat Thematic Mapper. =.
. Chapter 4. discus__e_fer of calibration and characterization from pre-launch to in-orbit
pnases using the on'_cali_tors. Historically this transition has been among the least well-
understood aspects of thd'!_on process. The/ViOD "
.Specn'oradiometric Calibra_n Ass_mh_,, _¢'_,"- .... IS instrument utilizes a solar dif
Vetween pro-launch and in-orbit stat_s_ .... ., ,o_,_.,_) _0 transfer calibrations and charact'_c_se_oannd s
Chapter 5 describes the in-orbit radiome_tric c_ibration and chara
D_scussed here are the instrument-based ,-,,,.,),,.,_- .._-,_ .... cterization methodolo "es.
oasec! methods, incJuding the Use of _i'oun_t_-'_e_--_-_m_ g me ca_!brators noted in Chapter 4; _et,
and image-reiated me_s including_a_ometr_e_-_ __oc.eanphenomena to achieve a calibra_n;
techniques - ._ ......... -_ recuncanon _a c!ass-spe_c scene equalization
Chapter 6 con_ info_tion on in-o_t geometric c__ti'on.
Chapter 7 describes in-orbit spec.n-al chracterization.
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discusses the official MODIS calibration al_
stra gY " th_al ....... - 'the qualityChapter9 provides a
order toprovide a reliable model for MODIS bchavaor, 6
e calitwation wilt or: pxu ,,:
of th approp "+ the topics
Chapter 10 includes a list of acronyms, definitions, and references
considc_:L
1.3 Applicable Doamm_ts
Documents pertinent to this one include,, but are not limited to: ____(1) Earth Observing System (EOS) Project CaLibration P y 1989, GSFC 420-0• -.:,>:.. .::i_:"
3-01; _m(2) Earth Observing System (EOS) Project Configuration M cm Plan, GSFC 420-
02-02;
(3) 1990 Reference Handbook, EOS;
(4) MCST Interface Control Documcn_
(5) MODIS Calibration Plan;
(6) MODIS Verification Plan;
(7) MODIS Calibration Data Book; :_7" ....
(8) MODIS Calibration Handbook.
1.4 Overview of Instrument I_sign ....
lv_v_,,r-," . ....!i_:._%._____,,4;,. tO +55 u "llle Insla-uxu_ '_-tl'fi'OU fti,3tnc xiaxs_ _ •
" ""': km and continually scans _"g :_::.-+.',_, --= ",',-- #^--,-,,tint of the detectors vanes
satellite radiance in 3o oanas from ._:..::_-: _:. •
from 0 25 km (2 bands) to 0.5 kin. (5+_S) to 1 kin. (29 bands).
• • .....!!!_
' " er itself is a 2-mirror off-axis Gregorian design. Radiation from
The s ¢cu_-radiomct . . smit the li ht onto four focalP ........ :- t.,,.,--,_htters whxch reflect/tran, g
_=_ pl_:_ the hIghcrspecu-alresotunon
:_ _:_!_-'!_,.
ShaMe Of_ Calibration Algorithm
":_:_?:_ "_ -'-er MODIS science team, to select
the responsibility 6_ ;_ MCST, togem with review by the
singlecalibrationalgorithmwhich willbc used asthe officialcalibrationalgorithmforproducing
although early versionswill dcp_-,_, ..... _ understanding of the instrument, data
vendor. This algorithm will change with time as
characterization, and calibration methods improve.
1.6 Multiple parallel Approaches
reel several
• • . In additionto the pro-launch calibrationsan.dIn order to have confidence thatthe requiredprecisionand accuracy have been
indet_endent methods wall. bc u.sed.tn P al_.n._L ) calibrations using lunar images, as we. as m-
ch_-_cterizanons, there will oc xn-,,, _,,, ......
vc_sioat t3 April_992
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w
orbitgroundtruthcalibrationsu ingreflectanceand radiancebasedmethods (i)othon-groundand
aircraR).The primarypurposeof thesemultiplepathways isto obtain,throughindependent
means,a "caLibrationtable"which canbe usedtoconvertinsn'umentDN's toradianceon a routinebasis(theMODIS/MCST calibrationalgorithm).
The contractorCHughes/SBRC) willdev_Ib_p-andmaintaina mainsn'umentto allow ncrforman.... ._:---.- _ themarical_odel of
• r _ _Lvuaenon, uncertain mod " . :>_:,_. the
studies,and de " ty cling,envn'on ens" "gradaraonand faxlurean . . , mv_
subcom onentswillbe . .._ alyses. The charactenzatzonof, L tyP of sufficient accurac,, to _H'w .... -_ _,., , __QDIS-N
., -_v ,-=_ungrm anaJyses to 0c peff_ with
this model, thus this guideline defines the subcomponent calibration specifications. Reports will
be produced to document analyses and the impact of the code on inslrument charaeterizano" n,
I. 8 Comprehensive _entation Trail
The contractor u h • -_.:_
• .- (H g es/SBRC) will provide system-level cali_ ...... _ "
aria spectral) which are traceable ,h .... _.._ ........ ._ _...,_radiomctric, eometric,
t " "'"_S" uu_.umcntanons or aa ......."::""..... g
.echniques, and the contractor will radiometric-'- ' "-- ta, P_..ures, and data analysis
m the Systeme International (SI) set of uni, any c_orate t_oa set of P_!cal.units as ex ssed
t.. In addinon, the contractor will aarlere toa _--o_n_on
set of calibration terminologies, as sanctioned by the EOS Calibration Advisory Panel These wil/
be supplemented, as needed, for clarification or instrument-specific procedures.
..::i:i!i_i...
"_i_""'-
:_.:
.:-._ -:i_:.:.
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.::::,'_:..,
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2 Pre.Launch Calibration/Characterization Methodologies
2.1 Objectives/Rationale
Prior to launch, the MODIS instrument shall undergo radiometric, geometric, and spectral
" " "
of erformanceo, me MOuI_ sensoroverun__. m ,_.. _. lineari _:_'_o'. to-noise
measure p ' " cludin, butnottmmtea to, ,_ ....-
characterizedbeforehunch forproperues m... g I__._-'_'iliv'The M__sfer
• coherentnoise,scan modulation,ariao_a-to-onai__,,,,,_,_ band sha__ut-of-
rauo, _ .,,-........,4,._,--,,--'_ckand across-track.Sv-.-.tral _ •
Function (MTI_ wm oc m_,, _,,,,,e '--
band responses will be measured. The transient response, including rise time and overshoot or
wall be tested Polarization sensitivity will be measured. The spectral band
undershoot, . " . _" ..... ,..._u r,,, ,,,._¢ d. Most of these tests will be performed
registration a.tong-tracz aria across-wa_,- w,,, ..... ure, , . r.. " • • "
under both ambient and vacuum condiuons. A total of 29 different_s_f charactenzanon tests
ed. " <_:are plarm
. . " tion lannin , MODIS and all EOS-_or_m ins.._ments will be
As part of .EOS cahbra P g or a travelingstarted _diometer...These
cross-calibratexlusinga common known_s_ourcc an.cl_ " when theybecome ublic.
- -- .,- .... _., ,-, ¢_ ta_es now and wall be summa.6zed _ P
activities arc in th_ _,_,y vlannin_, s o
• • • oc o, fromtwo o os. Th, source
Informataon m thls s .... . :, ,,,'-,_,c _,¢_ment _roviaea o taugnes/_-,, u,_ _,_,.
Cahbranon Management .tqan _ : • oa:¢y_ew by members ot me mt.._included m th_s documen__!.:.::_:::::::_,MODIS contractor.. It.as ...... ,.,,,.,, .,_ii_ _
AdditionalinformauonIsprovmca oy m_.,o.. "_i_,_
Pre-flight radiomen'ic calibration of the MODIS Instrument and the On-Board Calibrators will
be performed. For the solar reflecdve.:_ of MODIS, an absolute accuracy of 5% is required;
for the thermal bands, this requiremea_i:s !_
• ::::_. ..:::'_ -..::S:?_
") 2 1 AbsoluteCalibration......_:iii_:_!ii_
Source-based calibration techniques, with sources traceable to NIST primary standards, will be
used to perform me pre-flight calibration of MODIS. A spherical integrating source (SIS) will be
used for the VIS, NIR, and SWIR bands, and a full-aperture blackbody will be used for the
MWIR and LWIR ba_eSe measurements express digitized output as a function of input..... _......... • • • • • * ,
radiance. The repeati_h.'tY in!i_ m..eas,urements cons.umtes then" precas_on, w,ale the devaanon of
the results from a truei_u_s _ calibration accuracy.
"_2 2 Relative Cali_on
The preflight absolute calibration of MODIS is the ftrst data point in the MODIS calibration
ibrations will enable assessment of sensor performance as a function of
history.. Subsequent cal • -__ • mented. Relative comparisons are also
time, allowang a remuve calibrauun h,story to be docu comping the outputs of
performed by ratioing the output of one sensor band to another, or
different detectors within a band.
2.3 Geometric c_on
e pointin accuracy of MODIS will be sufficient to locate any pixel on the Earth's surface to
withiT_n+_.0.5 _gn_esthelength or widthofthepixel.Registration of pixelsto0.1pixclor better
MODIS Calibration/Characterization Plan 7 Version 1 13 Alml 19929:46 AM 4/ /92
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willIx made, but a pointingknowledge of 30 arc seconds and alignmentchanges of 60 arc
secondswillreducetheoverallpointingknowledgeto0.5pixcls.
2.4 Spectral Chaxacm"izadon
Preflight spectral Charac_tion of the MODIS instrument will based on relative spectral
_t_ym_'s_tec_e_c_ mac_ w_%g_a_bt_n, g monoc .hm..mator coupled to the MOD!_ calibrator.
e to NIST silicon photodiodc reference _'f6r-_
VIS and NIR, and to Naval Ocean Systems Center (NO$C) for referenc_le.ctric or
thcrmocoupledctectca-s. " _ .%
3 Instrument Cross-Calibration
3.1 Pre-Launch Cross-Calibration
3. I. 1 Cross-Ca_bration Among MODIS Insmzments ,_.:_
3.1.2 Cross-CalibrationBetween MODIS and _her Instru_
MODIS shallbc intcr-compam:iafterintegrationwithaLloth_:!_.al instrumentso_g
in the same spectral regions (e.g. ASTER, MISR, AIRS, SeaWiFS, and _ with HIRIS for the C
platform)usinga singlesource.A cross-calibrationbetween MODIS sensorsand theLandsat
Thematic Mapper will also be pe_ormc&
3.2 h-Orbit Cross-Calibration
3.2.1 Cross-Sensor/Within Platform _!__ Slatcr ct al., University of
..... ::_::::..... Doug Hoyt, RDC
Several passive remote sensors using visible radiation are planned for the EOS--A platform.
Each instrument will be independendy calib_ted. After corrections for differences in footprint
size, spectral resolution, and pointspread filnctions arc made, the radiances measured by the
separate should agree to within their sta_.accuracies. If they do agree, it tells us that any biases,
whether the bias is zero or not, ax_tti:e s_ If they do not agree, an opportunity exists to
investigate the reasons for the di/i'_:_¢_t__ " The more instrument_ that ao.e_._." th. ,.,_,....
cont_OmC_ncc,we can, have that con'cc_surements arc bemg made. Potential comparison
mmumcm mcmae Mul._l_ (am) toMU_l_i:-_pm), AIRS, ASTE D E r_cn ._.a _iTc, n _. .....
these -otential confi " ,..... ,,,, ,.,,,.,_-,a_,u _vuo_ ocvcrm orp guranonsaremscusscao¢low.
AIRS (Atmospheric Infrared Sounder) has a 56 kin. nadir footprint with five channeLs in the
0. o,oom ,
many MODIS pixels,i:_ight_y the P P , o torrn an image like a single
AIRS pixel. Becaus6iiMQDI_N also appears to have better spectral resolution in the visible,
several appropriately weight_:MODIS_N bands will be required to match the AIRS resolution.
Comparison9f man.y hun 'o_g ofAIRS pixe!swithMODIS-N simulatedAres pixelshouldgive
a _name mmcanon ot me amount o_ agreement.
Both AIRS and MODI_o-.-N also make thermal infrared measurements which allow comparisons
to be made. At each thermal wavelength, contributions arc coming from all layers of the
atmosphere and the surface usually expressed through atmospheric weighting functions. If the two
instruments do not have similar bandpasses, the comparison is made difficult since the same layers
of the atmosphere are not sampled equally. It is likely that radiances in the thermal bands for these
two instruments will not be compared directly, but a derived geophysical paxamemr such as sea
sultace temperature will be used for the inter--comparison. The thermal cross--calibration teclmique
for this pair of instruments and for other pairs of instrumentsis a topic requiring further study.
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mASTER (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection) has a 30 meter nadi_bands centeredat
"bleusin appropriateweights or filterfactorsforthefootprintand one near infi-aredband from 850 to920 nm. Since MODIS---N has
o_c ^.,,4on_ ,m an intcr-.comparisonispossl . g .- .-.,,_.,.,_by summing up the ASTER
ou._"',-..... • N ixei can I)¢_u_._ a. " ns in
• ents S anally the MODISh- Pi__ _ " dn funcuon. Intcz--companso
tw.o 1_n.s..n_,+.)'e h_IS--N pointsprea_ funcnon as the we, gh g
pLXel$ U_'l+ '+'
the thermal infrared are also possible for these two instmmenm.
spectral bands in the v. sible re,on. MUL)t_-,'( ,m,_ fiR_r _ssion
EOSP pointspread fm_ction, and spectrally re-mapped, using the EOSP
functions,tomatch the EOSP radianceobservauons.
• radiometer) has four viewing angles which can be
ISR (Multi-angle Im_agmg Spectro-_- _.,,,;,,, ,n_ annot be matched by MODIS-N.
dupMcated by MODIS-N. Four other MI:,_,. ),,- .... e, _.oles c
MISR has spectral bands centered at 440 and 860 nm which are clos_ matched by MODIS--N
bands at 443 and 865 nm. The wavelength resolution for MISR i_t a_pflable, but probably isand_Y re-mapping MIS. R, a
less than MODIS-N. By spectrally re-mapping MODIS--N -=_:_omatching image for the two instruments app_ possible which w them to be rater-
compared.
- ._- cross-calibration of different i_.ments on __csam, e, P)la_,° m_tod_._it
One memou ',_" .",". "---,:^ ._--.nafor the ca__ '_.v_ --.-;j,--- __;...,,otes
hould be empnamz_ m_.t _"'°°-'L ...._-...,,.. o-d vi_ geometries.
• • WIU3 di.tt_erent ll_ta_ ,.
unccrtamues assoc_atcO :_ii_
ans to make in-orbR calibrationsof high spatialresolution
"vcrsi of Arizona group pl " a reflectance-basedmethod
The Um ty for the C platform)using ' "tSTER and HIRIS • MODIS m-orb_sensors such as A ( , • as Whxte Sands [I].
EOS IIcharactenzed _ound s_tesuch • • • work
which references _awe -..,-_o-.-_,oqbe done with a method similartoxtsAVHRR
c_bration with referencetoa grouau pep,+
• .++_++,
The Universityof Arizona group has found thattheresponsivenessof channels 1 and 2 of the
AVHRRs on NOAA-9 and -10 has degraded significantlysincelaunch [2].The group has refined
• e refinementstoitsTM calibrations[3].The group has
; c -based method and appliedth .. " uses measurements of the
,isreflectan e .... _._, .^ ;,+,.,,,,,,c,_nbased method which
V¢|O e(1 a retl_.tu ,to ......... ce-
also de P .......... _:+................_" " e 4
_;¢_,,_,. ,nct total _ge at_,surtac [ ].
NOAA-II. I>retin_nax3/m " g
channels I and 2.
The University of Arizona group plans to continue with this type of work with future A_
and follow-on sensors and a MODIS simulator if it becomes available. The group plans to refine
hs methods to include the use of a field SWIR specu'omcter, a solar radiometer designed to
measure totalcolumn water vapor,and an imaging solarradiometerwhich willbe used to studythe
rcolcis a sensitiveindicatorof aerosolscatteringand the group hopes to
O_r_arureole. The au . , __=__ _,,.+.¢,,, " with this future instrument.prove itsknowledge ot me scauerm_ v,,--,,-....cuon
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[l]Slater,P.N.,S.F.Biggar,R.G. Holm, R.D. Jackson,Y. Mao, M.S. Moran, I,M. Palmer,
and B. Yuan, 1987. Reflectance-and radiance-based methods for the in-flight absolute calibration
of multi-spectral sensors, Rein. Sens. o/Environ., 22, 11-37.
[2] Teillet, P.M., P.N. Slater, y. Mao, B. Yuan, RJ. BarteH, S.F. Biggar, R.P. Santcr, ILD
Jackson, and M.S. Moran, 1988. Absolute radiometric calibration of the NOAh, AVHRR sensor,
Proc. SPIE, Vol. 924, Recent Advances in Sensors, Radiometry, and Data Processing for RemoteSensing, 196-207.
[3] Hart, QJ., "Refinements to the reflectance-based absolute radiomemc e__nsL,ands,.a.t-5The_marieMapper,"Proc.sPIE,inpress(1991). , ofthe
t#J mggar, :LF.,:_anter,R.P.,and Slater,P.N., "Irradiance-based
sensors,"Proc.IGARRS 90 Vol.I,pp.507- 510 (1990). calibratr°n_1_nagmg
3.2.2 Cross-Platform/AmongSensors
oe io o, ga, d ....
,,_u_g sensor Dy reIerence to a hi,,her--o,-,h.- ...... ,.L_. _,, ......._ ._._:v_._paum rcsomfion
nd . 6 ,_,,:_._Auuou _ixllt2l-dlea S :_* "ed under a NASA t and I " __J. Tlus work has been
• . gran s ongoing. The AVHRR sensors 6_!
satellites have been calibrated with refer ...... '- ..... _e NOAA 9, 10, and 11
_,_,_c to me I nernanc Mapper ('r/W_d Systcmc Probatoire
d'Observation de la Terre (SPOT) HRV cameras. The high resolution sensor is calibrated with
reference to a ground site such as White Sands, New Mexico. This calibration is normally done
using a ground reflectance-based method. Pixels from a high resolution calibrated image (taken
nearly coincident with the low resolution image) are s_y registered and then am aggregated to
_spatial resolution of the .AV/-IRR image. Corre__dc for sensor s ctrai
atrtercnces aria tot me grouna t,,-oet bidirecfion.._ --.-,__- ...... pc response
geomea-iesarcsignificantlyclif'_c_ntThe _n_ '__T-a .¢_r._BRF).if.me_sensoracquisition
higla resolution irna,Te r31 c.,.,,..,....-.,_" __v _ ,c-_ccls actcrmmecl from the calibrated
t J. '.,v,,-,_y unuorm areas on a scale of multiple low resolution pixels are
u do  ha55nectanc.c-ba.sedmemod to deterge the cai]bration of the A
pnenc correcnon Is norrnall don usin_ _n,-,----" - -" • . VHRR sensor. The
grouna at me tar_,et site d,,,_-_, ,_.- uy • __:_o _._u_a opac_ propernes measured from the
o -'-',s ,,,,. ,us- resolunon nnaze acouisinnn
[1] Teillet, P.M., P.N. Slater, Y. Mao_i:B_. Yuan, R.J. Bartefl, S.F. Biggar, R.P. Santer, R.D
Jackson, and M.S. Moran, 1988. AbsolutC'_ometric calibration of the NOAA AVHRR sensors,
Proc. SPIE, Vol. 924, Recent Advances in Sensors, Radiometry, and Data Processing for RemoteSensing, 196-207.
[2] Che, N., Grant, B.G., Flitmer, D.E., Biggar, S.F., Slater, P.N., Jackson, R.D., and Moran,
M.S., "Resultsof __of _e NO AA-I 1AVHRR made by reference tocalibratedSPOT
ImageryatWhite _anas,l'_ew_,lex_co,Proc.SPIE,inpress(1991).
[3] Holms, R.G., _._o_, R.D. Jackson,P.N Slater,B Yuan, and S F B_g at,1989S urt_ace Reflectance Fa'__eval from Thematic" _;_--,--- 7-,'_,_ ,, , • ". _ g - .
41-37. ::!:!_' ,-,,,vv,a _am, t_em. _ens.oS P.nv_ron., 27,
3.2.3 Target related/aircraft Peter Abel, Code 920, GSFC, Greenbelt,
MD 20770
Satellite radiometers observing the Earth in the visible and near infrared (visnir) _trum ('400
to I100 nm) have usually suffered significant losses in gain while in '
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR_ vis'-- -I- .... orb_L For example,
' , ,,- _;nannels nave shown gain Joss rates
ranging from 7% per year (NOAA-9) [1] to nearly zero (NOAA-6), and CZCS results for the four
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eats after launch inoicate that degradation is more rapid at shorter wavclenknhs (average
Y annum for Channel I at 443 nm, falling to less than I% per annum for
degradationram of 7% per 'rely[21).A vrimary objectiveof aircraftstudies.is
Channels 3 and 5,at 550 and 670 nm r,spccn_ __..:..... -'-.-I--.,-Isand theirram ot cItangem
therdor* to measure the absolute gainof the MOt.)i:)wsna ,.,,_..e"te sensors, itwould be necessary to collectsuch
^..k_, R ecl on results from o_er sa_lli _.,_ :..--._;_,.lv after launch) to establish the gain
mcasm_ments at tea:s._t__• ..... ,.a o.. "cation m 0hal change sctcn_
to the accuracy rcq_ _m ._,,_ -vr _ #
MODXS will have _ on board_ .r_h_C::malib_eon_Ys_o_f°_j_'_c_tr__
..... m r¢ nl'_scntS te-'chIlOlO_r _ 13 U-F'L-'-_' r " "V
independent calibration data to validate the pcn-foTmmcc of the onboant system.
MODIS instrument'sscan mirror,ifcontaminated in space, will cause the channel gains
g fun on of scanan .Either
to become dependent on scan angle. No measurements of this dependence will be available from
theonbeard calibrationsystems,so a thirdobjectiveisto measure :_: .,
........... a sunlit, ontically s"_:_, highly reflective _d_
1 illustrates me metnoa, wmcn usz_ r . --Fi e 3.3. . . -----._-_ ).-,-.I, n a weLl-calibrated specm_diomcter on me
cloud_n_e ground target as a transter st_u,u,_,__-.--ee• The method depends on accurate pr_..'ctionof _e
• e radiometer on the sa.telh.'te, e aircraft ectroradiometerto.t_
an",c_,. t and th . . me , wh,ch ,s neces .s_y.. to enabl.e th sp tions must be app.lied
"te tar et vaewmg gee try • • _s Small correcsatedi - g • • satemte o.v,k'_T • " d to
.... -_ ..-., ,_,,. satellite vmw vector dmang - _:_.'_.-- -_-- _ircraft and the satellite, an
'
measm'_ments) and count values (from the satellite measureh_ents) that correspond to the altitude of
the sate_ite radiometer and the field-of-view of the aircraft spectroradiometer. These sets are
' ase of AVHRR, for ex_ple, by the measurement of the count corresponding to
u ented m the c .... ..::., A leastsuares fitbetw.eenthe setsgives the
a gtn. " n isassumcd_:b¢ zero. q elas the slope
the radiance of space,wmc ...... ._.., • " eter'scnann
of the best-fit line. ":'_:-_ .... "
s corrccnons arc nnutea toswaw_p,, . . be lessthat3% forneces ary ...... ,.). ,.h_,, on tzeometry ts calculated to
atmospheric correcuon mr reasonaw_ _,,,o,,rvauo
....._ recent aoaluon " "
accuracy, in the abs_:/:_Jr_ .... "-tic .omnosition, and calculating the corre cuon wi_._ the
cl_m._to_o_C _ __verag_ fo:r'_'_e _i spec_'or_iometer coLlects_am ,or a perz___.
LOWTRAN-7 _5] C_t_; t_"e_" Satellite data encompassing the spa_d.al._e gn_emo_
approximatelY _ .ma.nutcs_, ..... s,....,_;o,,_..te r for annroximately 3 seconas m a,
•_ ._.... ,-,.._Uccted _ the sau;_ ,,,,_ ,,.,.; _'_r_"i-- .... A to identical states of scene
a.trcrmt _ "L':=, __.,h,,A o¢_utnesthat the two aata setscoaxer.--,,,,,,
thispcrioa,ariam: m_- ....
structu_and illumination.
The footprintcorrectionisachieved by making the footprintof the aircraftspectroradiometer
much larger that that of the satellite radiometer. The footprint used as the transfer standard is then
• " is between the aircraftanclsatemte pomungthefooqx'intof the an'.c_,ft.spec.m:).radiometer,which w ll-characterizedcomp.ared,w thatof_c_
vt arsenal uncertmnu_
satellite radiometer. Imtaal na g
vectors amount to the equivalent of several footprints of the aircraft spectroradiometer. It is
therefore necessary to search the satellite image to find the image displacement from nominal
alignment that corresponds to maximum correlation between the set of aircraft radiance
measurements and the equivalent set of counts from the satetlite radiometer' This approach to free-
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rung of the navigation implies that the correct displacement is that which correslbonds tO the
a least-squares sense) linear relation between radiance and counts, and the approach is
un:suited to a de .ty'rn_"atio.n of the linearity of response of the satellite radiom thea'do_
umtorm targets(suchasc£ea.roceansurface)thisrestrictiond eshot apply, era. Over effcc_ely
haveThn_tm_an°ffe?SUem:_e:at _cespectra/response ftmctaons of the satellite radiometer channels
orbit are attributed to chan_,_¢ ;,, _,t_edb.e._ hunch, and al/_observed changes"
hereshow thatth • =.... e_,,. ,-,,-z_vts-_-ll A_the reLimin r :::::_nsem
. • gmn ratao of channel I to channel 2 ' p . ary .+ ts rcpom_October, 1990, is constant to within + 1% +r,,.-_ _L_ d.unng the period No__ 1988, to
changes its spectra/response during this period.
- • -.s saong£y suggests mat ne/t/im'_el has
sincPt_:peuCt_pmmentmwetse_chaaSu/rl_beenfomrd_ance_d wavelengthcalibratedon an/rmgularschedule
NAS /G Clabo ,o.... m Ma .h. 988.Thesystemwas i,
• . . _:r -.t ureenoeit, MD, betore ann a.tter most _._hts, but the time intervalsbetweenflightand ca.Libra,onusuallyexceededImonth Allca.Lib
ambmnt laborat conditions ..... " _n data we 1: collected
• oQ/ and without the aircraft wl ............ ._ _ • under
as a funcnon of mcidence an+qewas ----.......... n,dow m pl;i_e wmdow transmittance
correction term. o ,,,+,_-,_ _cparate£y, aria mciu_ the calculations as a
Figure 3.3.2 illustrates the experimental anangement in the hboratory to radiance-calibrate the
1.22 m diameter hemisphere calibration source. The spectral irradiance spectrum of a secondary
standard lamp supplied by Optronic Laboratories, Ine,,js transferred to an
spec __ .r_'ometer equipped with a small integratin_ ._h:_;,_ ,..,..., .... LOptr_omc model 740A
_ gra g _ .ere zs to render the 740A s r :+_: :;:_:::_:_. p . _.nq pmgose of the
the angular tana snadaD di ,,.;h,,_.,.. ^, -_r_e.sp°nse.t° __ancc. effecuvely m_pendent f
740A system. _" , s .... ,v,, ,.,, ,,,put trradianc_Jements at me ena'ance apertm_ of _
measurement of " .
separation. The (740A) irradianceto (hemispherd_radiancetransfer equiresaccu.,-at¢
thedmmeters of theaperturesm thesphereand thehemisphere,and of their
The 1.22m diameterhen_sphere_ce isintemall coat "
embedded ina polyvinvlaJcoholbi-_g_- ,,,-.-,.......y., ed with a barium sulfatepigment
ed • ., u_._. _!:j.:_(_y¢ ZL,'L/W COlIP._-coi] tun
, g mtematly a/ong the great cin_|¢._;_":_h.d...._.-- -.,: ...... _ten f-da.m_entlamps are
:,,amps _s.b.affled by a barium suifate<+++med intern+' -,,,---,---, - . . • ghtfromthe
umrnananon ot me exit nerm,., ,.,._ ._._ ,'v_:_+_._.... ,.-, ,-_,,-,.a£t:a_ seenon, mat prevents direct
a, ..... , ,,,_, ,-_ -at:re=man race of the hemisphere is painted matt black.
The lamps are independendy switchable, and are run at a current of 6.500 + 0.001 amps. Results
for the uniformity, accuracy, and stability of the radiance calibranon of thehemisphere have been
published elsewhere [4]. Uniformity of the radiance field (with
spanal and angular disvia_nt m _. • • __ . a_. 12 lamps lit) as a function of
• ._+..,.++,_fro..._ festoonobservmg alongme axisof theh "_,-,
reported tobe better_ _!_% + end, here was
• +.'++++++,:++ . . : , . .dz,"c ++2+ [
by an onboard minicomputer throughazimuth and elevationdrivemotors with a positioning
accaracvofapproximatelyio. The opdcalaxispassesthroughthecenterofan uncoat_ quartzorinfrasil_vindow(bothhave beenused)setintothefloorof theaJ_
The silicondetectorand preamplifier(EG&G HUV 4000B) ishermeticallysealedbehindits
window. The detector esponsivitynear400 nm and especiallynear I000 nm istemperature
dependent,so thedetectortemperatureisactivelycontrolled,approximately17C witha Peltierat
heat exchanger. Heating pads are wound around the body ot me speetroradiometer to minimize
....Under f1 ight conditmns _e temperature of the
,- .... ,,,,,_++,++m me range or u to 10 C. - supporting frame
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The onboard minicomputer also acts to control motion of the second blocking filter and the
beam blocking actuator, and supervises the recording of spectral and housekeeping dam. Dam are12 bits, and include the spectral data, frame and detector
recorded with a resolution O:olta e, time from a dedicated clock, .and gi_nbal __a_. u._. _
eratures, power su..pp.ly g J _,-..a. ,,,¢,h_ " are recomea oy me separa_ _,-,_,,temp. _ .--_- .-_- h_lin_, ano iuuua_a_ v .... aircra_
elevanon. 1 ne pzu;r,, ,,,u, .....
Inertial Navigation System (INS), which has its own dedicated clock, b_ C: rCS Was
White Sands, NM, has been the target of choice for recent measurements, v_;,,h
method using clear ocean surface as mc ___u_
_--,,--calibratedin 1983 by this • - =-I-'oare attractivecandidates
SUCCCSSIUUy i_ __ ..,,.,!1, e.A _n-a S ClOUO ll¢l_a_
reflectivity targets,SUCh a_ _.,,- ...... m
evaluation as suitable targets.
::L VHRR from 6 ER-2
White Sands, NM, between Nove ...._
fligh:e°g_V:ethod has several major advantages: it is the only absolu ethod now available
(excluding on-board systems), it has high intrinsic accuracy traceable to NIST standards, it
requires no field work, and it can be configured for rapid response to a request for calibration
information. Figure 3.3.3 also shows the results from Kaufman and Holben, using selected desert
,. bs ation and illumination geometry, and the
......... oi ;-tervals with the same o ._a_.. _ _.__ ^_ ._,,, cPOT Hante Resolution
al, _MU,.um,_, _" "i:' foil Ut ul_, _
areas oDse_., _ , ..---,,urhite Sands to transfer th¢__ ...... ._-,,'l,, the more p_
• • V channel to AVHRR. :_'S-Caiibraung sensors on .Vmble fflR ) • d the methods for results _s
lative methods now available, an in wit_ inae shown by the aircraft
re .... ,--_---.,- The trend of gain de.c_.as g ,-_!_ w-ufman and Holben, aithough_,_e
confirmed by Ch.c c t al., ana_as c?._:,,,...- m the other resmts for cnanne_ =. ,,s ....
aircraft-measur_ absolute gain xs &splaced fro
ex ressed as the ratio of gains for ch..a_els ls_nbedh2eldNc°on_nt_ofim_u_
irestheresults P . • " :.:alnratio,wmcn mu • • the "g • VI _sa funcuon0_g . ntsindicatethat gain
Ve etanonIndex (.ND ) . _: f blD_. The aircraftmeasurcme for the
c_telv) topmwde usefulestmaa.t_o.........'_::_:_eresultsof Kaufman and .Holben ....,._
ac . " a ¢¢g:_¥clt_/'._:_ _ an_l Wire my
• " " in + I%, which gr ..::_ , . s Se tern
rauo _s w_th . _ .___ .._ m_._._;th their results for Augu t/ p
Februarv/Marcnpences, _,,-, ,,"-''_ ...... :_@_
results Cheet aL
of . v ssP./VAS  OAA- 
Th_s pro3ec.t _s.now rexiucang data colliES satellite sensors arc planned for sprang and fall o
AVHRR. Unaermgnts of NOAh, and G
•_i:i:_
19 92. :::_'_
............. :i!i:ii_ ar
__: ..... , _oo r'alibration of the sol
...._:_::_!!!!_::::_ JaCoDOWl_Z, _oo. ,-,
channels of
Oceanic Tech., 5, 631-639.
[2] Hovis, W.A., J.S. Knoll, and G.R. Smith, 1985. Aircraft measurements for calibration of an
orbiting spacecraft sensor, Appl. Opts., 24, 407-410.
[3] Kneizys, F.X., E.P. Shetfle, L.W. Abreu, J.H. Chetwynd, G.P. Anderson, W.O. Galle.ry,
J.E.A. Selby, and S.A. Clough, 1988. Users Guide to L(_, Air Force Geophysics
_-FGL-TR-99-0177.
Laboratory, Environmental Paper 1010, 1991, Accuracy and precision actually achieved for
Guen_er, B, J. McLean, and J. Cooper, and space investigations, accepted for publication in[ ] • :-_tin" sourcesfor aircraft
large aperturemte_ e,
M errologia.
[5] Published data: VersioaI 1_ A1ml1992
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Che, N., B.G. Grant, D.E. Hitmer, P.N. SI.'.ter, and S.F. Biggar, 1991. Results of
calibrations of the NOAA-I I AVHRR made by reference to calibrated SPOT imagery at WhiteSands, N.M., SPIE, 1493, 182-194.
yet mpub   ed
Abel, P., R. GalLimore, and 3. Cooper, Calibration resuks for
channels I and 2 from congruent _t observanons (in l_epar_on).
Kaufman, y. and B. Holben,Cal/brat/onof theAVHRR visibleand
atmosphericscattering,oceanglint,and desertreflection(inpress), a_r-_ by
Kaufman, y. and B. Holben,persona/communication.
4 Transfer of Calibration between Pre-Launch to In-O_ On-Board
Calibrators - g
'i'i..... .:i-:_....
4. I Objective.VRadona/c
Insmanent behavior during the period between pr¢-flight calibration and the first in-flight
calibrationiscurrentlynot wellquantified.On-board calibratorshave been designedforthe
M..O.DISinsmunent toaidin bridgingthegap between, und an " - ' •
calibrators,includin_a solardiffu ......_ d m flightcalibrations.These
transfer the radiome_ic ,,,.,., ,.,.,..set and Specu_o__C_bration Assembl (SR .
• , o,,,.,m,.,,,_, _,,d s ira/c ....... ......._.... Y CA). will
orbltphases of themission . . _pe_ct .a/ibra__ODIS between -laurie "
• .. by pro',qdin a rclanon ...... _>: - P_. h and m-
sensor digmzed out-nut. An ,g,, .... :,.ship _.een calibrator effeclave radiance and
-,-, assu..,v.,v. ,;r,.ca_ t_ls process is that the Oh:bdai;d
calibrators themselves will not change caiibratio'n after insertion into the spaceenvironment.
4.2 Rad/omen-icCal/l:aadon ....ii:_
b_gcatibratcd with NIST traceabili-,, "_r'I_- _t_:c_-d_-_Sim/l_!y: redundant tungsten lamps k;iil
calibrated ..,. ,, o,.,,_ uaLu:s_- for on-orblt rencctance calibration wil/be
pre-flight and traceable to NIST reflectance standards. BRDF measurements
determine the diffuser's response as a function ot wavelength and angle of incidence will also bemade. to
.i. 3 Geomemc:._on
4.4 Spectral :<_.... " >:_:"on
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5 In.Orbit Radiometric Calibration iCharacterization Meth°d°l°lies
5.2.2
5.1 ObjectivedRadonalo • --'-,--assessingthepea-formanceofth_
of  o.gzs
In-orbitcalibra . "ssion m-v,,,- _ "_ u ." owledge of
:_. urinthelifetaneotme ma __" undanc toensurethoro_c
m_trum.entsd ,.gu as nroviae the necessary red Y ,_M!_
grounatrumcan.or,,,,._- _ _
ento on.insmzm per_ ......... r'.a;br.ationMana_
September, 199 I.
desi exi for this function... . and an on-boaxd 1_ !!!!.. ":Y "
of theMODIS thermal banas. _'
5.2.1 internalsources/assc'mblies
5 2 1 Spectroradiometric Calibration Assembly (SRCA) _ - _WIR
• " " . ......._"....... " tion of the VIS, _ ana a
• " a abili for radio_ .. incandescent source
• " allow m-orbitc p ty _" _t utilizesan . ISsP,. ofthe and the
_cls: and for speCU-d_,_._'_'--'_ ,..... _-._ted to me _au_? _ .....
_---• -'--'_"_ tO COiIll2aat¢_toca_ _,-,.,,- ':'i_:_
all(1 lntetlla_ upu_,_ -_
instn_ment-
5.2.1.2 Blackbody - - " _i-ht calibration The
LWIR bands use a .f/_..'.:aperture blackbody tor m x_ _ .excellent temperature uniformity across its
MWIR and ...._ ..._:,_Ihave . surroundings.
" lent tern _tm=_,:_ ............... . • ar tern eram_
v o rated at amb P,:_........... ........ _cuon toward s_mil P . • • umblackbod,, pc . . • " Tesid_ r_ . utilizm an alumm
" ce and prov_smn for dixec_._g. ,::.:::: t used for SBRCs ground test, g
surza ..... . " xs sxmdar m:_.,.
The blaclaXXW cavity ae_gn half:_gles
•,late with V-grooves cut at 25-degree
e 5 "_ 1 3 Solar Diffuser panel and Solar Diffuser Stability Monitor (SDSM)
for extended dynamic range of operation.
..... -_::.'_'-,,,l with two BRDF levels _ _ ...... ,,mv,_rties of the panel to
The solar - _".... _tor enodically comp consists of a Czcrny-Tumer
,-r_,. e-far diffuser stab'flitY m ........_ P_,-- ^--,-al system of the SDSM, __ ,r-_. ¢_,,_-ontics can
,h,, eun aria measurc_:=,@.¢. ...._ " ..... ,:lit crating, anu _,-, _,,-- -. .-'-" -_- *_-_,als to come
- .... - ,. cnu,_,,-,. -, • o-- " towm ul_ o,_..
- h w_tlt:a,,_ " • attenuauon a.t g
granng spectro_,_Per,,se r o_iii_e sun, and can pr.ov_d .... "-ons can be made.
image e_mer me u,.,__....;,_,_e of one another, where cutup=,.,
WiL._-In tWO oI_leI'S Ol m_x_t,,_u,_
External solar
5.2.3 External lunar
H.H. Kieffer and R.L. Wildey, U.S. Geological Survey,
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
in_ k
• • f imaging {ns_ments is a difficult tas . Calibration subsystems
In fl'_ht cahbratmn o .. ___.7 ._..;¢, _n any do not calibrate the entire optical system,
. ..- 1., -" ........ ar_.tlL.u_*_, _..d m
themseives are suoject to utah,-- " " Version 1 13 April 1992
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which can be done only by having external, full apertm'c sources, such as solar _ surfae¢s.
Calibrationcan bc done through theuse ofweU char_m'izcd ground targets,but this_ nero..
simultaneous mcasaremems, a substantialground campaign, and a difficultcorrectionfor.theatmosphcr=.
The objectiveof thiswork ism providenew_omen-ic informationnccdcd m allow themoon
to be used as a weU-characterizcdradiome_c source forcalibrationof earth-orbit
thatcan,dewicI, idi ontodirect,seofthe  iiome c o on. such . owl dge
of thelunarbrightnessenablesbc_r use of themoon formeasurement of the
Light performance of theinstruments. __
The moon has several unique properties: it is within the dynamic ran e of mosinstruments, it is surrounded b • . g t imaging
..... y a black field m both reflectlvc and _ band, and its surface
ongnmess distribution can be better known than that of any oth_t_ obie_ ---" ;instrument can be safel inted. Altho , __.j_ :_ . _ at which most
...... y po ugh the moon s photomc_es o,.- -, .... k.._ I__
mn'mslcauy constant over lono time _c -_-.o ,"..... , ..... _r---- _,. ,,_vur, m _ oc
_, ., ,,,,.a v,atua_a rd_c orcnang¢ e ...... at 10-_'[I]),the effectsdue to thevariationof ;)),,,'-;,,.,-..... __.__- :_,, .... percentper year
• _ . •..... ..,auv. ,.v,amons aria observation geometry mvst be
_._dcred. rlaese m turn are related pnmarily to the lunar photometric function and the lunar
The Librationof the moon, the change of the positionof the sub-earth omt on th
resuksfrom the axialinclinationand ,h.... . ^,.._.._ , , P " e moon,
_,an,,_ O_O_l.l b|lirlIl _. ar V "
the earth due to eccentricity of the 1-,,,1" ,,,-_;, -,.--g--__ - eloc?.ty of the moon arvund
• -., ---,4-,-,w,t w,ul.,,u_l_l 1 Oil _ S " " "
rotataonrate of the moon r_h,,si ,* ,r,....,,.._ "T',.. ... _'m_) ._. m,tU nonuniformity m the
t._.L ,_., .... -r., C.. ,,.,_,,,,._./. _ Jlt;_C comDule tO vieln n wo,4o_4,-,,,, --¢.L. ..... _r, •
t.a._m lal:lrtloe ana lOn_turb, k.,,h ...;._.. ___-__, ,- _:_ ._ . - -,.., ,,,u,.,. u=aoom ./v m
require the dual -'rec_ssi '-'?'-''_'' -,-,,._ vyr_oo or ne.ar on_onth, but with small differences that
_ v . una, cycle or l_.O years (accidendy appmximatel theSaros cycle) to complete, y same length as the
.The variations of albedo over the _f.,the moon are co .... '......
moaest spatial resolution the n,-,._,v_-i_-_"%_-- ,, ,_.... _uua _.now_eage. _uanritatively, at
value near 12 5% f21 Albed,-, v __'_-_:_-' _'- .... g, . , . to 23%, w_th a mean
. • __" • ," ,., ,_,,_S_on cxtcnas to scales t)clow the limit of telesco ic
resomn_on. I ne moon appears gray in th_!!_sible but h ....... ," .... P
near int_ed [31 Variati.-- ,-¢ --,-- ,---- " ::::::::_-.';; _. a s_a_r_ increase m renectivirv into theJ" *&=_l/*V. '.-'-'*Ur oet-ween amerent toca " • --
spectral features that do exist are relatively broad [4,5]. uons on the moon xs small, and those
The moon does not _have as an ideal diffuse reflector As the hase
observer an le) beco :_:_ ..... • - P angle (sun-moon-
,, g . . _ _1, the moon bnghtens dramatically; this is calle ....
effect .[6], which m_ases fi_o the noint that lung,- ,,,.,---- '--'-'-- .-, d the. opposnon
|unar tmotometric fu/i_ i_ "t_;,.a If. "" '.'.,,w_ o_ms. t.urrent know_eclge of the
• ,- . -_:. o::__m,,.,., ,_ a few wavel
spatzally-mtegratcd lunar_,_ess (the -base functio _n¢-ghs: and to a tew small areas or for the
-/:::.?" P "t t/,oJ.
The moon has several additional characteristics that require consideration in treating it as a
radiometric standard. Light from the whole moon has small negative polarization at small phase
angles, becoming most negative at ~ - 1.2% near a phase angle ~ 12 o, then increasing through 0
polarization near 24 ° up to about +8% at phase angles near 90 o. Individual areas (appropriate for
HIRIS spatial resolution) typicaLly have polarization at phase angles less than !5 ° of 1.2% or less
at 361 rim, and polarization decreases toward longer wavelengths out to at least 1 I.tm [9]. The
degree of polarization is approximately inversely proportional to albedo, begin greatest for dark
areas, and least for bright areas [6]. Variations with albedo are small for phase angles less than
MODIS Calibration/Characte.xization Plan
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about 40°.Early work indicatedthatnearfullmoon, polarizationnear the limb of the moon Was
•about 0.I-0.2% par_lld tothe limb [I0].
Because the surface of the moon can become as hot as 400 K[I I], thermal emission becomes
importantforlongerwavelengths. Thermal emission at400 K contributesabout 0.1% at 1.8
i% at2.0 gin,and 10% at2.3 gin. Thermal modds and priorinfraredmeas_en_[12] would
allow correctionforthe realemission toabout i15of these levels.Simultane°us_ ntsof
lunar radiance near 3.5 Ittn would allow correction for thermal emission to better
limited to attempts to calibrate the absolute
"ome of the moon is • ed lunar brighmess at a
urrent knowledge of the radi try easurements of the rote . tC ew oints [13], and m • f _ instruments, especially
spectralreflectanceata f P on the s atialresoluuon o _:........ • 4
n ths [7]. In order to supp • P e with s'p_ (_ar) resoluuon of 4.,
few wavele g. _ _ . • bservauons will be.mad _ :_:::L _" arenc of the earths
extensive _radiomemc o n ms of reasonabI_SP Y . _HIRIS, ..... _mTS The wavele g . '*:.._, ..... a,, _aiomen'y
arcsec, twice as nnc _., -_._ • . ..... . d. Because me tec_os_ ,,, _,y "__--7.2.... ¢
passban_ by use of interferencefilters,on theorderof 20 waveleng',hswillbe
eouslv, one in the VIS and one in the VNIR.
........ _ will or_erate simultan ::_. _ ...... ,,,,,_on mount. No beam
Two filter imagery s_),__,_..,,, hr_resi_hted and'___ n _' """_77--v --'11 ;-- axial so that
Eac will have its own _el_ov,-/-:-- :___,. tele_"__or system w_ ,,,,
•h mirrors will be mvotvea ano ¢'.a_;- .. _. ,._
splitter or fold ---- -_-ould be rsolarization-msenst__
the detection systems _- r "%.._
For wavelengths from 0.3 to 1.0 I.tm, a conventional astronomical silicon CCD will be used,
with 512 x 512 pixels. No ,,off-the-shell" photometric arrays are available for wavelengths lon_
• lanne, d to use an array produced as pa_..of the
- his ro ect had p ........._, .. • " nder study, but ttts assure
at I m, and t P 3 . ....................to be uSed ts still u
th • _" _ .... ct tv_e of tnfrar_. _.,:.,,rro,_ ,_,©, _r_avs will be avmlable.
development- x "_ _."_ ^_a_cteristi_ i_:_i:rtw, ao ,_...... ,-
a 256-square array wmt _,-,,,,_ ::::.i!:_i_ .... _ - _ -,-- be,,_,,;,g and end of
....._:_:":_:":::"". t least as often as m_ s-'-'-"
....... ,_ witi:_.,observed a . ,,,o,,- ,-.,-,-,,Ne halotmn standard
An in-dome radiomemv _,_'_..'___'_ This s_andard will utilize a r_v-,x -_, .... of the
astronomical observations eacn mr,,,,
lamp and a nearly ideal diffusing surface large enough to illuminate the full aperture
telescopes• Our plan is that this facility, be part of the circuit for the EO$ portable radiometer
"l Slater VrOl_), and the connection to NIST be established every 6 months.
standard (Ph_ - .,;_%.._ ...... ._-- -.,-,.,-,u'ex control. Most of
. =_ ..,qI::_ highly automated an. .... .,..ii,, ,hose in a band along .th
The telescope sys_.,,* : _ 'n standarct stars, csp_.,_,_ -_":._ --,_.,,-,4,.,n enexxiext to
• _, t observa g • s hcn_ _,,,_ .....
,_,. ,,q_cooe nine wdl.:_ .__.:.._.a.terminanon ot atmo p
" ..... 7- . _" ..... " a3_ws ouanmauw ,-,,-
moons orott, i nts t_uu_ " and ties the radiometric system to the existing standard star
,, t rates will be done to determine the bestcorrect to exo-atmospheric radiances),, • • s at differen . • radiance due to
system. Experiments _ling. st_,. the hi,h-frequency vanauon of apparent
radiometric techniques ann tu u_,,. ......
atmospheric lensmg (scintillation).
Design and planning for this lunar radiometry facility has begun, and routine observations are
scheduled to begin in the fall of 1993. Observations would continue at least 4 1/2 years;
observations over at least 1/4 the Saros cycle are required to cover the range of lunar libration.
Observations will be made each month when the moon is at 90 ° phase or less (the bright two
weeks of each lunation) on all photometric nights fat the planned observatory site in Flagstaff,
V_iOa t t3 April _992
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thereareapprox/matclyI00 photomen-/cnightseachyear).In orderto developa phot_
model foreach resolutionelementon themoon, allobservationswillbc reducedm a spcc_projection that incorporates all areas of the moon visible fro
_bration,yethasminimum distord,_,,_,.--.L=_ ..m theearthover thefullran_ nf
uoservationswillbc n,,d,,.,,,_^"._'_.'_'_'_mc _arance or me moon fora singlen_,,,_,,,_L_Z"
- ",,-,-,-..._.'_ u.a U_:C a Dn P..I._ _rv,v_,,,,i ,...p ..^L, _:__, _ ,_..-- --,..,,..,,,_v au.ul.,l.1"A_ otom .... • . . .
each wavelenw,.bband. .... ,,- _,,..- p_xcz m _ l:n'ojecuonfor
Initial error budget analysis that the exp_te_l long'term precision. . _,,,_d absolutcis ,'-0.8'
radiance -2.3%. The largest contribution to uncertainty of absolute ramome
calibrationofthestanda_llamp. m_ _s±e
For the nominal EOS platform orbit, the average angular size of the moon is equivalent to a
nadir target of 6.73 kin. Instruments of 15 m, 30 m, 250 m, and 1 km resolution would have
425, 212, 25.5 and 6.4 pixels across the moon, respectively.
-'-"-_- _,,,,Ju_uo¢ mane at s . . -, r'._,.,- _,,_..• ,. non ooserva "of o..... pha o ifpo ,bl a oid,  °" of
.. ,____, _,.,.- ,.,_a,.;_-ra.uooservat/on ,-.,,,,m I... __..,_ __ _,--. _ _ ,.,¥,_mzcrange
wacrc mnar eclinse nhenom,,,,, _...n_,s ___ "_uac at anY pna " gig arm. o
-_ , _ ..... ,--_-. ,,,_m _._..--:---_pna_ _gl_. _ than L_.
o," each month, and near zero "ee tmn _.._..o. aa_amum pnas_iiagle Of less than abouttv,u a year.
For any specific sp_ observation, the "_ •be used to calculate a radiometri " _ __n and observation come •
• . . c _mage of the moon, .... i ....._ . g. try will
waveie.ngth. This .r_omemc image will then be ,,eo,.,,,_i___°_t_: ¢1 spanal re_lut_on in each
_,a onentation ot me _acecraft ino,_ ..... :,___ ,;_,,_y a-ansmrms.to match me resolu "
S + -r ,,_, _-_c,t _ma e Thai' " . . tlon
peeific HIRIS observation increases the "v'---" _Z:-t-_- - _ataal uncert,__ tym resam ling to awo • . . ,, ,.,,mr, maomemc uric " • p
uld be similar for p_xels that are fu" ..... ,., _ . _ ertamty O.1%, other mstrument¢
,,y u. me moon). Ihe team for that instrument would
'-',,,,,,,_- -,c lWOcalim-ation_............. " anag r--
. S.c. ome c can ....
mr stuay of MTF and scattered l:-_-_"_ .m r_ucaon ot ms m_ental scans _ss the
resolution and radiom,,._,-,,..._.:_ ,_t ._uv_ty [_J, although for these ournn_,-¢ ,h,. moon
...... r,,_,_,va o_ mzs study would rarely be ncedexL .- - r ....... ,,vanal
Preliminary calculations of lunar radiance levels "
available for use in design.of ins_ent .... , with about i5%
___ samsetangs, uncemiaty, arc now
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5.3.2 Bio-opncal oceans
6
A deployable line ruled recticle will on occasion be placed in the field of view of the
instrument. The alignment of the sensor will thus be periodically checked.
7 In-Orbit Spectral Characterization
Warn/leaving radi_ces over the many ocean locations at wavelen s
nm are cruse to zero. Th . . _...... gth g_.am than about 700
• . • satellite radiance the_for¢ zs an.s_ enarel _ m •
ace .ura.te radiauve a'ansfer model allows : . g _ _'o the _p_a__. An
• . the path radiance to be : I " •
prOVides a l_..own source which allows MODIS to be ca,ih,-,_""__ .l_s path ,r'_Lian.c¢
mswament calibranon and the radiative transfer model self-c_s__Eecnmque mazes me
Buoy measurements of pigment concentration can be corn ared with Mpigment'eoncenwafions. A dic_--an,-,, )--,,--.'-- -,-- _- -- p • . ODIS determined
_'-v . ,-j _,,,,_u mc two may oe re.sowed by altering the cah'-l:a'_on
of the satellite. This technique can be introduced into the routine processing and is called bib-geochemical normalization.
5.4 Image Related _i_
5.4.1 External image related radion_tr/c recgfication
Certain regions on Earth contain areas which are ra_ometrica.ll sta . .
exposures of bedrock ma hay ....:_.... Y ble For ex le,
racLiometri,-on' o..._.,- ---_- .',e. a .rel_ s.table reflectance over long periods of tim,, a_,
they are " ernai/v _,,)¢ .... "..... -_" _ u_v._ tu gut_-_ ordlcr ol'tlons bran " Ire _ that
- Int----_.r _-u-_on_l_a=nt Wi[_i::i _:!_a .... :!_" " • P lma° .....
• . .:_s oze_pomons of the aria e The " •
apphed to high resolution imaye _,,eh=g_i_h,,-- ----, ........ g • techmque xs generall
of the tCchniaue tO MODrS _agfso::_.).; L._!_c_proau_e_ " oy Lanasat or SPOT• The a li_bili y
-, - "_,s_o _,- u¢ re_arvnoa aria applied. Pp ty
5.4.2 Class-specific sceneequatizadon
A generalizationf:_thin image radiometricrectificationtechniqueinwk_ch muldple
scenesareusedwill_:_ e_oyed
':_i_ _!_ formon/toringtheMODIS stability,
In-Orbit Geometric Characterization
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8 Official MODIS/MCST Calibration Algorithm
8.1 ObjecfivedRafionale
During This "official" algorimm may be one oz m_ _._.-_,,_'_"" +_+'_
radiances.
likely to be a combination of methods.
8.2 Minimization of Instrament Systema_ Noise Sources
The contractor will work to ensure that sources of systematic noise, which will detract from the
absolute instrument performance, are minimized during the design and build phases, tru
._
8.3 MCST Calibration Flow _ _6
The calibration algorithm produced by MCST shall take th_cc0unt all ins ment
components, both optical and electronic, between the radiance input and_digitiz_ output of the
sensor. Components in each optical path will be accounted for. In this manner, the propagation of
error in the calibration process can be more meaningfully quantified.
MODIS/M .:___
9 CST Calibration Algorithm V alidafi_n and Upgrade
• • _:' _::..
9.1 Algorithm Corre_uon for Systemauc Errors
Svstetnatic error sources that have not been eliminated _m the hardware will be processed out
by application of the software algorithm. These error sources yield image-rmlatex[ effects including,
but not limited to, drifts within scan, "memory effect" which is manifested as pix¢l-to-pixel
2 ion of In-Flight-Calibrati6n _uon9. Indus -+,,,_,+':'+.......,:,',:._;. .........:,!'::.w • -
• • ,_!_T_.-_.,_.nce will be available after the mstrumem is
Additional info .rma,uon on ivtu_L_,:_._,-._,-_, will nrovide data that will be anaiyzea to
- .-. ," .... ;;_,.-.,tors and solar:_'a-_,,,, ....... ,-
Inunchext. on-oom-u _.,_,_," . ,__ ._L_
f_er validate and upgrade the software mgonum_.
9 3 Creation of Calibration Error Images
• ....
A two.dimensionai_i__epresenung me error in the calibration on a pixel-by-pixel basis,
winbe  fter p ed -
10 Definitions and References
10.1 Data Dictionary/Glossary
10.2 Acronyms
A
AIRS
ASTER
AVHRR
AVIRIS
Atmospheric Infrared Sounder
Advanced Spacebome Thermal Emission and Reflectance
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
Airborne Visiblefmfra-Red Imaging Spectrometer
E
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WEOS
EOSP
GOES
M
MCST
MERIS
MISR
MODIS
H.
NASA
NOAA
5.
SeaW'tFS
SBRC
SDSM
SRCA
Earth Observing System
F.ar_ Observing ScanningPoladmemr
Geost_oru_ry_o_ F_v_nx_.n_ S_Ui=
High Resolution Imaging Specu'ome_
MODIS Characterization Support Team
Medium Resolution Imaging Spccamnctcr
Multi-angle Imaging Spectro-Radiomemr
Moderate Resolution Imaging S_ier
Modulation transfer function
National Aeronautics and Space Adminisuation
National Oce.amcand Atmospheric Adminismltioa
Reflective Range," Photogrammetric En_eering
171 (1991). .:_ii_ & Remote Sensing, Vol. 57, No. 2, pp. 165-
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1. _
This documen_ is intended as an introdu_ion to the results of the radiometric,
geometric, and spectral calibration/charac_erizatlon of the MODIS-N Instrumen_
scheduled for launch on the EOS-A platform in 1998. Readers of the document are
expected to be those in the EOS p£ogram who are concerned with callb=ation, but
not concerned primarily with the MODIS-N calibration efforts. This documen_
provides these readers with sufficient information so they will have a clea_
picture of MODIS-_ calibration/characterization plane. Every attemptwill be made
to make this handbook succinc_ yet complete- It is the intent to maintain and
up-date _his document as par_ of the information mode available to bo_h EOS and
non-EOS scientists through the EOSDIS's (EOS Data and Information SyetemJ) DAbS
(Da_a Analysis and Distribution Sys_mn).
is an imaging scanning spectro-radiometer- It views the Earth from an
MODIS-N 705 km. and con_inually scans through the nadir to _55 °. The £ns_rument
orbi_ of
measures the at-satellite radiance in 36 bands from 0.408 mm to 14.385 _m. The
foot,finn of the de_ec_ors varies from 0.25 kin. (2 bands) to 0.5 kin. (5 bands) to
1 kin. (29 bands) Some properties of the bands are summarized in Section 7.5.
The speo_ro-radicmeter i_self is a 2-mirror off-axis Gregorian design. Radiation
from u_e Earth passes througfl a dichroio beamspliUter which separates the light
into four major bands. Discrete interference filters provide the higher spectral
resolution.
calibration sources include views of the Sun t_rough a diffusing plate, _he moon,
deeo soace, a blackbody, and a spec_ro-radiome_ric calibration assembly which
provides a measure of the wavelength suability of the instrument-
1.2 Science Calibra_io C c '" _
The MODIS-N specifications call for a radiome_ric calibration accurate to 5% below
3 mm and i% above 3 mm. Stray light mus_ be less than i% and co-registration of
differen_ detector elements mus_ be _o within 0.I pixel. Polarization sensitivity
mus_ be less _han 2% a_ all wavelengths from 0.43 to 2.2 mm.
1.3 cra__ani=ations and Re_on sibi_l!_i_-_
The MODIS Characterization Suppor_ Team (MCST) provides the overall planning and
coordination of the MODIS-N calibration efforts under the direction of the MODIS
Science Team. Hughes/SBRC, the instrument contra_or, does the ground calibration
and c_arac_eriza_ion and demonstrates that _he specifications are _o
2. p_e -rau c_ Ca _ a
2.1 0_" _V R
Before launch, tests will be conducted to characterize the properties of MODIS-N.
These plans call for the testing of the following radiome_ric proper_ieet Gain,
offset, signal versus radiance, linearity, signal-to-nolse ra_io, on-board
calibrator performance, s_ectral matching, coherent noise, scan modulation, and
band-_o-Dand suability- The Modulation Transfer Function (MTF} will be measured
along-_rack and across-_rack. Spectral band shapes and out-of-band radiation
levels will be measured. The uransien_ response including rise time and overshoo_
or undershoot will be tested. Polarization sensitivity will be measured. The
s_ec_rai band registration along-trac_ and crosstrack will be measured. Most of
=_ t s_s will be made under am_ien_co_ditions and under _acuu_ conditions.
_h_aleof 2_ different _es of characteri==tion _ee_s are p_-
OF P,,.._lVORQU,_LI.'TY
will be cross-calibrated using a Common known EOS-A_pla=fozm-lmetz_ments
source and/or using a travel_g
standard radiometer. These activities are in early planning stages and will be
summarized when they become public.
The results sur_arized in thi_m.c_o_cc.ne _r_-_ sourcei. The Pr_input
comes from the MODIS-N contractor, Santa Barbara Research Center (SBRC), in Santa
Barbara, CA. A parallel calibraulon and characterization effo_ has been provided
by the HODIS Characterization Suppor_ Team (MCST) at NASA'8 Goddard Space Flight
Center in Greenbelt, MD. Initial drafts of this documen_ carry requizementl priorto the availability of results.
2.2 Radio metric Ca_ ....
Before launch the MODIS-N Calibrator will be used to provide a series of checks
cn the instrument. These c._scks include a radiometric sensitivity check and
measurements of band-to-0and registration, coherent noise, MTF, IFOV, transient
response, optical alignment, scene simulation, and coheren_ noise.
2.2.1 _brauion
A minimum absolute radiometric calibration accuracy of + 5% is required in the
visible and near-infrared and + 1% in the thermal infrared is required.
2.2.2 Relative Calibra__
A _ 2% accuracy relative to the Sun is required. Over two weeks, a + 0.5%
stamility is required, section 3 is devoted to in-orbit calibrations. -
2.3 Geometriq Calibration
The pointing accuracy of MODIS-N will be sufficient to locate any pixel on the
Earth's surface _o with ÷ 0.5 times
Registration of pixels to _.i pixel or the length or width of the pixel,
better Will be made, but a pointing
knowledge of 30 arc seconds and alignment changes of 60 arc seconds will reduce
the overall pointing knowledge to 0.5 pixils. Section 4 is devoted _o in-orbitgeometric calibrations.
2.4 Spectral Calibratio_
The spectral response of MODIS-N as a function of time must either be stable or
measured with sufficient accuracy so that the overall radiometric calibration
goals are reached. HODIS-N has a Spectro-Eadiometric Calibration Assembly (SRCA)
which allows the spectral response of the scan_ing radiometer _o monitored o_er
_ime. Section 5 is devoted to in-orbit spectral calibrations.
_. _n-Orbit _adicmetr_ic Calibraticn/Characterizatiol,
3.1 Objectives Rationale
The characterization efforts before launch and the use of known radiation sources
i_ orDit will allow _he initial in-orbit calibration to be measured and maintained
within specifications during the mission life. Multiple calibration techniques
and sources will be used to obtain thenecessary calibration accura_. Sections
3.2 through 3.5 describe different calibration techniques. The approach to
synthesizing the multiple approaches into a single official calibrationalgorithmis discussed in Section 6.
3.2 Instrument-Based Calibration Method_
Radiomi_ric calibration of MODIS-N will be made through the use of known sources
to estaDlish the instrument,s response. Thsse known sources include the Sun, the
g
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3.2.1 SDect-_o -Radiom_ric Calibration Assembly ($RC-%_
A single blackbody operatlnq at the am_ien_ temperature will be used to calibrate
the MODIS-N thermal channels. The blackbody will be viewed once per scan and
calibrate channels 20 through 36. The blackbody i_self is aluminum wi_h v-_roove
cuts of 25 °. Its effective emissivity is 0.992 or greater.
The SpeC_C_o-Radi ometric Calibration Assembly (SRCA) can be used for Eadiometrlc
checks in the visible and near infrared si_Ice i_ has an incandescent source. It
can be used at any time during the orbit. The SRCA is also used in spectral
calibration and spatial registration studies.
3.2.2 Solar Diffuser Stability Monitor fSDSM_
A solar diffuser plate is paru of the HODIS-N design. It can be used to calibrate
channels 1 to 7 and 17 to 19 once each orbit. The properties of the diffuser
plats are monitored, in turn, by the Solar D£ffuser Stability Monitor (SDSM) which
alternately views the sun and the diffuser.
This method of calibra=ion is a primary me=hod of calibration since the entire
optical path of the insurumen_ is monitored,
3.2.3 _x_ernal Lunar
MODIS-N can view the moon, once per month in the spring and autumn, when deep
space is viewed. For 4 to 6 times per year, for periods lasting abou_ one day,
the moon is visible in the deep space scans. The moon is an extromely suable
radiation source, which po_en_ially allows it to be used for calibration. The
inuensi_y of the lunar disk will vary during the year as the Ear_h-Sun distance
chanues and will also vary with the lunar libraries angle and phase angle. The
MODIS-N design only allows the moon to be observed when it is in a gibbous phase
a_ouu 22.5 ° beyond the half-moon phase. Given the precise illum_nation and
observation geometry, a high spatial resolution model of _he spec_cral radiance
from uhe moon will be calculaued. This radiomerric image will then be transforms
:o mauc_ the resolution and orientation of MODIS-N. Periodically then, MODIS-N
will be exposed to a s_aDle radiomeurio source, allowing the long-_er_ s_abili_y
of the instrument to be monitored. Hugh Kieffer of the USGS-Flagstaff is the
principal investigator for lunar calibraulon_ Dr. Kieffer is a Te am Member of both
_.he ASTER and HIRIS Facility Teams.
This method of calibration is a primary method of calibration since the entire
optical path of the ins_rumen_ is monitored.
3.3 _umen_ C.-oss-C_m_arison Methods
3.3.1 C_sor/Wi_._in P!a_form
Several passive remo_e sensors using visible radiation are planned foe the EOS-A
platform. Each ins_rumenu w_ll be independently calibrated. After corrections
for differences in footprint size, spectral resolution, and polntspread functions
are made, she radiances measured by the separate should agree _o within their
s_ated accuracies. If they do a_ree, it tells us rhau any blasee, whether the
bias is zero or not, are she same. The more instruments _ha_ agree, _he more
confidence we can have that correc_ measurements are being made. Potential
comparison instrument include MODIS-N (am) to MODIS-N (pro), MODZS-T, AIRS, ASTER,
EOSP, and MISR. Several of these potential Configurations are discussed below.
AIRS (Atmospheric Infrared Sounder)has a 13.5 km. nadir footprln_ with five
channels in uhe visible region from 0.4 _o I.i microns. Inter-comparison to
MODIS-N will consist of combining many MODIS pixeis, weighted by the AIRS
OF POOR QUALITY
• _=_ _peuura_ resolutlo_ in l_e visible, several W
appropriately weighted MODIS-N bands will be required to match the AIRS
resolution. Repeated comparisons of AIRS pixels with MODIS-N simulated AIRS z
pixels should give a reason_le indication of the amount of agTeement, i
Both AIRS and MODIS-N also make thermal infrared measurements which allow
comparisons to be made. At each thermal wavelen_h, contributions are c_ing from
all layers of the atmosphere and the surface usually expressed through atmospheric
weighting functions. If the two instruments do not have similar bandpa|les, the
comparison is made difficult since the same layers of the atmosphere are no_
sampled equally. It is likely _hat radiances in the thermal bands for these two
ins=ruments wall not be compared directly, bu_ a der_v_=_p_ym_cai parameter
such as sea surface temperature will be used for the inter-comparison. The
thermal cross-calibration technique for this pair of instruments and for o_her
pairs of instruments is a topic requiring further study.
ASTER (Advanced Spar•borne Thermal Emission and Reflection) has • 30 meter nadir
footprint and one near infrared band from 850 to 920 nm. Since MODIS-N has bands
centered at $65 and 905 nm an inter-comparison is possible using appropriate __
weights or filter factors for the two instrumen=s, spatially the MODIS-N pixel
can be simulated by s_ing up the ASTER pixels using the MODIS-N pointspread "
function as the weighting function. Inter-comparisons in _he thermal infrared are
also possible for these two instruments.
EOSP (Earth Observing Scanning Polariser•r) has a i0 ks. nadir footprint and
several spectral bands in the visible region. MODIS-N radiances can be spatially
-'e-mapped, using the EOSP pointspread function, and spec_rally re-mapped, using
the EOSP filter transmission functions, to match the EOSP radiance observations, m
MISR (Multi-angle Imaging Spectre-radiometer) has four viewing angles which can
be duplicated by MODIS-N. Four other MISR viewing angles cau1_ot be matched by
HODIS-N. MISR has spectral bands centered at 440 and 860 nm which are closely
matched by MODIS-N bands au 443 and 865 nm. The waveieng_h resolution for _SR
is not available, but probably is less than HODIS-N. By spectrally re-mapping
._ODIS-N and spatially re-mapping MISR, a matching image for the two instruments
appears possible which will allow them to be inter-compare_.
The Oniversi_y of Arizona, under the direction of Dr. Philip Slat•r, plans to
.--erform cross-calibration comparisons of the type described in this section. They
have extensive experience wi_h AVHRR-SPOT comparisons and NOAA-9, NOAA-10, and
Lanosat TM comparisons.
3.3.2 Cross-P!a_for_ _n-o:bi_
Using sensors on other satellites for i_ter-comparison proceeds much like the
in_er-comparisons described above. The major difficulty and drawbacX in
comparisons between two satellites is that seldom are both satellites over _he
same region at the same time so matching satellite and solar geometries can be
obtained. Without the geometry and temporal match, the inte_-com_ar£son bec_e
conslderably more involved. Some potential comparison instruments are AVHRR,
SPOT, and Landsat as discussed below. Other potential comparisons with MERIS,
SeaWiFs, GOES, and other satellites are also possible.
AVHRR (Advanced Very H_gh Resolution Raaiometer) has a 1.1 km. nadir footprint,
which ks close to the 1 km. nadir footprint for some HODIS-M channels. AVHRR has
a lower spec=ral resolution than HODIS-N. AVHRR's channel 1 measures in the range
of about 560 to 700 nm and channel 2 covers about 720 to 970 nm. Weighting the
_ODIS-N bands centered at 531, 565, 653, 681, 750, 865, 905, 936, and 940 nm by
the _ilter transmission of the AVHRR interference filters should allow an AVflRR
t?pe scene to be constructed from the MODIS-N observations. The initial pre-
flign_ filter transmissions for AVHRRareknown, but because filters of t_is type
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transmission fun_=.ons-.wJ._A _ ...... _- _ sensors lee not wl_ caI_DEalc_-
AVHRR/MODIS-N Inter-compazison _s cna_ _-- ...... w 1 be fl in
tom arisen oetween _nu uwu .w..era. Finally P _.i _:._. _= vet to be defined window of time.
when both are crossing 'cbe same scent wA_._. --
SPOT has a 10 me'cer nadir foo'cprint and several visible bands which offer
oppor_uni'cies for in'cer-comparison wi'ch MODIS-N. SPOT images can be spatially re-
mapped and MODIS-N images can be spec'crally re-mapped to achieve synthetic images
which can be inter-compared.
ir foo'cprint and visible bands coverl/_g 450-520, 520-
Landsa'c has a 30 meter ned .... ....... _unities for inter-comgaEison w_th
600, 630-690, and 760-900 _m wnlcn o_;._ u_.-
• es can be spatially re-mapped and MODIS-N images can De
MODIS-N. Landsat _uag , _ ;_ " _es which can be inter-compared.
spec_rally re-mapped "co achieve synthst-- _ma=
The University of Arizona plans to perform cross-calibratlon compazisona of the
'cype described in "chis section. They have ex_ensive experience wi_h AVHRR-SPOT
comparisons.
3.3.3 a__ml a'ced /Ai_
• 1 be corn ared _o "che radiances measured from high flying
MODIS-N radiances w_l .P_ ....... =n _ an _ronic model 740A
especuroradiom • -". ....... _- sca=:erin_ above the aircraft, -
the path radiance cause_ Dy a_monp_=_ _ The _ec_nique assumes
radiances from these _wo sensors should be nearly "che same.
the spectral response of "che satellite radiome'cers remains unchanged over "cime and
measured changes in response are gain changes only. Co-locatlon of the aircraft
a=ions can be done by fine-tuning the navigation of the
and satell_te observ ........ _--_- _e'cween the "owe se_: t of measurements
satellitesuch be re-calibra'ced An the labora o 
is achieved. Since "cbe a_rcra:_ ==u_:_-
• - NIST standards, "che technique allows the MODZS-N observations
with traceamil_tY to ............ _- :-_4we 15 years of "che EOS
"co be maintained to wi_nln several percun= uv_ _,.- ...... -
exDerlmen_. The technique is slightly more compllca_ed to use when significant
stratospheric aerosols are present such as those from E1 Chicon o: Mr. Pinatu_o.
3.4 Ta -Based C_
_.4.1 Taraet Rela'ced/Grcund Reflec_
in-situ observations of radiance from the ground or from aircraft can be compared
to satellite radiance observations by using radiative transfer models. These in-
situ radiance measurements, in effect, become known sources gui_able for
calibration. The following suD-sections describe "chess techniques. Buoy
observations of pigment concentration can also be compared to MODIS-N derived
values for the same pigment concentration. A difference in "che 'cwode_er_ina_ions
can indicate a calibration problem exists, which can be corrected by altering the
calibration until the two pigment concen'crations exists. This teo_u_ique may no_
calibrate _he soectrome_er so much as tune the spec_rome_er-radlative _ransfer-
pigmen_ concentration algorithm ccmDination.
MODIS-N radiances can also compared to ground observaKions provided a good
radiative transfer model is available and the composition and vertical structure
of the atmosphere are well measured. Co-located ground and satellite measurements
then allow the calibration of the satellite sensor "co be checked _tc_ as is done
using hig_ flying aircraft.
Characterizing a_mospheric composition requires measurements of to_al precipi_able
water, to_al ozone amount, and aerosol optical dep_has a run.ion of wavelength.
A_mospneric wa:er vapor can De measured using radiosondes, or to_al precipitable
5
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g:-;_ ;w_et---,;-,,_: _ters-" :usi_-._.4:her solar oE s£c:owave radiati6_: -
spectrometers can provide total ozone amounts. Aerosol .......... Dobson
using lidar, sun_hotomet- .... "...... _-._-._u_ms can De measures
pyrneAlOme_erS glvln_ the dife .... _=--_ .......... -'- ---_o _,w
....... = _---uA, wu= =sung, u£ pyrnellometers equipped with
3.4.2 Bee-oPtical Ocean-
Water leaving radiances over the many ocean locations at wavelen_hs 9Tester than
about 700 run are thought to be close to zero. An accurate radiative transfer
model allows the path radiance to the satellite radiance to be determined. This
path radiance therefore provides a known source which allows MODIS-N to be
calibrated. This technique makes the instrument calibration and the radiative
transfer model self-consistent.
Buoy measurements of pigment concentration can be c_ared with MODIS-N determined
pigment concentrations. A discrepancy between the two may be solved by altering
the calibration of the satellite. This technique is called bio_geochemicalnormalization.
3.5 Imaae Related
3.5.1 External Imaqe Related _fc_etri6Rectifica_ion
Certain regions on Earth con_aln areas which are radiometrically stable. For
example, exposures of bedrock may have a relative stable reflectance over long
periods of time. These radicmetrically stable areas within images can be used to
correc_ other portions of an image so that they are internally self-consistent
with the stable portions of the image. The technique is referred to as "within
imaoe radiomeuric rectificazion- and is generally applied to high resolution
images such as those produced by Landsau or SPOT. The applicability of the
technique to MODIS-N images will be researched and applied.
3.5.2 Class-specific Scene E_ualization
A generalization of the within image radiometric rectification technique in which
multzple scenes are used w_ll also be employed for monitoring the MODIS-N
stamility.
4. :n-Orbi_ Geometric Calibrazio_
The SRCA will provide in-orbit spatial registration measurements. The asseembly
consists of an incandescent lamp source which illuminates a double pass grating
spectrometer that provides a light source of known wavelength to _he scanning
spectre-radiometer. When a recticle pattern is deployed in fron_ of the SRCAexit
slit, the alignment of spectre-radiometer can be measured and compazedto previousmeasurements.
5. In-Orbit Spectral Calibration
The SRCA will provide An-orbit spectral calibration. The assembly consists of an
incandescent lamp source which illuminates a double pass grating spectrometer that
provides a light source of known wavelen_h to the scanning sPec_o-radiometer.
6 Official MODIS-N/MCST Calibratlo_ Aluorit.hms/Mod_
6.10b_eczives/Rationa_.
During routine processing, one calibration algorithm will be used to determined
the Level-iS radiances. This official algorithm may be one technique, but it is
more likely to be a com_ination of methods. MCST has the responsibility of
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7. _efinitlons, References, and Tables
7.I Table of Personnel to ContacT. for More Information
TOPIC
General
Ground Calibration of
MODIS-N alone
John Barker
Phil Slater
Jim Young
Cross-calibration
prior to flight
Bruce Guenther
Phil Starer
John Barker
Phil Slater
S. F. Biqgar
Phil Slater
!n-fli_h_ Calibrauion
cross-calibration in
orbit
Calibration using
Ground-Truuh
Measurements
i
Calibrauion using
Aircraft
Underfliah_s
End-of-Flight Tests
Thermal Calibration
S. F. Biggar
Peter Abel
Mike King
John Barker
Peter Abel
John BarkerVisible Calibra%ion
Lunar Calibration
_OS Calibra%ion Plans
-- , ' ,., . . , _
7.2 Data Dictionary/GlossarY
Huah Kieffer
Bruce Guen_her
!!
301-286-9498
602-621-4242
301-286-S205
602-621-4242
i
602-621-4242
301-286-6829
301-286-5909
301-286-9498
301-286-6829
301-286-9498
602-556-7015
301-286-5205
I
7.3 _crmnvms
AIRS
ASTER
AVHRR
Atmospheric Infrared Sounder
Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Refle_ion
Advanced Very High Resolution RadiomeEer
EOS
EOSP
Earth Observing System
Earuh Observing scanning Polarimeumr
_u
GOES Geosuanionary Operational Environmental Satellite
I_
!FOV Instrumenu field of view
7
gMERIS
MISR
HODIS-N
HODIS-T
MTF
l
SeaWiFs
SBRC
SDSM
SRCA
TH
MODI$ Characterization Suppo_ Team
Medium Resolution Imaging Speccr_teE
Multi-angle Imaging Spec_ro-radiometec
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer - Nadir
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer - Tilt
Modulation transfer function
NScion,l Aoco,auc_=._a.d space A,_i.cncio.
Sea Viewing, WAde-Field-of-View Sensor
Santa Barbara Research Center
Solar Diffuser Stability Monitor
Spectro-cadiometric Callbra_ion Assembly
..... Thematic Mapper
Hughes, Santa Barbara Research Center, 1991. Instrument Design Summary (MODIS-N).
Hughes, Santa Barbara Research Center, 1991. Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer - Nadir (MODIS-N). Phase C/D Proposal. Technical Design Summary.
1990 Refmrence Handbook. EOS, Earth Observing System.
MCST Presentation at the MST Meeting (9/24/90).
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Spectral Coverage
0.4 - 1.0 #m
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Design considerations
Spectral
0.4- ~1.0 #m
Silicon detectors
(3 Hamamatsu S1337-i 010BQN)
Interference Filter(s)
Radiometric
=
No optics (other than filter)
Precision apertures (2)
QED (5 detector surfaces)
Thermal
Temperature control
Detector / Amplifier
Apertures
Filter
Material
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Fabrication
Custom built
Precision toleranCes
detector alignment
position
angle
aperture
centering
diameter
circularity
separation
Interchangeable detector blocks
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Data collection/storage
Analog outputs
Detector voltage
Detector temperature
Filter temperature ._ .
"Instrument" temperature
Digital outputs ........
Filter id number
Analog/Digital conversion
CommerCial data logger _
17 bit A/D
0.03% accuracy (dcv / 1 year)
Rugged, compact (3 kg)
Commercial data acquisition hardware
17 bit A/D
0.01% accuracy (dcv / ! year)
Rugged, transportable
Storage
Data logger (and/or)
Small MS-DOS computer (RAM card)
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Detector Filter
Peak Wavelength
(nm)
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Distance
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Difference of
Predicted Signal
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,Measured Signal
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Plight solar calibrations using the mirror attenuator
Lowscatteringmirror $7
Robert B. Lee Ill / _/._/
Atmospheric Sciences Division p./_ i_
NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 23665-5225
ABSTRACT
Measurements of solar radiances reflected from the mirror attenuator mosaic (MAM)
were used to calibrate the shortwave portions of the Earth Radiation Budget
Experiment (ERBE) thermistor bolometer scanning radiometers. The HAM is basically
a low scattering mirror which has been used to attenuate and reflect solar
radiation into the fields of View for the broadband shortwave (0.2 to 5
micrometers) and total (0.2 to 50.0+ micrometers) ERBE scanning radiometers. The
MAM assembly consists of a tightly packed array Of aluminum, 0.3175-cm diameter
concave spherical mirrors and field of view limiting baffles. The spherical
mirrors are masked by a copper plate, electro-plated with black chrome.
Perforations (0.14 centimeter in diameter) in the copper plate serve as apertures
for the mirrors. Black anodized alumlnum baffles limit the MAM clear field of view
to 7.1 degrees. The MAM assemblies are located on the Earth Radiation Budget
Satellite (ERBS) and on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration NOAA-9
and NOAA-IO spacecraft.
The 1984-1985 ERBS and 1985-1986 NOAA-9 solar calibration data sets are presented.
Analyses of the calibrations indicate that the MAM exhibited no detectable
degradation in its reflectance properties and that the gains of the shortwave
scanners did not change. The stabiiity of the shortwave radiometers indicates that
the transmission of the Suprasil WI filters did not degrade detectably when exposed
to Earth/atmosphere-reflectedsolar radiation.
i. INTRODUCTION
The Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) is being used to measure diurnal
variability in the components of the Earth radiation budget over the entire globe
as well as over geographical regions as small as 250 kilometers I. The components
are the incoming solar radiance, the Earth/atmosphere-reflected solar radiance, and
the Earth/atmosphere-emitted radiances. The solar energy absorbed by the
Earth/atmosphere system shouldbe equal to the energy lost to space by the process
of emission if the system is to be in equilibrium. If the Earth/atmosphere system
absorbs more energy than it loses to space, the Earth's temperature will increase
until equilibrium is reached ............................. system absorbs less energy
than it loses to space, the Earth's temperature will decrease. The ERBE
measurements have beenused to evaluate the magnitude of cloud forcing 2 on the
Earth radiation budget.
ERBE has adopted a goal of measuring the components with accuracies approaching
1%. The ERBE mission objectives and scientific goals are described by Barkstrom 3-
The ERBE instrumentation consists of three Earth-viewlng, narrow field of view
(FOV), scanning radiometers; four Earth-viewing, wide angle, nonscanning
radiometers; and an active cavity solar monitor which are located on the NASA Earth
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Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS) and on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration NOAA-9 and NOAA-10 spacecraft. The ERBS was launched September 5,
1984, while the NOAA-9 and NOAA-10 spacecraft were launched December 12, 1984, and
September 17, 1986, respectively. The ERBE radiometers were designed, built, and
tested under NASA contract by TRW. The scanning radiometers are described by
Kopia 4 while the nonscannlng radiometers are described by Luther et al. 5 The solar
monitor is described by Lee et al. 6 Calibration results for the scanning and
nonscanning radiometers have been presented by Lee et al. 7 and Paden et al. 8
respectively.
In this paper, the solar calibrati0n instrumentation and approaches for the
scanning radiometers are described in considerable detail. Emphasis is placed upon
evaluating the stability of the MAM solar diffusing plate. Flight and ground MAM
calibration measurements are presented and compared.
2. INSTRUMENTATION
0 ............. _ _%_ ' __i" _ _ =_:-: " _ _ _-_ _
The s far calibration Instrumentatlon for the scanning radiometers is the
mirror attenuator mosaic (MAM) assembly which consists of baffles and arrays of
mirrors which guide the reflected suniight into the FOV of a radiometer. The
shortwave and total scanning radiometers had MAM assembiies, in Fig. i, the
shortwave and total scanner MAM baffle ports are shown in a schematic diagram of
the ERBE scanning radlometrlc package. The telescopes of the shortwave, longwave,
w
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w
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Telescopes
Fig. i. Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) scanning radiometric package.
and total scanners are shown at the bottom of the package. The longwave radiometer
did not have a MAM assembly. The longwave portion of the solar spectrum, less than
0.5% of the total energy, is difficult to measure at the 1% accuracy level. The
w
w
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MAM front entrance ports and baffles are designed to reject direct illumination of
the MAil from either the Earth or from emltting/reflecting spacecraft components.
The optical axes of 'the baffles are located approximately ii degrees below any
_.'.U i
assembly : ..-
_" S ner .ssemb!y..-";_¢
Scandri_ assembly
i ° " _ C
x_'i_' - ; t"t,%."_'" u.,-"
Fig. 2. Exploded dlagram of the mirror attenuator mosaic (MAM) assembly.
d
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tl MAM
!
,_ADIOMETER ENTRANCE PUPIL
Fig. 3. Elevation view of the HAM assembly.
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spadecraf-r_ruc_ures. The minimum angle between the spacecraft structure and the
Earth's horizon would be 22 degrees at the ERBS orbital altitude. Therefore, the
horizon would be ii degrees away from the optical axes. An exploded diagram of the
scanning radiometric package is presented in Fig. 2. The three circular apertures
in the MAM assembly permitted the scanning radiometers to view the MAM solar low
scattering mirror structure. An elevation view of the MAM assembly is presented in
Fig. 3. Each baffle entrance port was 5.33 centimeters (cm) in elevation height
and located 25.4 cm from the MAM mirror structure . The normal to the MAM mirror
structure was oriented 15 degrees below the optical axis of the baffle. The
entrance pupil entrance for each radiometer was located 9.14 cm from the mirror
structure. The optical axis of the radiometer was oriented 27 degrees below the
normal to the mirror structure. In the elevation plane, each radiometer had an
unobstructed, clear FOV of at least 7.1 degrees through the MAM ports. The ports
and baffles rejected any external radiances 8.6 degrees below and above the optical
axis of the baffle The FOV of the radiometer was 4.5 degrees and the diameter ofits entrance pupil was 1.27 cm.
25.40 CM
_:---_ -----.,_. . .___N.._._=_-_ ..... I',!
I=,_aecnoN ,ALr Ak_.7.,z' ....... _ ...... i:l ='z'
t SHORTWAVE
i, | , ,
CM
TOTAL
:1,
1'
Fig. 4. Azimuthal view of the MAM assembly.
In Fig. 4, an azimuthal view of the MAM assembly shows that the _ ports were 4.10
cm in azimuthal width. The optical axes of the shortwave and total baffles were
6.604 cm apart. In the azimuthal plane, the radiometers had clear FOV's of 4
degrees. The ports/baffles allowed only external radiances with incide_ce:_ngles
within ± 7.2 degrees of the baffle optical axis to be sensed by the radiometers.
The MAM mirro_ structure Consists of aE aperture mask and an array of I01 aluminum
spherical mirrors. The aperture mask is made of a copper plate which is plated
with a 0.0013 centimeter thick layer of nickel. Black chrome was electro-plated on
the nickel layer. The thickness of the copper plate was 0.005 centimeter. The
3.175-cm by 3.175-cm mask had 0.14-cm diameter perforations which covered
approximately 16% of mask area. The spherical mirrors were 0.3175 cm in diameter.
The perforations served as apertures for the spherical mirrors. In Fig. 5, the
geometry of a slngle-mirror cell is shown. The mirrors were 0.09525 centimeter
deep. Incoming external radiances with the full range of incident angles between
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6.4 and 23.6 degrees with respect to the mirror normal could be reflected towards
the radiometer at a reflection angle of 27 degrees. The clear FOV through the
baffles included incident angles between 11.4 and 18.6 degrees. The longwave
The temperatures of HAM mirror arrays andradiometer sensed radiances which were emitted by the black chrome electro-plated
co er mask with no perforations- which were embedded in each baffle ana
on the PP ...... sin" thermistors
baffles were monitoreu _
mirror array.
3. MEASUREMENTS
The ERBE scanner solar calibrations are designed to evaluate the stabilities of the
shortwave scanner's gain and the shortwave portion of total scanner's gain. The
INCIDENT soLAR BEAM
0.14 CM
TO RADIOMETER
0.05 CM
Fig. 5. Geometry of a single spherical mirror cell.
calibration sequence includes observations of space (near-zero radiance source)
through the MAM both before and after the observation of the Sun. The Sun is
allowed to drift through the baffle FOV and within 0.5 degrees of its optical axis.
The differences in scanner output signals which are measured during the solar and
space observations are used to define the magnitude of the reflected solar
radiance.
In Fig. 6, the geometry of the solar calibration measurements is illustrated.
During the calibration mode, the scanners observed the MAM, the flight internal
calibration module (ICM) sources, and space. The ICM sources are blackbodies for
the total and longwave radiometers while the shortwave radiometer source was a
tungsten lamp which was operated at four different radiance levels, including the
lamp-off configuration for zero radiance. During solar calibrations, the ICM
sources were not activated. Over each 4 second cycle, 74 data samples were
obtained. Eight samp les_c°_s_nded to reference measurements of space at an
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el e of 163 deg_eeswhiie four samples corresponded to measurements of
the radiances from the ICM sources at the elevation angle of 190 degrees. The
remaining samples corresponded to observations of the MAM at the elevation angle of
233 degrees. The incoming solar radiances with incident angles within + B.6
degrees of the baffle optical axis were reflected by the array of MAM spherical
mirror cells into the scanners' FOV's. As illustrated in Fig. 6, the baffl_-
optical axis Was oriented 15 degrees above the MAM surface normal. During
observations of the MAM, the orientation of the scanners' optical axes with respect
to the MAM normal was fixed at 27 degrees. The output signals of the scanners were
in volts, and the voltages were converted into the International System o_
measurement units using the equations which are described by Lee et al.9and Halyo
et el. 10 The clear FOV of the baffle was calculated to be approximately 7.1
degrees in the elevation direction.
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Flg. 6. Solar calibration geome£ry.
It was 4.0 degrees in the azimuth direction. In the elevation direction, the
incident angle for the incomlng solar radiances varied from 6.4 to 23.6 degrees.
The angles were calculated with respect to the MAM normal. In the azimuthal
direction, the incident angle varied from 15.0 to 16.6 degrees.
3.1 Ground calibratlon facllltyl2
Using ground facilities, the M_AM assemblies were evaluated to define their fields
of view, the attenuation coefficients for the mirror arrays, and the quality of the
scanners' gains which were derived from observations of an integrating sphere and a
reference blackbody9. The attenuation coefficient represents the fraction of the
incident shortwave radiance which is reflected by the MAM into the radiometer's FOV
and is sensed by the radiometer. The HAM assemblies for the scanners were
evaluated in the TRW vacuum calibration chamberll wh
ich are shown in Fig. 7. The
chamber provided a radiometric environment which s_mu!ated the orbital conditlons.
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It was 2.13 meters in diameter and 2.44 meters in length. A 30.5-cm diameter,ulate the radiances from the Sun. In the
eliure, the lamp is laDelea ___"= a ©race reference source was useo _u =__,^;
" g =v nsi_e the cNamu=_, _r . e _ _-rees "_e Slmu_=_
the chamber. I .... _ ol_v_t_on anz£e o_ _o_ _b
near-zero radiance ol space aLL.= _....... "
space source was a 27.9-cm diameter, grooved blackbody which was maintained at 78°K
using liquid nitrogen. The ground caiibratlon sequence included observations of
the MAM, the ICM, al d the simulated space source over a 4-second cycle as described
in the preceding see.riot. The scanning radiometric package was mounted to a
carousel which rotated in the elevation direction. By rotating the carouseln radiances were sensed over an 18-degree
clockwise and countercl_ckwlse, .inc?ming o direction was considered to be in the
incident angle range. Tne councerc_u_-_=_
negative angular-elevatlon direction.
The incident radiance of the Xenon lamp was defined using an electrically
calibrated pyroelectric radiometer (ECPR) and a photo solar cell which were located
inside the TRW vacuum calibration facility and in the incident beam. Measurements
from the ECPR and solar cell established the temporal stability of the incident
radiance beam at 0.9% level over a 50-minute period. The spatial uniformity of the
beam was found to be 6.7% using the ECPR measurements. During the ground
characterizations of the HAM assemblies, only the solar cell was used to define the
magnitude of the incident radiances. Therefore, the absolute measurements of the
ref. s0ur_
Solar
simulator
Fig. 7. ERBE vacuum calibration chamber.
ECPR had to be regressed against output voltages from the solar cell in order to
calibrate and convert the cell measurements into SI units. The shortwave incident
radiances, Fsw, were calculated using the following equation
Fs w - -4810 (Vsc) Wm'2sr-lmw'l (i)
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where Vsc is the output of the solar cell in mllllwatts(mw). The angular
divergence of the beam was measured and found to be less than 0.5 degree.
T .=- - .-- . . . :;
4. DISCUSSIONS
4.1 Ground calibration results
The solar shortwave e Yected radiances should be constantl2 as the incident angle
is varied between 11.4 and 18.6 degrees with respect to the normal to the MAM
mirror arrays (off-axls angles of -3.6 degrees below and +3.6 degrees above the
optical axes of the MAM baffles). The off-axls angle is the angle between
direction to the incident radiance beam and the optical axis of the MAM baffle.
This angular range represents the calculated, clear FOV interval for the MAM
baffles. Therefore, the reflected solar radiances should show no detectable
dependence upon the incident angle. In the _round ev "
resultant measurements __; _ .... _ _ aluatlons o_ the MAD[, the
......... Lua_ one magnitudes of the reflected radiances
varied inversely with the incident angle of the incoming radiances. In Fig. 8, the
FOV ground shortwave radiometer measurements exhibit systematic decreases in the
reflected radiances of the order of 10% (ERBS _nd NOAA 9) to 20% (NOAA I0) over the
off-axis incident angle interval between -5 to +3 degree range with respect to the
baffle optical axis. This range corresponds to angles ranging from I0 to 18
degrees with respect to the MAM normal. In addition, the radiances
I00 " " " ' " ' " ' " " • , , ,
9o E Bs 7
ONOAA9
e0 NOAA 4.0J
70
60
' , , I _ , .. , _'bG-_t_ "
-I0 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 • 6 8
SOURCE OFF-AXIS ANGLE. DEGREES
Fig. 8 Ground shortwave radiometer MAM-reflected shortwave radiances plotted
against angular distance of incldent beam from the optical axis of the MAM baffle.
reflected from both the ERBS a_d NOAA-9 shortwave MAM assemblies exhibited
unexpected dips in the radiance profiles at angles approaching -I degree, near the
optical axes of the baffles. The cause of the dips is unknown The clear FOV's
(off-axis incident angle range from -5 to +3) were found to be larger than the
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calculated -3.6- to +3.6-degree range. The FOV cut-off angles of -9 and +8 are in
agreement with the calculated ones of -8.6 and +8.6. The NOAA-9, ERBS, and NOAA-10
FOV tests were conducted on May 6, 1983, November 20, 1983, and February 18, 1984.
In addition to the FOV tests, the attenuation coefficients for the shortwave
radiometer HAM's were derived. The May 6, 1983, tests of the NOAA-9 scanners
indicated that the MAM for the shortwave radiometers had an attenuation coefficienh
of 21.05% in the direction of the radiometer. The magnitude _f t_e incident _.
radiance from the Xenon lamp was found to be at the 426.1 Wm -zsr" level, accorolng
to the solar cell measurements. The magnitude of the incident radiances was
calculated using Eq. I. The shortwave radiometer sensed 89.7 Wm -2sr'l. The
20 1983, tests of the ERBS scanners yielded 20.00% for the shortwaveNovember , _.. . _ _L_ _^I_ _=11 4 dicated that the
ttenuatlon coeZtlclen_. _n_ _u_=_ ..... n
radiometer MAMa .. i .... _o= _ u.-2= -I level The' shortwave
magnitude of the incident raalances was at en_ =oJ ...... r
radiometer measured 77.1 Wm-2sr -I. The February 12, 1984, tests of the NOAA-10
scanners yielded 20.67% as the attenuation coefficient for the shortwave MAM. The
solar-cell measurement yielded the magnitude of the incident radiance at the 397.7
Wm-2sr "I level. The shortwave radiometer measured the reflected radiances from the
MAM at the 82.2 Wm-2sr -I level.
The total radiometers measured not only the shortwave radiances which were
reflected from the MAM's, bUt also the longwave radiances which were emitted and
reflected by the MAM's. Therefore, the longwave components had to be subtracted
al measurements in order to define the MAM reflected shortwave
from the tot . _: -- - - ........ onents were derived from
s For the _rouna measurements, tne longwav_ _u,._
component • ,. -_ _ .... _-^--._= with the shortwave source absence from the
the total raalome_er _ uu_=_=_ ....
HAM FOV.
Fig. 9. Ground total radiometer MAM-reflected shortwave radiances plotted against
angular distance of incident beam from the optical axis 0f the MAM baffle.
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in Fig. -....... "
9",'"t_e"total fa_16meter F6V measurements are presented for the same days as
those for the shortwave radiometers measurements . Similar to the shortwave
radiometer results, the total radiometers measurements indicated tha£ the
magnitudes of the shortwave reflected radiances varied with_eoff_axis + incident
angle. The ERBS measurements did not exhibit the dip In the reflected radiance
profile which was observed in the shortwave data. The absence of the ERBS dlp
might have been caused by the use of a constant longwave component which might have
been varying during the periods when the shortwave source was in the MAM FOV. The
total NOAA-10 measurements exhibited a dip which was not present in the shortwave
measurements. The measured, clear FOV's were found to be larger than the
calculated ones and to lie between -5 and +3 degrees as in the cases of the
shortwave radiometer MAM's. In Fig. 9, the cut-off FOV angles were found to be -9
and +8 degrees, similar to the cases of the shortwave radiometer FOV measurements.
4.2 Flight solar callbratlons
Scanner solar calibrations were conducted once every 14 days during a single
orbital revolution on a Wednesday. The ERBS calibrations were conducted during the
November 20, 1984, through October 16, 1985, period while the NOAA-9 calibrations
were conducted for a longer period of t_me from February 20, 1985, through December
24, 1986. The NOAA-IO calibration was limited to a single observation which
occurred on November 12, 1986. The NOAA-9 calibrations were limited to a 2-year
period because the scanning mechanism fliled 13 on January 21, 1987. _,e ERBS and
NOAA-IO solar calibrations were discontinued in order to prevent the scanning
mechanisms from failing in the solar calibration mode 13. The NOAA-10 and ERBS
scanning radiometers failed May 1989 and February 1990, respectively.
7
The scanner automated solar calibration sequence 4 was divided into three
measurement periods. Each period was slightly less than 7 minutes in duration. In
each of the periods, the radiometers observed the M.AM mirrors, space, and the ICM
during each 4-second scan cycle as described Section 3. In the first period, the
radiometers observed space (near-zero radiance source) through the MAM at an
azimuthal "A" position where the Sun c0_id not drift into the HAM baffle FOV's and
where the Sun could not be observed directly by the radiometers at the reference
space position, elevation angle of 163 degrees. In the second period, the
radiometers were rotated to an azlmutha! position "B" where the Sun could drift
through the baffle FOV's and its radiances could be reflected by the MAM mirrors
into the radlometers' FOV's. In the final period, the radiometers were rotated
back to azimuthal position "A" where near-zero radiances from space could be
observed in the solar-caiibratlon scan mode,
The off-axle incident angle s were calculated from the ephemerides of the Sun and
spacecraft and from the alignments of the MAM baffle axes with respect to the
spacecraft axes. The uncertainty in the angular calculations has been estimated to
be less than 0.i degrees.
In Fig. I0, flight shortwave radiometer solar radiances which were reflected by the
MAM's are presented. The radiance measurements exhibited the same trends with
varying incident angle as was observed in the ground shortwave radiometer
measurements. The flight and ground radiance profiles have the same FOV angular
ranges. They both exhibited the same qualitative changes in intensity with the
source off-axis angle. However, the dip which was observed in the NOAA-9 ground
measurements was not found in the flight measurements. In Fig. ii, flight
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ishortwave solar radiances are presented which were measured using the total
• ht measurements exhibited a stronger variability with the
radiometers. The f!Ig _=^- _o -round measurements exhlbited"
off-axis incident angle _l,=- .... =
. _ " 5 ' " $ " " ' |_4 I
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Fig. I0. Fllg_ht sh " nce of incident beam f_u,u the ........ e o t
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Fig. ii. Flight total radiometer MAM-reflected solar radiances plotted against
angular distance of the incident beam from the optical axis of the HAM baffle.
P
In Fig. 12, ERBS solar calibration measurements are presented for the November 20
1984, through October 16, 1985, period. The change in the reflected solar radiance
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is presented as a function of time. The reflected solar
provided the reference by which the changes in the gains radiance values were
normalized to the mean Earth/Sun distance. The November 20, 1984 measurements
radiometers were evaluated. For the total radiometer, changes are indicative of
of the shortwave and total
changes in the shortwave portion of the radiometer,s gain and not changes in the
longwave gain. The corrections for the emltted and reflected lonEwave components
from the MAM were derived from least squares analyses of the total radiometer
measurements of the MAM with no shortwave source present and the corresponding
_;_:;u_;;9°-fe;_dba_le.andMAMmlrror array Durin_ t_ ^
... v ,Tne incident s^_ ...... " o ..e Octob=r 1984
azs_ance, was fo,,-A __ _ v_L rauzance no---g, - . through
solar mon{_- _ Lu oe essentlallv consta-_ _,i_, _,_es _o the mean Earth/_,,-
- shortwave radiometer dat ....... .I_ . . using the ERBE
gain was stable to within +2% during the ll-month period.o_u _nozcateo that the shortwave
was primarily caused by va_iabillty in the radiances as a
angle, as was illustrated zn Figs. 8 through ii The scatter in the data
12 would not be present if'the magnltudeof the function of incident
• Most of the scatter in the Fig_
with incident angle, reflected radiances did not vary
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Fig. 12. ERBS solar calibrations time series.
The total radiometer data set suggests a decreasing trend. The
November 1984 through February 1985 period are approximately 7% data for the
data for the period after higher than the
in the sensitivity of the February 1985. The 7% difference represents a
shortwave portion of the total radiometer. On decrease
28, 1985, the total and shortwave radiometers accidentally observed the SunFebruary
directly, at the space reference position, elevation angle of 14 degrees, for an
extended period of time. The accident was caused by a temporary failure of the
azimuthal position mechanism. The direct observations of the Sun caused decreases
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in the shortwave portion of the total radiometer sensitivity. The longwave gain of
the total radiometer did not change 9. The shortwave radiometer did not experience
any detectable changes in its sensitivity because its two Suprasll WI filters
protected the thermistor bolometer from direct exposure to the solar radiances.
In Fig. 13, the NOAA-9 flight solar calibration results are presented for the
February 20, 1985, through December 24, 1986, period. The radiance measurements
for February 20, i'_85 were used as references in order to detect changes in the
shortwave and total radiometers gains. The time series indicate that the radiances
were stable to +2_. The scatter is primarily caused by the variability of the
radiance with o_f-axisincident angle. The ERBS and NOAA-9 measurements indicated
that the reflective characteristics of the MAM assemblies did not degrade over
exposure periods to space as much as 2 years.
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Fig. 13. NOAA-9 solar calibrations time series.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The MAM assemblies exhibited no detectable degradation in their reflectance
properties over periods as much as 2 years. The flight solar calibration
measurements indicate no significant changes above the 2% level in the amounts of
solar radiances which were reflected by the MAM's of the shortwave radiometers.
This result indicates that the reflectance properties of the MAM's did not degrade.
In addition, this result suggests that the gains of the shortwave radiometers were
stable at the ±2% level and that the Suprasil WI filters did not exhibit any
detectable degradation in their transmission properties. Suprasil WI filters
degrade very rapidly when exposed directly to solar ultraviolet ra diati°n8" Since
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the aluminum telescope mirrors and the _ minimized the amounts of indirect
ultraviolet radiation which were projected upon the filters, the filters should not
have exhibited any significant degradation in their transmission properties•
During February 1985, the sensitivity of the shortwave portion of the ERBS total
radiometers decreased approximately 7% when the radiometers were exposed directly
to the Sun. A correction for this 7% decrease has been incorporated in the ERBE
data reduction algorithms.
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TOVS PATHFINDER PRODUCT VALIDATION AND INTERCOMPARISON
A.. Overview
Va.lidation and intercompar/son is anits orgaaization wit ' essentiaj
continuous! h/ntheInternationa.l TOV p.an of the Pathfinder ro •Y emr_hasl_-, -,-- .... S Work/he Gro,,_, ,ho ,,,,-,... p gram. S,nc_
sections o t_, _____ _s _pec: ot the rod ._ .--_', :_ .Lv, vo commun/ty asf ---- -_t_vr_, the TOV P uct retneva/ problem • • h
coherent reor • • S Pathfinder $W • _n the rev/
• . ga_uzatzon and a_ch/ " G has recomme " p ous
.fordenv_n oroduet_-._-_.,-_- vm_gofTOVS radian_,ao÷.._._ ._ nded a car_.J an
J5no o " = ,u =e_:l c]Jma " " "_ _'"ponance in "El hal abso/utetr " ng te datasetsr " . takini, of
art ,,_ upon a d/neren P y ca/Parameters E
erupt to account as m . t set of assure rio • ach of the
surface that _ _ uch _ possible for the . P_]n s. Paths A and B m
crexte the observec_ rad/an ... __.,phy_ca/processes in the at ake !he
....._,._ a-_n system changesas d/rectlyfrom the upwell/ng rad/ance d_ta as possible. The
Pe_a_hr_znu_e_mtd_otnat_s_o dete.rmj/'ne "h,t _terat_ons ' .ch.._a_engei.n" inte retin
P&thfinderdat,._,..°u'e :O evJ_ence of E|ob_ chan e _tr_hc e hys, caJ attributes rl_f th_
_com.eby comp_r_n_ t_e_r_J.__de__ _of_h_.t -e are L_ely toIJe_ _o_ ob.ser,,d or derived
s' ._._a_..t,es and d/_er.,,,,,_..-_ "_e_ aenved by these m tho_, "_n_U',c_mare c_ e will
va/Jdat_onaria_,,+...."-__,._.unaer a range of envi,._,--..._-, . mderstand/n_ t_,_.
--'.'.,,.,,,,.,,_uz zne/o,'_ardproblem, by
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radiance information f_om @_yen earth :nd
hich one cal.c .... d validation o.( _,..., _ven upwellin_ satellite spec_ral radiance data
• finde_ d bse_ved ng t involves a
• •nte_pre.tm_Path risible for an}" 2_. {orwazd problem .. red b"
_ "_ ot land pr_ocesse, c1 rodu_u• The uIeC1 radiau_._- .,o, ent meaSu.Z¢___-t.=_,
oceamC, _. • ces uz derive, _,_,te(i and meas _ .,,_,,,_ted indew "d' ...,.v_,tsonoes, "u=
m comparison l_. measurea =_"-" radios9 ha= ___',o_to-u_opezty sp¢_=_.=;_ nf
_" "a_a.mete_s• .= r entS sze po_¢==---- to errOrS tn _o"- {e_ moctet e==u-= -=
urofile P _ ^+_,or m,,_su_em ,__ _= t ev _elate __= .oA_ative t_ans __ _,,A sol= zetnth
L: *he forw_a P_"._._.o is a neea _u _--:_,,uds; tanal=_" --""
U_,-
Iunct_O .,...a_nsondet71)e"
azt_les; aria _o_--
"ance validation that
. ,----ard _roblem o(.r.a&_" _-rou_ stressed the
to the zu,-- ." "£c Wot_nn_ '_ ¢ thistime, a
.... • in response. TOVS Soenu O 1988 • At tion_
as r_marily ernat_onal See WM ( sDIS opera
!t_w_,s_tgi,=s o( thelnt "it Nel;'w°rl_(BUA-1_-^('av_labke:tb_e _,o,8_ with about
tevious _"_ _ sse((_e upper_ bserVationS _., 5 tO 31fly to_._"_._Inc_.ted sets
_mpo atab_ses con_=_ 5 the 1#u,"-_."__",'=,.,., _ata set,saa t_-'-rs
_OWlZ _u ==
inte_comparison o(
- ,--_ d problem; the I_oI_( ed to .co._tin.ue,!tts
_dation o{ t to ram hasO ' a_ a a_nstmS q b
rdated to v : AI orith_s) P _ des-inpa_'txc_.L"_mith. Rivezcom •
Also Radiance _ • • tr_s_I co . tzome_¢-, ='--. ". end=
..... _tta_ces and . __.:_ o{ radiatzve __,_ ometet Spec _ • metric mstt___
"£.z.a_u=_'__'.._,dsthe va-l_%_.=__- .esolutionu_-"."_ --_ microwaVe radi__..uiements o( the
efforts _ow_ ,:_.o+-he111S _.t_ _... _. _round o_.eu_;_._Ao_t i_ si_ z_
^_servations __=-_",, _983)_ soever= ."'.-_--,_th_ooctcm _"
(-_Vestwatet a=,_
_tmospheric state•
be sub}ected to cszelul
• tion must also. cise both first
. roduCt denV._ . compa_son ex.e[., ted oup
of derived P vs_idauon/ . wall distnbu
• se roblem a_t o[ the . a_nst a . 'es andhe _nver P ----_son. As p. __^,,_A he venSed a_ ..... _ ,,_l_dat_onstudi. __
. . TI__ ..,A intercou_l_" __ .o.,iev_tS snu._"ZL " in tether= "_-'-. m ax_son u=
v_ctatlon =_'C...... A ntOClUc= =_._'_ _- _Ide_ tu a.ssz.st_ es a_ tnterco I) be
- _ • rmauo_ ==" ¢ " ¢ ctata.._= " • tneval schem , ationS sh_o_d :_
t-aess _nfo , :_ ._ and sa_e_h_ .... ,_auslit7 o{ re ; "_nce obserV worki_
"- tea _ ° a uri; _---" "_ tel£iteta • TOVS
o{ coloca_ ex_stent.m t _y n sets o{ sa_ internat_zona___._=¢ different
to illustratethe ^._,,_ _zom _u_no] . _-,=_ncrone by the .,_=of c.oum=_-,
:=+._oved data--_-'-'--.-_ot has =re_,={ }'Z; AifferinZ conm_,v=-
_^o+_ken, (ollo &--^,,_d be test _,_.x_olremmes-
.... Tec_n_ _ =:ffenn_ m
Ljloup. • .... ;'_S a#tct u_
_eophysicat aom_=,
zoducts, the candidates
----_oon o{ Path C dezived_ndes, Path A .and B
_: "nn and intetcomp_" aerived f_om tamu=_ Layer avera_n_ u,
c..o_ficto validat_/ .,_,;_r otoauc_ " -- a_ data sets. ,,,_+ is requited to
_or in_¢_,."--s _r course _n_ _.ab _.:^. TOVb a¢__'_" __.,:^-, (or in_ezu%_.K.--_-_ ^t the
--_,,_ts-aria u_ ..... +_r_ tesomuu.- _---_+i_ zesotu=.,,._,._ ,_,o de_nit_o_ '___
1)_u._-_-_es or hi_l_erv=.,_,_-otemOOraA ana =v=- o dictated oy ==_=^-_+ionS discusseu
ramo_u._'-' _--,,axisons. _-y ___" _ _roauc_-" %_:,,^,,_v. by cons_u_.'L. ,_tooriate
•_ke the _u_,.,t., -, o_th A au_ .,-- _C:... and. act_='_="7_-_.a=¢ to OO_aa= "rr e_,^A
zacn_u_._ 3__ ,ommOn to_z_=,_--_.,an be oon¢ ._\"7_" _.^---c= _na o==-_--;-y_ --d have
mmena_ " • I notm_ "- a_ cta_a,u,_- ovenaP == •reco . Vet _ikey ence_ et • • in curves s bmn_
"n Section X- Y the case o{ the sP "ded the weight _:_ ^-e o( the p_oduct ._ +_
l_,_atia 1 ave_a&m_: I_t_=ed ditec_lT, P/°p_ner_l ptoce_uFe, '_.Y_=." ,,ue aveza&dn_ TM ""
_t a __ ,-_,m D_ t,_,_-_r ___ +l_om ?'_a_ b'. _.__ ._a_ tl%e OI, ll_. _
: esseutla_lY_ _'T'_-_her spatial or _"
com1)a_ea u_ _-o
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lower reso/u_/on w/f1 take c
_,.ad/enrs reJative to tho ._- .'are of.the proble _ .
a_ernative .,.,,.,....,..-_ u_ta Sa_piin_ de-o;, m. In re_ons wh ....
a_._._=_ _o averae/. ,,.._._ ,_,Y. or where ere .s psram=_er
=-no "" _-umpressin,, ,.....,_ data sam I/n= ' _._ far e
o -_,u oe used. P o Js vet 7 variable,• For climate and 1o
d,'ffe.rences of coarse ,-g-! b_ change purvose_ -. .-
_.,ouaarao..... _er-mean re------- "'" WO_d be ,,o,,#.-,-
_, anO if a " _ eraIures c ,._c_az Io evaJu •Layer-mea_ tern .__ vaflab/e, s_a . , oaxse layer . . _ ate _nterann
raw/ha peratures ro ace sldn tern er prec_p_t_,ble war .uaJ
_M onde repots, or, if p d.uced azn.ong the d/fie p at_es and cloud-to er, effect_ve
__,,C or ECMW_. Tr. _^, ot z.nthe v/c/,_,..-, rentm_thodom,do° .._ _ tem_atur
weu _ t • ._,o_ uz _ Si -.....v uz raw/_o n . o-,-- _n oe cOrn e.
. empond vanabi ' y s for validati de s_tes,to an pared to
to va//dateb,- .... I/ty.Inter_n,,,..,- ..oon aflows/or *_,...... aJyzed fields_,.,,...
dr/ . -, _,m oe corn .,=_ an_erence ""_ =xaZ_natio .-"_
__ft and mtersat,_T;,_.,.,Paxed to each otho,- __ s of.otherpara,_e n of"sp_at_d
_easured b,, t_,., _-':_'-"_ _,unerences is i,._.._" =ecause the a_m,- Jets are more d/fl_c,i,
Y NOAA 6 1/he e , mpa_sons unt f.or sa_ ') and by d/Her--- ( "._', May-June ,,_o_ - should in,.'---,- -. eLl/re
_=" sate_tes (_ray_,_ a_ May - 3une Z_ U.me Pe_ods
-- _,," ,,,-ooo. nl,":.e,.-..,._ ,- _ _-, OOtJi ]Zlene,,,,...J
• -
Developing, to the de
me a_ng of derived ..... gree possible a .. ....... -..
,,- _ne val/datio, _,__ a,me.zers, over a ' _u_n_tauve und -
pax - ,_u_. At range of env/ erstandJn of
a.meters, has /east one ronmentaj c "" g the physicaj
Pa . been er_ Study of th/ ond/t_ons _s the objectivethfinderm/ti • P Ormed N' - s t e $
trans ort ;,,,ahve isto ensuret ( JOku et._:, (1985 , or sea Su_ace
,.,,..._..P__.-. _-,,ercompaxe ..., ha.t data sets ao-.-'-_i.)_..A key t'un,-,_-- temperature
•_,-uuc_eades" _ , ._u valia _-=upea ther " ,-.,u_z of'a TOVs
zgn efl'ort_sucrethat- ate. In genera/ te,'_-,e_n axe _ easy as possibleto
0 • "'o, =here should be
• ' u.¢8_ | --,
_r_,c=_a_ion o_.,:.,-., n pr.epa_ing eac . _.
=_a=iJrica#u -,.- ".# worlc be a.... "= o.t reavlfj =6, m
• . # c,'_aratte_" .._,,=c|_ de " '
alid.at, on and _nter __..a,d cornparYn.._..__elo.p,ng _ec_io_,, ,__0 A a . CO_ _ - _ '*,,_u " ,--- ure_o v • P rvJon o ae_a,m • • . a,
.. _ '.,fahda_=on ar_a ;-.,-= Ires=It.a, and a_=c:pa_=on n_
_" "-_ n ztdeol
"ZheSU e= o,,sto ;, ov/de  ec;  atio,,s,,ora V dat on
study _roup. ..fi der da_aJe_ /or _e
B" $c/ent/ficAspects of Va_/datio,and Incercompar/son intercompar/son
1. C'_arac_er_ang f_eAaaz_mloEona,4._oeiate .
of. the resulDat.,a.,.t___er.,sneed to know ab,,-...=-- d =/,/z £ac/z Parameter.
_ttaxting techn_'.a_=_ oec.otn/ng expert "}"" =sumptJons that co
t'='_ -/, ,,,'= o a .,s._u desi t and anaJ '
the s)'_,,,l_r_ y assumptions n_aeedne,_velop.ed to summ,,L__ n commua/ty ('e, v....Y_sJs Code.
• .-,-=cmean/ -,_ ,= sne aa ,,.-zeassure • - " ",-_aruon
caJzbrat/,_,__ . nE of.the dat_ ,_,- ¢a reduction_,.,,....,_ptzons (_ee _c,_.._and
. - .-c. ]nsttttm .--. znese Jnc] ,---,,.c_e nave th " ....,_.u e_ _.
equat]ons'_ an,-t _,...,_, e.nt radiance • .,_. , ude assttrnDtjn.e ___ _ e potent_ to aft,,.+
-,-=a_ngthe data ptodu,.÷;_ufn_ng the d_a "_.m_.a2 e in: adootin_-_,_
_"_" computer code. *'-_'_ac_onajgon_hn_o(_eA deep understan •
_descr/beth d/.'ngof.thesu • -..... _
Pathfinder _se _sump!,ons. Therbtole_,es of the data anaJ si " - . -
:lata -,_e_ needs to be nr_.,_-'._' ,a chart of o, _Y".s._ reqmred to/ • _
• --....,.=u ov ,,.;,....;_- "_ _umnti^,,o - de.ntz_and
. o.-..,,,s,s a ,_o:ea.ch ovs
_'_and/ng of t_e
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StL_ orted _n the dst_ set,
of _ uesth,t=e o,
:__ _,:*-_ :Whicl_ cb._a. .... oA_ate tes=_S .... :=_Lte knowle s ,-- ,,,,-,ted w_
ze2ectecl __..,,., _nclucUn._ -,--.,,_on of dis8 _
validstion ==_"_"" ,._on_bie s_=,--
should s_ee o= - ----
p, oduCt. . ;_.j =._ T,m_ora_ R,gio_J/o1" C°m'=_°_h e vsl, dstion snd
. S¢(¢ct;._.g bpcc= sl ze_ions for_, ,_e dstS qu_t_]
_. • d te=apot " e ex_=- --. sbo_u_
1Rv C_1 :¢_-u_J _.uA_t_On T,¢_ - _ :., t_ S_11Cl_f. -- _,.,=_ T,_ "" -
•,.-,_ _=,.,,.¢ _ _w._--- , -^.A_%iOnS =_ "--- L,:,a,,+iOn. _u'_'°-°
"SOn ¢_u,-_ . t_._ t;u_" . t V a_" 'inte_c.ozn,PaZ_._ a_d en_I° .z_ae-n-A-,;me _s_ndowS 1_o =_,_to occur.
le d¢_sttT, bez ot Sp_:--___.-.,.==Sthat aze u-_.a
ss_P ---=nn ble hum __= =.rtsc¢ ,#_-
i_a_i_g St=_faEcs Tk=_ C7_:r=c_¢r4"zeKe!I Ati_rib_eJ o_ i_i_a_ D=_¢
be_ . -._da_d dev_s_ .... .-,,olesosmn&, ov _. ,,_
Where_s .°""."_-,_,utes , such .w.'C ..,-uld be s vecw, 7.-_or_Uon _..____ _,,r
-- . _ s other ===C:" e wmCn _-" ._:_ im_ottaaz_ =_ .... _, _n(Orm_tzoz_-"
describe _a_ta set he =amete___valu,c ! dso cou_.=.A;_* ptov_d_n$ su_ "_e vslidstion.
vs. _ __-._ variance_ .,-.._ntcli_-._- ,:...=__zev cu='".,.-o.;,.alcom_Uzu-_-:,
-" .._,,_tl_ a._, -. ..... Ot_l_XlSO_ _" :_ ,.n13.g.bOta,i,=u"
FUI._n :_,,,,,,_OSSibllaTa=="
explote _zz=,. r
-- • T_e Co_P_rbo_J Among D=_ Se_
, ..._. W=!/s _o C/tsrcd, ertze _ _mensionaJ suff_.ces-_sa_b_
u. " _^._,_a_sonS o=_--__._..A s h_S se_ou:_. __a ehamEes _n
----- -' way o[ tepor_ing_._u_"_;.c h o{ these m_ent" o( bounda'ri.es-_- _e o£_ajor
The usuaa e:oz ratioi_ag,e_. ziz_n_the moveu._ Such compa_s°_=
__,,,_,_Hetenc ..... , o( chasacte _,.....Aimensio_- _.,,,.F_eldS.Rese..az.._.-_.eeds
theze aze _ _-,,¢itv gza_ent. :__. studies o( _eop_._._tv, to ex-ploz
" " a31_ _*" " • a.ncL OI._,_. • . CO%_U_ u-_ ,1
clenmtY __ .,.,..,a1_dataOn .:.._,,,st.at._st_Ca_
to 'bedone,_n ,.,,.-.----
-- - o( "dation and inte_coInpaZis°n ....... =vezaltecb_CM
- _-:-al Aspects Vsli .-- ,-,_e clara s¢_=, o_ -,,dat ieaS_
u.eczz_,- m annT_,=-0 co "zeu,=- (
C. ..... _ence with .inte_c_o__sts h,ve been le_ o_{ these _ssues an
va_labte ¢_'_. d exc_a'nSz_ " listsa _
From t.he• o= of hsndling.an_= This subsecuon
issuesteg_azng-¢_=_vebeen develope_.
pa_tislsolutions='=
-- 36
formats t'or a _str/b
adoptin a uteri efirori _ _ _
,.,v6n rad.i "'_ zor t_e , _rron co • .
_ce _tasets and ,_o,.. S_nd_d distri . _2deratlon sho _
-"-_ r _ut_on of u/d be iv
P Oduc: datasets TOVs Pathfi-_g en to
-uer data,2. ZabeIin9 Data Fiiej
• The soft
oh" _ aata Ob_ct _'_.p_e, each e formattin e
_ect _t/z/ • ), and _ P_amet g g _er_ .
• n It. - h o_sfor . . erin a d _requ_res ,,
_..Cluded witch each _ez'e.sl_ould be r,_c_ _pt'°_ of tl2e _at_e..t can be des/,-.t_at. data
,-,u_5, sDac,_.,..-, .. ---.a _e _.a .,__ __ _eem_,,_ ,_ uver,l.(/da,_o..-- "4_uared o
• e cO_tra/nts ,,,,__ b_t descr/,_ti^. _me m_mmum i,,_...__ae.ach data
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Evaluating NOAA Satellite
for Global Climate M Products
by •nit•ring.
John J. Bates "
NOAA Clknate Monitoring and Disgnostics
/ 2/..Sod
Laboratory
Validation cr/ter/a for satellite products
Long-term global validation examples
Lessons of history. ApPlications to the EOS era
1. Validation criteria for satellite products
e the physics of the radiative transfer sound?
ll. Ar mare
• ow do the means and higher moments co P
1.3. How do the spatial and temporal variations in the
satellite data compare with other observations and
hydrodynamic models?
7
J
The Forward and Inverse Problems in
Remote Sensing of the Environment
•The Forward Problem
Using radiative transfer theory and relavent geophysical
variables, model the upwelling and scattered radiance that
a particular instrument should measure
Interpreters- Required to specify a base state around
which the radiative transfer equation is linearized
Class1
Class 2
A priori information dependent
Hydrodynamic model dependent
A priori information dependent
Hydrodynamic model independent
Class 3 A priori information independent
Hydrodynamic model independent
The Inverse Problem
Using upwelling and scattered radiances, invert the
radiative transfer equation to retrieve geophysical variables
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2. Long-term global validationexamples
2.1. Sea surface temperature
2.1.1. The JPL intercomparison workshops
2.1.2. Evaluation of the operational MCSST product
2.2. Global water vapor content
2.2.1. TOVS study conference comparisons
2.2.2. HIRS channel 12 brighmess temperature
climatology
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2.1. Sea surface temperature
2.1.1. The JPL intercomparison workshops
2.1.2. Evaluation of the operational MCSST product
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2.2. Global water vapor content
2.2.1. TOVS study conference comparisons
2.2.2. HIRS channel 12 brightness temperature
climatology
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[A) TRUE CAL. CURVE
FROM LAB. BLACKBODY
[B) LINEAR APPROX.
1. SPACE LOOK
2. ICT LOOK
(C) CORRECTION • A
A= A-B
w
COUNTS _ _4L{,_._-:_.s_;_.c_ t:_>.
Illustration of how nonlinearity correction terms are com-
puted.
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" Evaluating NOAA SateIlite Products
for Global Climate Monitoring
by
John J. Bates
NOAA Climate Monitoring and Disgnostics LaboratO_
1. Validation criteria for satellite produets
2. Long-term global validation examples
3. Lessons of history- Applications to the EOS era
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1. Validation criteria for satellite products
I I. Are the physics of the radiative transfer sound?
1'2. How do the means and higher moments compare
with in situ measurements?
1.3. How do the spatial and temporal variations in the
satellite data compare with other observations and
hydrodynamic models?
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3. Lessons of history- Applications to the
EOS era
3.1. We must establish long-term, global validation
programs based on the three principles of validation
3.2. BOth satellite _d _sina &ta mUst be subiect to
ngorous quahty control and continuous monito_,ag
.3.3. Extend and.examine the overlap periods of similar
mstruments on different satellites
L
3.4. Sampling of most fields must extend over several
ENSO cycles, since most fields show large interarmual
variability related to ENSO.
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3.1. We must.establish long-term, 16 9al validation
programs ba,, ed'_ three pnn es of validatxon
3.2. Both satellite and "irks must be subject to
rigorous quality control continuous monitoring
"x
3.3. Extend and the overlap periods of similar
instruments on satellites
3.4. Samplin_ most fields must extena'o_.ver several
ENSO.cy¢les, since most fields show large m_annual
varlabilit_¢ related to ENSO. "_-__
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NIST Ng_ -7/:-_° /236D/5
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Non-regulator2' agency (Department of Commerce)
Congressional mandate:
Assist US industry; Improve health, safety, and
environment; Conduct fundamental research in
science and engineering
1989 Trade Bill added responsibility for extramural programs,
especially in the areas of "competitiveness".
Radiometric Physics Division
!
National standards in radiation thermometry,
spectroradiometry, photometry, and spectrophotometry;
Dissemination of these standards by providing measurement
services to customers requiring calibrations of the highest
accuracy;
Conduct fundamental and applied research to develop the
scientific basis for future measurement services.
WNIST SRM's
Standard Reference Materials
SP-260 and Appendix
EXAMPLES
(301) 975-6776
: =
m
1IV
J
g
SRM 740 and 741. Defining fixed
point for freezing zinc (419.58 °C) and
tin (231.9681 °C) for calibrating
thermometers and thermocouples.
m
s
i
W
SRM 1967. High purity platinum wire
for thermocouple construction.
u
b_
I
SRM 1920 (0.74-2.0 #m). Reflectance
standard for establishing the accuracy
of the wavelength scale of a reflectance
spectrophotometer.
i
D
= =
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SRM 2021 (0.28-2.5/zm). Directional-
hemispherical reflectance (black
porcelain enamel)
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NIST Calibration Services
SP 250 and Appendix
(301) 975-2002
EXAMPLES
Contact Thermometry: Calibration of
thermometers, thermocouples, and
platinum, germanium, and rhodium-
iron resistance thermometers
Radiation Thermometry: Calibration at
650 nm of optical pyrometers or ribbon
filament lamps, 800 °C to 4200 °C
Optical Radiation Measurements:
• Spectral transmittance and reflectance,
0.25 to 2.5/zm;
• Spectral radiance ribbon filament lamps,
0.225 to 2.4 #m;
Spectral irradiance lamps 0.25 to 2.4 #m;
• Photodiode (silicon) spectral response
rental package, 0.2 to 1.1 /zm;
• Special tests of radiometric detectors, 0.2
to 1.8/_m, 10 #W and greater power
levels;
w
WSelected R/D Programs
Ambient Environment
TASK
Ambient IR Facility for radiance
temperature, minimum resolvable
temperature, and imaging studies
Calibration of commercial
blackbody, 10 *C to 80 °C
Characterization of commercial
IR spectroradiometer
Calibrate 10-cm aperture water-
bath blackbody (10 °C to 80 *C)
Build and characterize tin-point
standard blackbody (231.928 °C)
Calibrate blackbody source for
radiance temperature and
uniformity
Detector comparator facility for
absolute calibration; develop IR
detector standards
Extend photodetector transfer
standards to IR; calibrate with the
HACR (High Accuracy
Cryogenic Radiometer)
3-14
8-14
8-14
3-14
1.5-
25
to
10.6
WHO
Navy
Navy
Navy
Air
Force
SDIO
Air
Force
Air
Force
DATE
1987
1989
92-94
92-94
92-93
1992
91-94
91-93
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Selected NIST R/D Programs
Cryogenic Environment
TASK
Cryogenic facility for calibration
of blackbodies from total power
measurements (LBIR)
Calibration of blackbody sources
from 150 K to 1000 K
Add spectral capability to LBIR
Spectral calibration of cryogenic
sources, detectors, and filters
ill i i_ H
2-30
WHO
SDC
Army
SDIO
SDC
SDIO
DATE
1989
1989
1992
1993
1992Extend noise floor of LBIR
detector from 20 nW to 70 pW
ii i i
.... i • ±_
L _
L_
iSelected NIST R/D Programs
Spectrophotometric Measurements
,, i drill I i I il
I, mJL*
TASK X
Calibration facility for
bidirectional reflectance
distribution function
Develop IR diffuse reflectance
standards
i i i i i
Optical heterodyne densitometry
(12 decades; cryogenic operation
by 1992)
2-20
0.633
&
10.6
WHO
Air
Force
Navy
.. =, _[ q, l|
DATE
90-93
91-93
1990
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Relevance to EOS/TIR Calibration
Current Capabilities
AMBIENT (minimum 1 meterpath length)
Calibrate customer blackbody sources
Calibrate unknown blackbody for radiance using a
well-characterized NIST blackbody source by
matching the radiant fluxes with an IR radiometer
(Barnes): absolute uncertainty 0.11 °C at 10 *C;
0.25 °C at 45 °C; capable of precision of 1 mK;
Measure uniformity of unknown blackbody source
with a minimum resolvable temperature difference
of 50 mK at 33 °C (Barnes)
r
IRelevance to EOS/TIR Calibration
Current Capabilities
CRYOGENIC (20 K shield; 4 K ESR detector)
Calibrate customer blackbodies
Total radiant flux measurements; size of BB aperture
and temperature are Constrained by the detector;
Calibrate thermometers of source with respect to
radiance temperature as a function of BB aperture
size;
Absolute radiometric uncertainty at the 95 % level is
about 1%, corresponds to about 1.2 % uncertainty in
radiance temperature;
No uniformity studies are possible and strict vacuum
requirements apply (< 1.33x10 -6 Pa total pressure
and < 1.33x10 s Pa hydrocarbons before cooling
with the 15 K helium gas).
Next LBIR workshop is scheduled for Tuesday
morning, September 15, in conjunction with the 3rd
annual SDL/USU Symposium on Cryogenic IR
Radiometric Sensor Calibration and the EOS/TIR
Peer Review Workshop.
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EOS TIR Instruments
Overall Spectral Coverage (#m)
AIRS 3.4- 15.4
0.4 1.7
ASTER 8 -12, 1.6 - 2.5,
0.5 - 0.9
w
CERES 0.3- 50, 8- 12,
0.3'5
HIRDLS 6- 12
MODIS-N 0.415- 14.24
MOPITT 2.3 - 4.7
SAFIRE 62.5 125, 25.6- 32.3,
6.4 -15,9
TES 2.3-16.7
WEOS/TIR Lab Source Verification
TIR Round Robin
TIR Round Robin to VERIFY the calibration of
the sources that are used for the absolute radiometric
calibration of the individual EOS sensors
Reauirements (preliminary.)
Spectral response: 2.3 - 15
3 % total absolute uncertainty in radiance at the 3tr level
Long term stability
Proven vacuum compatibility
Meets EOS schedule
Calibration at NIST, or NASA-acceptable traceability
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Philosophy of Lab Source Verification
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STABLE
SPECTRO-
RADIOMETER
* Filter, monochromator, or interferometer
STABLE SOURCE
EOS LAB SOURCE
ROUND ROBIN SOURCE
(Blackbody)
EOS Instrument
I/
r--- --I/w_ _1
! I
! !
I I
i
, t
i i
PRT resistance vs Tx of the RR source is NIST "traceable"
P_to_bjgm Thermal radiation properties of the RR
Source could change
Return to NIST often?
Design way to monitor e(k)?
Circulate a RR detector (not necessarily
stable) to compare the sources
W
I
EQ
r
!1!
STABLE RADIOMETER
(broadband or spectral)
(irradiance or radiance mode)
EOS LAB SOURCE
LA
w
ROUND ROBIN
RADIOMETER.
Calibration constants determined or confirmed by NIST
Round robin source could be included for redundancy
JDESIRED INFORMATION U
INSTRUMENT SPECIFICATIONS
D
CALIBRATION METHODS (pre-flight and
on-board)
i
m
ROUND ROBIN
Overall Philosophy
Laboratory Sources to be verified
Environment for measurements
Revised Requirements
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THERMAL XNFRARED WORKSHOP
TOPZCS TO COVER
Importance of Cross-calibration - provided by Interdisciplinary
Investigators
Mathematical Modeling of Thermal Infrared Instruments
RAD IOMETRIC CALIBRATION
Standards
Workir g Standards and transfer standards
Trans_ er Radiometers
Inter_,al Standards
Use ou Standards
Data Analysis and Archiving
SPECTRAL RESPONSE
Measurement Methods
Out-of-band Response
Filters, aging, orbital degradation and witness samples
Data Analysis and archiving
In-orbit Verification
SPATIAL RESPONSE
Measurement Methods
Quantities to be Measured
Test Equipment
Off-Axis
Cleanliness, BRDF
Data Analysis and Archiving
In-Orbit Verification
TEMPORAL RESPONSE
Measurement Methods
Test Equipment
Data Analysis and Archiving
Memory Effects
POINTING PRECISION AND ACCURACY
Measurement Methods
Equipment
Achievable Precision
Data Analysis and Archiving
1)
SUMMARY
1) Pointing precision and accuracy may cut across several
spectral intervals. This topic might be considered for a
separate short workshop.
EOS Calibration Panel Mee_-=ng, April 23-25, 199", Minutes
8
THERMAL IR WORKSHOP
PROPOSED TOPICS FOR PRESENTATION i
MATHEMATICAL MODELING _ THERMAL IR INSTRUMENTS
RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION
STANDARDS - NIST (AL PARR) John Martin (NPL)
Design, Construction, Factors affecting a_racy
Testing. Achievable (Demonstrable} accuracy and precision
Internationai Standards
Wave Length l_ependence " ""
•WORKING STANDARDS AND TARGETS NIST Fred Bartels
Design and Construction, Thermal uniformity
Testing and comparison to =andards - traceabirrty
- Achievable accuracy, repeatability and precision, stability
Transfer radiometers -: ..... "
.,, , _,.,. %_...
INTERNAL SOURCES
Accuracy, emissivity,stability,_ dep. ., _ '
' - USE OF STANDARD S ::: ';".!_;:,,i.:Frat_ MaEr_wski Claire Wyatt
Test  , es,l.ta,get un.orm y : ,,:::_:
" Instrument mourltJno iI:_nsddR_,e "_-*..... " _ =" " "
," ;_;; =ray "ght prob/e,n_.. P__on _sues -" Bob Breau, _"--":;;; ::.
" ": ,.! Formal, procedures acid _n _: .: '"d "" "_''" "_... _.'"_''r_. _'.'" "'.W" ""
..:,,.:L":..".-L:'-"_,,-_".,._.._),_",_:......:; ,._'.-.:__._ :',"_,.,-:;-:,_.-,:.-_;-.-.E_:..;:;:.:I_::"';::"-:"'"
.. :- .- Temperature _ _ __--._- .:-.""_ _"_;',--';:_-.-_'-_,_;_.'Z_ '; . _
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LDATA ANALYSIS AND ARCHIVIN.
SPECTRAL RESPONSE Jim Palmer (U. of Arizona)
METHODS FOR MEASURING SPECTRAL RESPONSE John Vincent
(SBRC)
Spectrometer and monochromator sources Zissis (ERIM)
Reference detector response - Stierwalt
I
Temperz _ture dependence
OUT OF BA_ID RESPONSE
FILTERS, AGING, ORBITALDEGRADATION, WITNESS SAMPLES - _)
• N. Kolet, OCLI (Jim Rancourt) Reading,
Jim Heaney (GSFC)
DETECTOR AGING, WITNESS SAMPLES - LORAL, SBRG
IN ORBIT VERIFICATION
:DATA ANALYSIS AND ARCHIVING]
SPATIAL RESPONSE Claire Wyatt, AEOC Ci'ullahoma)
METHODS FOR.MEASUREMENT "
MEASURES - •
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Calibrationof a helium-cooled infraredsparlalradiometer and gra_ng spectrome.'cr
Larry Jacobsen, Steve Sargent, Clair L. Wyan, Allan J. Steed
Space Dynamics Laboratory
Utah State University, Logan, UT 84321-4140
/7/2 5 .5
Methods used by the Space Dynamics Laboratory ofUtah StateUniversity(SDL/USU) to cal_rate in/ratedsensors
axe described,using the InfraredBackground Signature Survey (IBSS)spatialradiometer and gratingspectrometer
as examples. A calibrationequation and a radiomewic model are given for each sensor to describe their
responsivityin terms of individualradiometric parameters. The cal_ration equation terms includedark offset,
linearity,absoluteresponsivity,and measurement uncertainty,and the radiomewic model domains includespatial,
spectral,and temporal domains. A portable cal_rarion facility,designed and fabricatedby SDL,/USU, provided
collimated,extended, diffusescatter,and Jones sofircesin a singlecryogenicdewar. This multi-Rmction calibrator
allowed calibrationpersonnel to complete a fullcalibrationofthe IBSS infraredradiometer and spectrometer in
two 1S-day periods. A calibrationdam system was developed tocontroland monitor the calibrationfa_ity,and
to record and analyzesensor dam.
1. INTRODUCTION
E/ectro-opdcal systems require calibrationto verify instrument design, create algoH_ necessary for dam
reduction, and estimate measurement uncertainties. The Space DTnam_cs Laboratory of Utah State University
(SDL/USU) has been calibrating electro-optical instrurnen_ since 1970. This paper descrfl)es the methods used
to calibrate the infrared (IR) sensor of the Infrared Background Signature Survey 0BSS) experiment. The
calibration approach is discussed, as well as the data collection and processing methods. Examples of the results
obtained by these methods axe also provided.
The IBSS experiment is a Strategic Defense InitiativeOrganization (SDIO)-sponsored shurflebome program
designed to measure ultraviolet (UV), visible, and IR signatures from various sources. The prime contractor for
this program is Messerschm/rt-Bolkow-Blob.m (MBB) of the Federal Republic of Germany. The IBSS hardware
includes a cryogenically cooled IR sensor;, a UV, visible, and near-infrared spec_'ograph/imager, a low-light-level
television; and additional insu_mentadon. These primary instruments are located on a shulIle pallet satellite
(SPAS) that is based in the shuttle orbiter until deployed for measurement missions.
The IBSS IR sensor consistsof a high off-axisrejectiontelescope,a spatialradiometer,and an Ebert-Fastiegrating
spectrometer. The radiometer and spectrometer obtain theirinput energy from the telescope,which focuses
energy on the h%sn'umem's detectorarrays.The fieldsofview ofthe 29 radiometer detectorsare scanned in object
space by an internalscan mirror.The radiometer has a multi-positionfilterwheel to _elec_a bandpass filter.The
12-detector spectrometer array measures 6 di_erent spectralranges simultaneously as the diffractiongratingis
scanned. The sensoroperates inthe 2.5 -24 _m _ed spectra/regionand ishoused in a helium-cooled dewar.
Both the radiomet,,.rand specn'_meter have dedicated on-board signalprocessors that DC restorethe chopped
detector responses. The IBSS experiment isdescn'bed in Lange etalJ
2.1. Calibrationanvroach
The approachused by SDL'USU tocahbrate ra_omemc sensorsinvolvesgeneranng a specificcal_rationequation
and radiometric model for the sensor being tested.The calibrationequationand radiometricmodel describethe
overallresponsivityofr.hesensorinterms ofseparate radiomewic parameters."The calibrationequation correlates
sensor output to measured :lux,while the rad_etHcmodel describes the measured flux as a function of the
actual flux. The calibration equation for the IBSS radiometer is:
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where _m is measured flux, _f_ is absolute responsiviry for a given radiometer fdter, L_ is the radiometer ]inean_
correctiontransferf'm_ction,Resp is radiometerresponse,DO R is radiometerdarkoffset,and ofmismeasurement
uncertaintyfora givenradiometer_Iter.
The calibrationequationfortheIBSS spectrometer:b:
q--| |
_--oct)
xfx)
where _m (X) ismeasured specn'alflux,_(X) is absolutespec_-aJresponsiviD,,Ls isthe spectrometerlinear/ry
correctiontransferftmc_ion,Resp00 isspectrometerresponse,DO q isspec=ometez"dark offset,and a(>,)/s
specu'ometer measurement uncertainty. " -
The radiometricmodelsfortheIB$Sradiometerand spectrometercharacterizetheirspectral,spatial,and temporal
domains. The relativespectralresponsivirydescribesthespectraldomain oi'theradiometer.The gratingposition,
lineshape,and spectra]leakageanal.vsesdescribethespectrometerspectraldomain. The 5eld-of-viewresponse
maps, detectorpositions,scattercoe_icients,effectivefieldsofview,modulationu'ansferf_znc_ons,and scan
minor n'ansferfunctiondescribethe spatialdomain ofthe radiometerand spectrometer.The radiometerand
spectrumezerfrequencyresponsesdescn'bethe tempor_ domains of thesensor.
Each term intheca]_ra_On equationand each domain i/_e radiome_c model desm1>esa _cLfic radiomert'ic
parameter.The goalofthecalibrationistocharacterizeeach parameterindependendyofthe others.Together,
theseindividuallycharacterizedradiomen'icparameterscomprisea completecalibrationfa radiometricsensor.
2.2. Portablecalib_rionsourcefPCS_
Since individualparametersofthe sensorcalx'bradonequationand rad/omemc model are b_stmeasttredwith
differentopticalsourcecon_F/guradons,SDLAJSU personneldesignedand fabricateda portablecalibrationsource
('PCS)thatincorporatedfouropticalfunctionsintoasingle,cryogenicallycooleddewar.Thesef_ncdons included
a coIIL_atedsource;an extendedsource;a near,small-area(Jones)source;and a d.L_u.secattersource. This
multiple-f_r_.-'doncalibrationsourceeI_ated the sensorwnzm-up cyclesmualIy requh'edto mate dLq'erent
cal_rationsourcestothe sensor,enabling.ca]3_rationpersonne!tocollectalldatarequiredfora fulJcalibration
in two 15-wor1_g day periods.Wyatt etal, providesa fulldescriptionofthePCS.
2.3. Calibration data rcstem
b"DL/USU personnel developed a ¢ompme_ed cal_ration data system, consist_zg of commercially-ava_able and
SDL/USU-designed hardware and software, to control The PCS, co_lle-ctthe I13S$telemetz'yitream, and analyze the
resulting calibration data. The _ystem recorded individual "snapshots" of the telemetry stream, automatically
inserted a header desm'bing the ¢un'ent configuration of the calibration source, and stored the snapshots on a
peripheral optical-media mass-storage dev/ce. The data system then retrieved, processed, and organized the
snapshots into a cal_ration data base. This system greatly reduced the time previously required to complete data
analysis, allowing calibration personnel to perform ,,11analyses needed to prepare qaick.look reports within two
weeks of data collection, and to complete the final calibration report in six months.
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The IBSS sensor design incorporates a chopper and a signal processo.- that DC restores the detector responses,
giving a complex output. Since this complex output represents a real radiant flux, it must be converted to a real
number. Therefore, the calibration described in this paper ccrrelates the amplitude of the complex response to
radiant flu.x. All operations on low-loyal responses were performed before conversion tOlsamplitude, to avoid
misinterpretation of random noise as signal. Tl-a-oughout this paper, the IBSS response given in counts
computed by the onboard signal processor, mind reported by tdemetry.
Calibration personnel devised and carried out tests to determine each term in the cal_ration equations, and to
characterize each responsivity domain in the radiomemc models. The test results presented in this paper are
examples of the data obtained for the IB$$ calibration. Where applicable, data from the same detectors are
presented. A fcdl description of the IBSS calibration tests and results for all radiometer and spectrometer detectors
is presented in the final IBSS calibration report. 4
_eauadon v_a'ameters
Calibration personnel measured dark offset, linearhy, absolute responsivity, and measurement uncertainty for the
IBSS spectrometer and radiometer calibration equation.
Daz:k offset
To apply the calibration equation, dark offset must first be subtracted from the.sensor response. Cal_ration
personnel determined the mean dark offset prior to each calibration test to offset-correct the results of that test.
Typicaltachometerdark offsetswere approximately8e+3 counts,and typicalspectrometerdark offsetswere
approximatelyIe+3 counts.
Linearity
The nexz stepinapplyingthe calibration equationistO linearizethe sensorresponse.The lineaz'itycalibration
providesa transferf_nctionofactualresponsetoideallineaz'izedresponsethroughoutthesensordynamic range.
Once the sensorresponsehas been Imeaz'=ed,a singlecoefficient,found during the absoluteresponsivity
calibration,convertslineaHzedresponsetomeasured flus,.By analyzinglineaHtyindependentlyof the absolute
responsivityand otherradiomemc parameters,calibrationpersonnelcan more easilyidenrh_yerrorsintheabsolute
calibrationdue tosensorspectraleaksand sourceuncertainties.Inaddition,sincethelinearityfunctioncovers
the ent'_edynamic range,theabsolute(extended)sourceneed notcoverthesensordynamicrangeintheabsolute
responsivirycalibration.
The idealsourcefora linea__tycalibrationprovidesa wide rangeoffluxwkhout ch_ng_g thespectral,spatial,
or temporalcharacteristicsoftheflux.The $DLAJSU calibratorofferstwo sourcesforthe Linea.,'itycalibration:
the Jones sourceand the collimator.Both sourcesgivefluxesproportionaltotheirapertureareas,but onlythe
smallestcoII_natedapert_esfitentirelywithinthefieldsofview ofthesmallradiometerdetectors;therefore,the
Jones sourcewas chosenfortheradiometerlineaz'irycalibration.BecausetheJonessourcefailedtogiveadequate
signalover the spectrometerdynamic range,the collimatorwas used forthe spectrometerImearitycalibration.
Calibrationpersonnelvaz-ied_e inputfluxinknown ratioswiththesetofcal_ratorprecisionapez-mres,and used
multiplesourcetemperaturesto coverthe dynamic range ofboth sensors.
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The radiometer responses to each inpur flux
we,'e offset corrected with dark responses,
plotted versus relative flux, and fit to a piece-
wise, polynomial lineariry-correcfion function.
Fig. 1 shows the results of the lineariry
ca/ibrarion for radiometer detector 13, which
is typical of the radiometer detectors.
Linearity uncerr_fies, computed as the
standard deviation of the curve-fit residuals,
were less than 2.5oA for most detectors.
Similar analyses were performed for the
spectrometer detectors, which also showed
LinearJtTuncertaintiesofa few perccmr
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Fig. 1. Radiometer detector 13 lineaxity
calibration
The absolute responsivity coe_cient converts the offset-con-ected and lineadszed sensci _sponse to measured
flux. The LBS$ spectrometer absolute calibration is presented to Rluscrate the method used to determine theabsolute responsivity coe_cient.
The preferred source for the absolute caIibrat_on is the extended source because its flux is subject only to
temperature and emissivity uncertainties. However, since the extended source has a lin_ted temperature
range, other sources, such as the Jones source, can be used to augment the extended source data ar short
wavelengths. Both the extended and Jones souxces were used for the IB5$ specn'ometer absolute responsivirycalibration.
Responses to a number of known fluxes were curve:fit at each wavelength by:.
_c(_ ) . l [ResPc (_,)]
_Z {X) .' (3)
spe: radiateW "2 absolute •
w cm ST"pro", and Re = . . speccraa responsiv/ty in counts/SPL(X.) offset-corrected and Lineanzed response in counts.
The offset-corrected and linearized responses
were curve-fit to equation 3 at each_
wavelength to give the absolute spectrat
responsiviry. Fig. 2 shows the results of the
absolute calibration for detector 5. Cm've-fit
uncei'taint_es are also shown in this figm'e.
As descn'bed in equation 3, the absolute
spectral responsivity is given in radiance w/th
units of counts/W cm-2 m.-1/an -1. Another
useful parameter is the /rradiance special
responshdty, which is the absolute
responsivity influx density with un/_s of
counts/W an -a pm-_. This irradiance
respomivity was found by dividing the
spectral radiance responsivity by the effective
field of view, a parameter discussed in the
spatial domain characterization section of
paper.
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F!,_. 2. Spec_ometer detector 5 absolute spec_
re_pondv_tycaJibration.
The radiometerabsolutecalibrationwas similax-,exceptthatthe sourcefluxwas multipliedby the radiometer
relativespectralresponsivity,discussedin the spectraldomain characterizationsectionof thispaper,and
integratedoverthe spectralpassband to givea non-specu-alabsoluteresponsivity.This analysiswas repeated
foreach detector-filtercombination.Curve'fit,.uncertaintieswere good,and no spectralerrorswere observed.
r
Measurement uncertainties
The calibration equation i_dudes an estimate of the sensor's measurement uncertainty. This estimate consists
of the Sensor precision a id the cah'bradon accuracy. Precislon Ls the reprodua'oEity or consistency of
individual measurements. Accuracy is the correlation of the sensor's cal_rated response to the true
radJometric value. Sensor precision is determined from dark noise, uncertainty of dark offset, signal-to-noise
ratio, and long-term repeatability. The total cat.ration accuracy is given by the root-sum-square combination
of the uncertainties from the linearity cal_ration, absolute responsivity cah'bration, extended source emissivity,
and extended source temperature. The tom/ measurement uncertainty is then determined by the root-sum-
square combination of the total sensor precision and total cal_ration accuracy.
Dark noise is the precision of individual measurements at the minimum detectable signal level, To
characterize the dark noise of the IBSS radiometer and specu'ometer, calibration personnel collected telemetry
data with the IBSS filter wheel in the dosed position and used Fourier techniques to compute dark noise
spectra. These spectra were then integrated over the noise bandwidth to compute tom/ rms dark noise.
These spectra contained nozse from the 50-Hz (European) power disu-ibudon system, which accounted for
about one-half of the total rms noise. It W_ assumed that this noise will not be present during the
deployment of IBSS, and was there[ore omitted from the integrations for the total rms dark noise. Typical
radiometer dark noise was 3e+3 _ Coma_ and _ical .spectrometer dark noise was le+4 rms counts. The
spectrometer dark noise was independent of gra_ag possnon.
Uncertainty from the long-term drift of dark offset also degrades sensor precision at the bottom of the
dynamic range. Calibration personnel recorded dark offsets of the I_SS radiometer and spec_a'ometer each day
throughout the data-coLlec_on period to measure the dark offset long-term dr_ Fig. 3 shows the range of
the daily means of the dark offsets for each radiometer detector. Although most calibration results are
reported as the amplitude of the complex response, dark offset is presented as a complex number because
offset correction of the signal responses must be performed before conversion to amplitude. The ranges
shown indicate the uncertainty due to long-te.ma d._ of the dark offset.
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Fig. 3. Dark offsets for all radiometer detectors.
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Dark noise and dark offset uncertainty only determine the precision at the bottom of a sensor's dynamic
range. At higher flux levels, ocher noise sources, such as photon noise and digitization noise, musc also be
considered. The signal-to-noise ratio (SN_) and sensor long-term repeatab/iity provide an indication of
precision throug_.our the er.rk-e dynamic r'ar:ge. The total sensor precision can be determined from the SNR
and the long-tern repeacabLliry, as follows:
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Wwhere o_ n
o Precision " + u Rep
- tots] sensor prec/sion, SNR - siunal-ro-no/se ratio, and o_e p
The spectrometer SNR was characterized by
recording the spectrometer's response to
collimated sources of va.,'Jous s_es and
temperatures. The resulting signals were
offset corrected, and the noise for each
snapshot was corrected to remove the 50-Hz
components. Fig. 4 presents the SN'R for one
spectrometer detector. As expected, the SN'R
increasedwith increasingresponse. Similar
analyses were performed for all other
spectrometer and radiometer detectors,
= long-term repeatability.
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Fig. 4: $_ _ughout the d._amic range for
detector 5.
To measure the sensor's long-term repeatability, ca]_ration peffo_ re_orded the sensor's response to both
the IBSS internal source and the calibrator .lone, source daily throughout the cal_rarion period_ li was-
necessary to obtain a comparison between the sensor's response to both. sources to evaluate the stab/!iry of the
IBSS internal source, which is ultimately used to verify the sensor's stability. The standard deviar/.'ons of the
daily internal source and Jones source responses, given _ pe.,xenmges of t_e ove_ means, showed tha_ the
response to the ISSS internal source was repeatable within ±10 to ±30_ for the radiometer detectors, and
"-5 to ±17_ for the spectrometer detectors. The response to the ca!ibrator Jones source was repeatable
within ±5 to __.8% for the radiometer detectors, and ±1 to --.5_ for the spectrometer detectors. The Jones
source repeatability, depending on the detector, was up to a factor of 4 times better than the internal source
repeatability. This indicates that the IBSS internal source itself, rather than the sensor, limited the
repeatability of the internal source response.
Fig. 5 presents the total calibration accuracy for all radiometer detectors with one radiometer filter. Ana}yses
for all filter-detector combinations showed typical accuracies of "-5 to ±10_. Fig. 6 presents the total
calibration accuracy for spectrometer detector 5. The peak at _ is due to a spect_ leak, discussed in the
spectral domain characterization section of this paper. Typical total calibration accuracies were -.+5 to -.12%
for the spectrometer detectors.
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_u_. Radiomem¢ Model P_rameters
Spectral domain char_.cterizafion
The radiometer's radiomeu'ic model includes the relative spectral responsivity, which is the peak-normalized
responsivi,_" as a f,.mction of the wavelength of the measured radiation. Th_ parameter is used to calculate
the effective flux for the absolute calibration and to interpret on-orbit data. Calibration personnel determined
the relative specn'al responsiv_ty of the IBSS radiometer with each IB$S filter, using an externally chopped
blackbody, grating monochromator, and calibrator Jones source. The IBSS internal chopper was turned off,
the onboard signal processor was bypassed, and the output was fed into an external lock-in amplifier. The
DC-restored output of the lock-in amplifier was normalized with a specu-ally fiat external reference detector to
calculate the spectral responsivity. The spectral responsivity was then normalized to its own peak. Fig. 7
gives the radiometer relative spectral responsivities for each of the IBSS filters.
The spectrometer's radiometric model includes grating position transfer functions, line shape characterization,
and spectral leakage analysis. To determine _e IBSS spectrometer grating position transfer functions,
calibration personnel illuminated the spectrometer with an external monochromator through the Jones source
at approximately ten different wavelengths in each grating order. These data were then fit to linear transfer
functions. Fig. 8 presents the grating position cal_radon for each grating order. The end points of each line
represent the passband for that grating order. The grating position calibration uncertainties were
approximately equal to the design spectral resolution, given by A,X- X/300 (X - wavelength).
The line shape calibration evaluates the spectrometer's s'pectral resolution by measuring its response to a
monochromatic source. To determine the IBSS spectrometer line shape, calibration personnel illuminated the
spectrometer with a 3.391-_m helium-neon (HeNe) laser through the Jones source. The center wavelength
determined by this calibration agreed with the theoretical center wavdength within the grating position
calibration uncertainty. The half-power width agreed with the IBSS specified resolution.
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Fig. 7. Radiometer relative spectral responsivity. Fig. 8. Spectrometer grating position cal_rarion.
The spectrometer radiomeu'ic model also characterizes the sensor's spectral purity, which is its ability to
measure radiation at oaly the desired wavelength. Since each grating order diffracts energy of a different
specific wavelength onto a given detector at a given grating angle, the IBSS spectrometer detectors are
covered by order-sorting bandpass filters. The wavelength for higher grating orders are rdated to that of the
tint grating order by:
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lwhere ,_ = wavelengthfororderN in_ )_ =,wavelengthfororderi in/,an,and N = the gratingorder(I,
2,3, _).
The order-sorting filters that Cover fl_e [BSS specn'ometer detectors are designed to select radiation from only the _!desired specn-al order. However, at certain gracing angles, some order-sorting filters also pass radiation of an
undesired spectral order. This results in the spectrometer detector simultaneously responding to radiation fi'om
more than one wavelength for a #yen grating angle. Since radiation is "leaking" to the detector from an
undesired wavelength, it is said to be the resuJt of a "spectral leak."
To identify spectral leaks, calibration Persormd compared the spectrometers relative _eczral responsivities
measured using blackbody sources at different temperatures. Ideally the rdative spectral responsiviry
measurement is independent of source temperature. But for gracing positions with lon_-wavelength leaks, a low.
temperature source gives an erroneously high relative spectral responsiv_ry. This is _cause low-temperature
sources have proportionately more energy at long wavelengths, which make the long-wave_length leaks more _
significant. Similarly, for grating positions with short.wavelength leaks, a high-temperature source shows an _
erroneously high relative spectral responsivity.
Fig. 9 shows the superimposed spectrometer
detector 5 relative spectral responsiviries
measured using Jones and extended source
temperatures from 185 to 1269 Kd_.
Three spectral leaks are identified-
Calibration personnel quantified these leaks
by computing the ratio of the absolute
responsivity at the leaked wavelength to the
absolute responsiviry at the urdeaked
wavelength. This ratio was 3o_ for the leak
at 5.49/_m, 20°/6 forthe leakat 8.08 p_
and 9o_ for the leak at 8.3_ tan. Two
additionalspectraleakswere _cterized
in theotherfourspeccz_gratingorders.
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Spatial domain charactedszadon
The spadal domain character_don is bes_ gJu_rated by the I_SS racHometer spada] cal_ration; therefore,
only radiometer data is discusse& Calibration personnel measured the radiometeds spadaJ responsivity by
positioning an 80-_-ad co.mated source at 0.I mrad increment3 over the entire focal plane. The detector _-
responsesat each locationwere offsetcorrected,linearirycorrected,and peak normalized.These datawere
then analyzed to provide fldd-of-view response maps, relative detector positions, scatter coe_cienr% effective
fieldsof view, and moduJadon _ransferfunctions(MTI_. A similar calibrationwas performed for the
spectrometer,with_e gratingstopped. •
Figs. 10 and 11 give fidd-of-view response maps for radiometer detectors 13 and 29. These maps are useful '
to subjectivelyevaluatethe spatial response,especiallyto reveal_et_ug problems and locatesourcesof _--
scarier.These maps arelogarhh_rmcplotsofthe relativespatialresponsivity,witheachcontourrepresentinga -_,
responseof a factorof 2 below the precedingcontour. Ten contoursareshown in the figures,representing
responsesdown to .001 of the peak. The map for detector13, which istypicalof the small radiometer ........
detec:o_,shows thatthe major scatter areas includednearby detectorson the same subsn-ateand regions i
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F,_raiismalldetectors,thesolidanglesdefinedby the 0.5 contourwere con+si_tentwi_ thedesignfieldsofview.
More than halfof theirresponseto a spatiallyuniformlyscene was frc_,regionsoutsidetheir0._-response
contours.Using a0.l-contourthreshold,the solidangleswere typicallyS Rrneslargerthanthedesignsolidangle,
and scattercoefficientsrangedfrom 30 to50%, dependingon detector.
The effectivefield-of-viewsolidangle of a sensorcorrelatesitspoint-sourceresponseto itsextended-_ource
response.This co,--relationallowsirradianceresponsiviryto be determinedfrom radianceresponsiviry.The
effective field-of-view solid angle is defined in terms of a hypothetical, spatially idea] sensor. This hypothetical
sensor has the followinP characteristics: 1) The ideal sensor's response is zero at all spatial positions outside its
field of view; 2) The id ,al sensor's response to a point source at all spatial positions within its field of view is
equal to the sensor's pe_tk spatial response; and 3) The ideal sensor's response to an extended, spatially uniform
source is equal to the a_tual sensor's response to the same spatially uniform source. The effective field-of-view
solid angle of an actual sensor is equal to the field-of-view solid angle of this ideal sensor.
EEective field-of-view solid angles were computed for the 11355 radiometer detectors by:.
(S)
e, " A XA Y _'roml_ Resp
where _-, "+effectivefield-of-viewsolidangle insteradians,AXAY -+incrementalsolidangleforeach spatial
• . point-sourceresponses.The effectivefieldsofview were larger
response¢'_latapointm stera&ans,and Resp ,.' mostlydue toscarer.
than designvaluesformost detectors.Thisincreasewas
The spatialresponseofa radiometercan alsobe evaluatedintermsofitsmodulationtransferfunction(MTI_,
which describesitsrelativeresponsiviryto differentspatialfrequencies.The MTF ofa sensorcan be computed
using Fourieranalysisofa point-sourcescan or a slit-sourcescan. The slit-sourcem thod shows the fuilM'I'F
degradation due to scatter, while the point-source method is less affected by scatter, giving a more realistic MTF
for point sources.
Calibration personnel computed a mean point.source scan for the radiometer de_ectors by averaging two or three
spatial scans through each detector. The mean scans were then Fourier transformed and peak-normalized to give
MTFs. The slit-source MTFs were calculated in the same way as the point-source M'FFs, except that all spatialslit which covers
• the radiometer field of view. Fig s- 12 and 13 presentfie ;1_ a_:/__°er il.3nsm"thethe
response data were used to calculate the mean scans. This is equivalent to the scan of a long
the full hexght of . ._ c..,. ,, 'ometer uq:,_._v,, _, ..---
.... •.-.'1.... ol,_ls was performe- ,,,- ,.ach radi
o, t
o.:"r _ --_
.... I I _ I .....
O .0 a g 10 11
• , • , , ,
12.
$O_¢I liol+_10n llaelO)
I 0
:. o.9.
gO,8
.'o.s-
[0._"
_, 0.3'
go._
O.$
_0,O"
Fig. 12. Mean spatial scans for radiometer detector
13 in the X direction.
_ , , . . , . ..... ,, . T
r._l_31_ F_MnCY ICyC_II/1PlO]
Fig. 13. MTFs for radiometer detector 13 in the X
direction-
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JThe sensor radiometric model includes the scan mtrror "7osition c=IiE_orL, reia:_.g the sen,or line of :ight to scan
mirror position reported by telemetry. The IBSS scan mirror po:idon Was calibrated by placing a coil/mated, 80-
/aa-adsource at f'_teen dLfferent positions m object space, and colJectLng data :vith the IBSS mirror sca._ning.For
each ca/ibrator POint-sourceposition, the corresponding IBSS scan mirror position in counts was detev_Lnedfi'om
the peak response of a Chosendetector. These fiheen points were curve-fit to g/re a linear trar_rer/_qcdon ofscan m/r_r position in telemetry counts to sensor line of sight in mura&
Temporal domain characterization _. "
As with other, sensors, the IBSS radiometer and Spectrometer are/Tequenc7 band-I/m/ted systems whiChoduJauons ezacdy. By understan_
fi'orn ,_.'.- --- • P ct the e_rec_ of ch-,,,,_ .... g the sensor freouen-,, ....... cannot
•_=-vaz-ymg sources, s_adaJ ...... "-,,_,.,,_;_..ceneson sensor resz_nse m.._ "-:, ,,:_por_e, nowevez-
a specie'allymodu/ated scene l'or the spect_meter, meter, or spec_ scans o/'
To measure the IBSS fa'equency response,
calibration Personnel illuminated the
radiometer and spectrometer with radiation
rnodu/ared by an external chopper ar
fi'equencies /Tom 5 to 35 /'/z for the
radiometer and 10 to 100 _ /for the
spectrometer (with the grating stopped).
Fourier analysis of the _suJting responses
gave the energy in the chopper fiandamenra]
_equency. The response at each _'equency
was converted to dec'beds relative to the
lowest chopper fi'equency measured. Fig. 14
shows the resuJdng relative /Tequency
responses /-or the radiometer andspectrometer,
$o 3o
_00
Ir_li_ftel Cl_ooi::lhg _qlte fHzl
Fig. 14. Ra_ometer and spectrometer _equencyresponse.
This paper descr/bes the methods used IT SDL/usu to ca/_>rate rad/ometric sensors. The cal_rations of the
_SS infrared radiometer and spectrometer were given as specific examples using _ ca/ibration approach.
T'_e c_]ii_ti°r_ l'_J_|_red gen_Y'_'J_ a _c (_r_t_on eq_tio n and ra_ome[_,_c ]_,}o_e , to des_,_,-j"_ t_eoverall s or respons...n_ryw_th mcL/v_du_/ra_ome_c Parameters _ •
.  eter independento/-theo " tes ,werethen
calibration e"uar/o- _ -- two IS-work/n= d_-,---'-_ -- cmwration personne| rn _-
uncerzainri _ u aesc_Oin sensor o _ p_._oas. Th/s a • " "-es. It a/so -_........ g. daze o_ser./in o,.;,.. _,__ , P p r included terms F,,,,, q_
_er1_e{l th e l_L_q ,_._;___._, e.,,,¥, _oso/ute resrmrls;,,_,. , __. ......
responsivitT domain. _ ,-_-u_uemc mod,,l ¢,, _.- _ _-. .... ._, _a measurem..,
,. "-,-,_, spaoaj, and temporal
•
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1.2 Methodology for spectral characteristics evaluation
The sources of knowledge uncertainty as listed in Table 1.2 shall
testing and/or analysis, and Table 1.2 shall be filled out.
be evaluated by
Table 1.2 Uncertainty in the Prelaunch Knowledge of Center Wavelength of Operating Bands
(Band No.: )
i
I
I
I
Uncertainty/#= (3_) Method of testing, analy-
Sources of uncertainty ....... sis, and evaluation
Budget Design"
I. Spectral transmisslvity of RSS of sources
band pass filter
i
!
, Measurement
!
!
!
Source l Nonuniformity
I
I
, Alr-to-vacuu= shift
I
I
2. Spectral responsivity of de- RSS of sources
rector elements
"Measurement
!
Source _............................................................................
I
:Nonuniformity
I
| i
3. Spectral reflectivity/transl[s- same as the measurement
sivity of dichroic mirror uncertainty
!
Source _Measurement
I
4. Spectral transmissivity and same as the measurement
reflectivlty of optical system uncertainty
I
Source I Measurement
!
I
5. Total spectral responsivity RSS of sources
I
I
' Measurement
!
!
Source
!
,'Nonuniformity
!
Total (RSS)
• Present design status
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2 Offset
2.1 Requirement for knowledge of offset
The instrument offset shall be determined at any instance of the life within the
accuracies listed below for theindividual gain setting.
Table 2.! Requirement for knovledge of offset
Band
No.
l
2
3N
3B
4
5
6
7
8
9
lO
11
12
13
14
High Gain
•+4 DN
+4 DN
•+4 DN
__-4 DN
+4 DN
_+4 DN
•+4 DN
•+4 DN
±4 DN
+4 DN
N/A
Knowledge (3o')
1
Low gain-I IL°w ga i n-2
!
Normal gain
•+2 DN
+2 DN
+2 DN
•+2 DN
•+2 DN
+2 DN
•+2 DN
•+2 DN
+2 DN
•+2 DN
± 6DN"
•+ 7DN"
+ 8DN"
+IIDN"
•+12 DN"
+2 DN
•+2 DN
•+2 DN
::t:2 DN
+2 DN
•+2 DN
•+2 DN
•+2 DN
•+2 DN
•+2 DN
NIA
N/A
::1:2 DN
+2 DN
•+2 DN
+2 DN
+2 DN
-t-2 DN
N/A
Offset knowledge related to only instrument temperature variation is specified In 2.1.
Offset knowledge related to onboard blackbody Is specified as knowledge of temperature
scale in 4.2.
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3 Nonlinearity
The nonlinearity of input-to-output relation, NL, is defined as the ratio of the
deviation of the input-to-output curve from the .line connecting the output for the high
level input and the offset to the response for the high level input as referred to in the
ASTER Instrument Specification.
3.! Requirement for knowledge of nonlinearity
Table 3.1 Requirement for knowledge of VNIR and SIIR nonlinearity, NL
Band No. NL knowledge (3 G)
1 ±1%
2 ±1%
3N ±I X
3B ±I %
4 ±1%
5 ±i-%
6 ±i%
7 ±1%
8 ±1%
9 ±1%
Table 3.2 Requirement for knowledge of TIR nonlinearity, NL
Band No.
10
11
12
13
14
NL knowledge (3_)
:!:1%
+1%
±1%
±1%
1
3
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Table 4.1 Analysis of uncertainty in the responsivlty determination of VNIR and SWIR
Phase
Prelaunch
Postlaunch
Source of uncertainty
Fixed-point blackbody
Uncertainty /_ (3_)
Budget Design
Comments
Subtotal (RSS)
Total (RSS)
Standard spectrometer
Yariable temperature
blackbody
Comparison spectrometer
Integrating sphere
Radiometer Output measurement
Photomonitor output
measurement
Air-to-vacuum shift of center
wavelength
Subtotal (RSS)
Temperature of photomonitor
Degradation of photomonitor
............................... _ ........... r ........... _--'_''' .............
Photomonitor output
measurement
Gravity shift of lamp radiance
Radiometer output measurement
................................. p ........... p ........... q ....................
(Nonuniform contamination of
radiometer aperture optics)
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8 Stray Light Characteristics
8.1 Requirement for stray light characteristics and its knowledge
Radiometer response may change for radiant sources with different sizes even if the
radiance is exactly same due to stray light effect of radiometers. The stray light
characteristics is defined by the relative response difference of radiometer when
observing the earth disk and the standardxadiation source (integrating sphere for VNIR
and SWIR, and standard blackbody for TIR) which is required to be less than the required
values listed in the following table.
Table 8.1 Requirement for stra_ light characteristics
Operating band
VNIR
SWIR
TIR
"Stray light
characteristics
2%
2%
I%
The stray light characteristics shall be determined with the knowledge as listed in
the following table.
Table 8.2 Requirement for knowledge of stray light characteristics
Operating band
VNIR
SWlR
TIR
Knowledge of stray
light characteristics
I%
I%
O. 5g
•ERROR BUDGET FOR VNIR & SWIR
RESPONSIVITY CALIBRATION
CAVITYEMISSIVITY
-- PRIMARYSTANDARDS [-I-
(FIXED-POINT BLACKBODY)t--TEMPERATURE
w
J
UNCERTAINTYOF
RESPONSIVI TY
-- PR_LIGHT --
CALIBRATION
- IN-FLIgHT- --
GRANGE
IAVELEN_HI-"
-- RADIANCECOMPARISON"--[
L_
_NPARISON MEASUREMENT
--TRANSFER STANDARDS
(VARIABLETEMPERATQRE
BLACKBODY)
-- RADIANCECOMPARISON
CAVITYEMISSIVITY
-'ETEMPERATURE
__|AVELENffI'H
_MPARISON _ASUREMEMT
-- WORKINGSTANDARDS r-'_.LAMP
RADIANCE
(INTEGRATINGSPHERE) L_ REFLECTAN_
-- LAMPANDCALIBRATIOHIN'--]BASE
TEMPERATURECHAN_
OPTICS (A/B) I__ OPTICS TRANSMITTANCE
-- PHOTOMDHITORI (A/B) _ TEMPERATURECHANGE
-- PHOTONOHiTORHCA/B)
(IF ANY)
--STABILITY OF
RESPONSIYITY
TEMPERATURECHANGE
DETECTORTEMPERATURE
ELECTRONICSTEMPERATURE
.__'--TEMPERATURE CHANGE
-- PHOTOMONITORI (A/B) ImDEGRADATION
- PHOTOMONITORH(A/B) I'-.._[TEMPERATURE
CHANGE
(IF ANY) I__ DEGRADATION
-- LAMPRADIANCE(A/B)
LAUNCHVIBRATION
GRAVITYSHIFT
DEGRADATION
|AYELENGTNDIFFERENCE
r-
-- TRANSMITTANCEOF -"-I--
CALIBRATIONOPTICS L
CA/B)
--NONUNIFORMCONTAMI- --_NATION VERAPERTURE
(A/B)
CONTAMINATION
DEGRADATION
|AVELENGTHDIFFERENCE
BLOCKINGBY CALIBRATION
OPTICS ITSELF
OUTGAS& PLUMEDISTRIBUTION
..__DETECTOR TEMPERATURE
ELECTRONI_TEMPERATURE
E IONIZINGRADIATION
CONTAMINATION
E IONIZING RADIATION
CONTAMINATION
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8 Stray Light Characteristics
8.1 Requirement for stray light characteristics and its knowledge
Radiometer response may change for radiant sources with different sizes even if the
radiance is exactly same due to stray light effect of radiometers. The stray light
characteristics is defined by the relativeresponse difference of radiometer when
observing the earth disk and the standard xadiation source (.integrating sphere for VNIR
and SWIR, and standard blackbody for TIR) which is required to be less than the required
values listed in the following table.
Table 8.1 Requirement for stray light characteristics
Operating band
VNIR
SWIR
TIR
"Stray light
characteristics
2_
The stray light characteristics shall be determined with the knowledge as
the following table.
listed in
Table 8.2 Requirement for knowledge of stray light characteristics
Operating band
VNIR
Knowledge of stray
light characteristics
SWlR I_
TIR 0.5_
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ERROR BODGET FOR VNIR & SWIR
RESPONSIVITY CALIBRATION
UNCERTAINTYOF
RESPONSIV1TY
--PREFLIGHT
CALIBRATION
n
- IN-FLIGHT.
CHANGE
--PRIMARYSTANDARDS --_--
(FIXED-POINTBLACKBODY)_-
-- RADIANCECOMPARISON--_
--TRANSFERSTANDARDS--_
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Specifications of $i photodiode radiometer
Full width at half saxisus
Target distance
Nosinal terser size
Field of view
Detector
Size-of-source effect
Detector temperature monitor
80 ns 60 ns SO0 ns
variable (40 cs "_" _)
3 ms in diameter at m target distance of 40 cm
0.54" (flexible)
silicon photodiode (Hasamatsu Photonics)
less then 0.5% between 6 ms and 50 mmat a
tarlet distance of 40 ms
Transistor thermometer
[lass
Power voltase
Nounting
4 k¢
100 V AC, 50 Hz
tripod
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f OASlS-CC
OASIS-CC PRESENTATION
Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics
Operations and Information Systems Group
University of Colorado at Boulder
Unlvors_ ot Colerede
L.A$P Spe¢! Tlc_l_=4ogy Iklknlt|
¢4mput Box I_0
Boulder, Co ll{L3Oe-O&_
Phone: _03) 40"247l_
_.=F--: (=O3)4¢2-1,444 /I A¢'p__,,_.
OASIS-CC
CU/LASP Organization
Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics
iiiiEii'i'i'!ii ii=   id!!iiiiill
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CU/LA.SP en_.loy= 100 professional researchers and engineers
a=no t_uunoergraaua_e and graduate _udent researchers )
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wf oAs,s-cc----.........
CUILASP Flight Projects
LASP scientists and engineers have participated In the following
NASA space flight missions
Od_tting SoLarObservatory 5
Orbltlr_ Geophysical ObMrvutocy 4, $ & (S
Orbiting Ammcmmlr..aiOiuoerv_ory 2
Madn4,r Vo_ntmS
• Mariner Mare $ &7
* Mariner Mare 9
• Orbiting ScdsrOb_rv_my 8
* Atmosphlc, Explorer C S O
* VW|gerl&2
* Ptommt Venut Order
• So_f l_,osphw, F._orw
* Sp*_. I_lley
• G41ileo ,kUl_er Oddter
Hubi_ Sl_,c4 Tel_col_
* Upper Atmo3pl_m RwDearchSatefilte
M_r= ObN_r
* C,.mtnl $_u_n Odl_w
• .Earth Observing System
• - 200 Sub-Orbital Rocket Exp_r!meCdl
Asterisks denote projects for which LASP built or is building
one or more Instruments
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What is the OASIS Project?
• The Operations and Science Instrument Support (OASIS) project is s
tong-term effort to help produce operations capabilities that can supw-|rt
space science missions of the next century
Pest funding from NASA Office of Space Science and Applications and
Goddard Space Flight Center
By providing a comprehensive concept Ior future mission operations
systems we can enable new kinds of missions by increasing flexibility
and functionality while substantially reducing life-cycle costa and
project development time
• We have Implemented portions of the OASIS concept In software under the
general name OASIS-R/I"
- OASIS-CC -- OASIS Command and Control, for monitoring and
controlling science instruments end spacecraft during test, Integration,
launch and on-orbit operations
. OASIS-PS -- OASIS Planning. and Schedultn;, for scheduling
_ instrument and spacecraft operations /
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f OASIS-CCFundamental User Requirements
for OASIS-CC Software
• Usab,e by scientists and engineers who aren't programmers and who don_t
want to be progmmmera
Software muat be easy to in=tall, tailor for application, and operate
• Must perform all primary functions without need for any additional
software coding and without need for other costly aoftwara packages
• Applicable throughout the project life cycle:
Instrument development, test and Integration, launch, and on-orbit
operations
• Extremely flexible
Need to be able to modify data definitions, and processing functions
quickly and easily without writing new sonwsre
. Built-in support for a wide variety of communications protocols
• Good user interface
- Graphical user interface that can be tailored by users
- Operations language that is more English-like and which eliminates the
t /main deficiencies of STOL A_..AJ._j
el 4/l_=
OAS S-CC
OASIS-CC Evolution
2/1986 2/1987
VMS !
Vax VaxStation _1
(GKS & graphic terminal) {GKS • VWS)
/SunOS 1.o
Sun 3/60
(x-11 • (;KS)
i
11/1991
I -
V_
('TAE+1
1/1991 11/1991
Sun 3_0 1LSpamStation
_:A=÷,, _. ('r_E÷)
ULTRIX _'-'1 w-_l"""
DecStation
(TAE÷)
m_
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OASIS-CC
FUNCTIONALIW DESCRIPTION
User interface
CSTOL
Language processing
Communications
Data processing
Data transfer
Recording
Command
EE
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Something to remember
OASIS-CC is table driven. Most of what follows are
generic capabilities of the system. Users only need
to provide the contents of the tables.
irli , i! ......
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OASIS-CC: User interface
- The interface uses the Transportable Application Environment Plus
(TJ, E +)
- TAE+ is • Motif-compliant, portable environment for developing
• nd run.ning interactive, window, text •rid graphical object-besed
• pplication systems
- TAE+ is developed •nd supported by GSFC
- TAE+ Includes • workbench, •n Intuitive tool that support• the
design and layout of •n application's user Interface
- Code (Ads or C) generated by the workbench is linked with the
OASIS-CC code to generate the executable program
- Using TAE+ • user can develop simple or extremely elaborated user
Interfaces.
f OASIS-CC
OASIS-CC: User interface (cont.)
-.User input is done via :
- push button
- slider
. form-filling
- radio button
- check box
- menu selection
- The user can i|so input CSTOL statements viii keyboard entry
- Data In the OASIS-CC current value table can be used to:
- Drive alphanumeric display
- Animate icons (rotation, distortion, translation)
- Drive icons that represent • system's state
- Drive stripcMrt-like plots
I
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OASIS-CC: CSTOL
- The Colorado System Test end Operstlons language (CSTOL) is
derived from GSFC's STOL
- Improvements over STOL:
- A distinctly Engliah-IIke ayntax
- The ability to access dstabaee tables through I query language
- A mechanism for expanding the JattQUlOe through macros
- Support of engineering untie
- CSTOL is designed for eclentista, engineers, ground controllers who
develop, test and operate spacecraft and payloads
- CSTOL was built as i test for many of the requirements for the Space
Station User Interface language
- CSTOL iccomodatee people with il!lle or no programming experience
. CSTOL'e Engliah-like ayntax makes it readable and aelf<:ocumenting
f OASIS-CC _
OASIS-CC: CSTOL (cont.)
CSTOL provides users with the means to perform the following functions :
- Evaluate expressions, where variables in the expression clm be dat_
from I spacecraft or instrument
- Make decisions baaed on information returned by the spacecraft or
instrument
. Initiate and control procedures written in CSTOL
- Maintain the OASIS dltabJae
. Call up and terminate displays
- Make and break communicstlon links
- Send commands to the spacecraft or instrument
J
i
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OASIS-CC: Communications
- Generic protocol support is provided:
- DECNET, mailbox and RS-232 for the VMS version
- TCP/IP (stream socket) and RS-232 for the SunOs version
- Other,protocol handlers can be developed if r_e_luir_l.,by.in ..
app,cation (,example: NASCOM for the RHISE appiicatlon and me
LDBP application, DADS/ADS for the SSFP DMSteatbed Ipplicltion,
1S-bit parallel interface)
- The VMS version provides In IEEE-488 capability
Future developments:
- IEEE-488 for SunOs version
- 1153 for SunOS version
u
w
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OASIS-CC: Data processing
• Stream aynchronization
- Stream decommutation (super-commutation, lub-commutation,
packetized telemetry)
- Binary data
- Floating point data
- ASCII formatted data (I, F or A format)
- Interfacing to I hardware decommutator may be done in the near
future (concept already teated)
- Conversion from raw (unligned Integer) values to unitized real vlluea
- Conversion from raw discrete values to state values (like ON, OFF)
- Limit checking
- HighA.ow, Red/Yeliow
- Red limit can trigger the execution of a CSTOL procedure
- State check
- Unsafe state can trigger the execution of a CSTOL procedure
-Delta check I _=__ .l_w_
qir
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OASIS-CC: Data processing (cont.)
• Smoothing and trending
. Print-on-change
. Pseudo-measurement generation:
- Generically via the execution of • CSTOL procedure by the
equstion-CLP
source Stream synchronization
Stream decommutation Limit check
Trending
Smoothing
/
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OASIS-CC: Data transfer
- Two mechanisms are provided: Bddge and Router
- Both mechanism= use the communication services provided by
OASIS-CC
Bridge:
. Allows transfer via file or over communication link= of
processed data In = format defined by the user
- Useful to transfer time.correlated science and engineering date
for quick-look processihg
#!
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f OASIS-CCOASIS-CC: Data transfer (cont.)
. Router:.
. Bt.dimctlonsl mechanism:
. Allows the transfer of raw data over communication
lows the transfer to a CSTOL proc.essor..o.f.CSTOL
• Alsktatements received on communication links
for distributing realtime data to remote nodes or
. Useful ......... _r,,_uosts from remote nodes
executing G_)Illl 114al IIW li_
links
-..,.-
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OASIS-CC: Recording
. Recording of downlink data
. Raw data can be recorded and replayed
. processed data can be recorded (via the Bridge capability)
• Comments can be added by the user at recording time to qualify
the recorded data
- Event messages can be recorded
• ,j
SIS-CC
OASIS-CC: Command
• -Transistlon from an high,level (e.g., CSTOL) mpre=ent=tion of a
command into en instrument command
- Examples:
CSTOL
slew grating to 1800
slew grating to 1216.0 a
set obeervstlon fist to $
set entrance slit to stellar
move extender to 10.0 mm
move extender to 1.0 cm
close gripper
TRANSLATION
=> CC229F08
=> CC229F08
=> CC220605
--> CC220780
=> 3FCC280C83
=> 3FCC280C83
=> move gripper to 6.0 cm
f OASIS-CC _ ........
OASIS-CC: Command (cont.)
- Instrument commands can be:
- Binary (when the natural representation of the
Instrument command Is a bit pattern) •
- ASCII (when the natural representation Is • character
string)
- Instrument commands can be:
- Discrete
- Serial (Le., • command contalning subfields)
- Instrument microprocessor load support
- From one CLP, commands can be dlrscted to multiple
targets over multiple communication lines
m
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OASIS-CC SUPPORT
Utility programs
Documentation
Support office
Anomaly reporting and configuration management
Release documentation
1 ^¢'p .,,j
OAmS-CC
OASlS-CC: Utility programs
• Database-related programs:
- Load Database: from ASCII to Internal representation
. Dump Database: from internal representation to ASCII
- Report Database: from Internal representation to report format
- DDP (Database Development Package): = u_.r-frle, ndly ..
database builder program, using TAE+ (in development]
- Parser-related program:
- Convert Table: from ASCII to Internal representation
- Event log file:
- Dump Events: to search and create • pflntabla file from the
event log file
/I
f OASIS-CC
OASIS-CC: Documentation
- CSTOL Reference Manual
- Database Guide
- System Manager's Guide
- Installation Guide
- Gr-phic8 Editor User's Guide
- Up-to-data with the current version of OASIS-CC, with TAE+
version-speciflc documentation:
- Installation guide
- Application developer's guide
I At'p, ,...
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OASIS-CC: Support office
Four typee of support can be provided:
- Phone support for application developer
. Applications developer class
• Specific code development
- Application development
' J P_.j
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OASIS-CC Anomaly reporting and release documentation
- Reporting mechanism existing currently on the SPAN network:
- Allows the users to report anomalies or request enhancements
- Each report is automatically assigned • number
. Users can refer to this number to track their reports
- The reports are also used to support configuration management
-Each new relene is documented in • release note:
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OASIS-CC AS A TOOL
Examples of utilization
Support of instrument development
Support of spacecraft integration and test
Support of flight operations
\
f OASIS-CC
OASIS-CC: Examples of utilization
- UARS/SOLSTICE Instrument
OASIS-CC Is used to eu_rt Instrument functional test, callbmtlon,
mzegratlon and flight operations
- JSC Space Station Freedom DMS testbed
OASIS-CC was used In four nodee of the teatbed (OMA, OMGA, APEM
and POIC nodes) ioceted at JSC and at MSFC
- ESA Astronaut training
OASIS-CC Is used to access MSFC'e Payload Crew Treinlng Complex
from ESTEC in Noordwljk
- Long Duration Balloon Project
OASlS-CC wj!l be used along with OASIS-PS to acquire balloon
experiment data, TDRSS ODM messages and issue GCM requests /
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OASIS-CC: Examples of utilization (cont.)
- SOLCON flight operations
From ESTEC In Noordwljk, OASIS-CC was used to monltor and control
the SOLCON experiment aboard the last ATLAS flight
- DMSP and DSCS ground station demonstration
OASIS-CC was used to demonstrate low-coat, transportable satellite
operation and-control systems
• EOS/SOLSTICE II and CASSININVIS
OASIS-CC will be used durlng the functional teats, calibration end
Integration of these two Instruments ....
, J P_,j
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OASIS-CC: Instrument development support
Instrument functional test
Quick-Look
ProceMing
OASIS-CC
Instrument calibration
Calibration
devices /
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Validating a Large Geophysical Data Set:
Experiences with Satellite-Derived Cloud Parameters :'
Abstract
Ralph Kahn, Robert D. Haskins, James E. Knighton,
Andrew Pursch, and Stephanie Granger.Gallegos
)'ct Propulsion Laboratory, California Lastimte of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91109
1. Introduction
We arcvalidatingtheglobalcloudparame,_rs&dyed fromthe
satellite-borneHIRS2 and MSU atmosphericsounding
instrumentmeasurements,and areusingtheanalysisof these
dataasoneprototypeforstudyinglargegeophysicaldam sets
ingeneral.The KIRS2/MSU datasetcontainsa totalof40
physicalparameters,fdling25 MB/day; raw HIRS2/MSU data
areavailablefora periodexceedingI0 years.Validation
involvesdevelopinga quantitativesenseforthe physical
meaning Of the derived parametersover the range of
environmentalconditionsampled.Thisisaccomplishedby
comparingthespatialand u_mporaldistributionsfthederived
quantifieswith similarmeasurcmenu made using other
techniques,andwithmodelresults.
The datahandlingnce.dedforthiswork ispossibleonlywith
the helpof a suiteof interactivegraphicaland numerical
analysistools.Level3 (gridded)dataisthecommon form in
which largedatasetsofthistypearcdistributedforscientific
analysis.We find that Level3 dataisinadequateforthedam
comparisonsrequiredforvalidation.Level2 data(individual
measurementsingeophysicalunits)isnee.,ded.A sampling
problemariseswhen individualmeasurements,whicharenot
uniformly:distributedin space or time,arc used for the
comparisons.Standard'inmrpolafion'methodsinvolvefitting
themeasurementsforeachdatasetto surfaces,whichar_then
compared. We are experimentingwith:formalcriteriafor
selectinggeographicalregions,based upon the spatial
frequencyand variabilityof measurements,thatallowus to
quantifytheuncertaintydue to sampling.As partof this
project,wc are alsod_alingwith ways to k_p trackof
constraintsplacedon theoutputby assumptionsmade inthe
computercode.The needtowork withLevel2 dam introduces
anumber ofotherdatahandlingissues,suchasaccessingdata
filesacross machine types,meeting largedata storage
requirements,accessingothervalidated datasets,processing
speed and throughputforinteractivegraphicalwork, and
problems relating to graphical in.'faces.
KEY WORDS: large datasets,validation, satellite
dataanalysis
NASA's EarthObservingSys=m (EOS) willgeneratevast
quantifiesof data.Hundreds of terabytesof datawillbe
acquiredfromorbitocharacterizetheEarth'senvironment
withthekindofspatialand temporaldetailneededtostudy
climatechange.Such highresolutionisrequiredtoproperly
samplethe non-linearimpactof small-scalephenomena,
whichcanmake significantconudbutionstotheglobal-scale
budgetsofheatand momentum. Itisalsoexpectedthatthe
datawillbe analyzednot justin thetraditionalmanner,
concentratingon a singledatasetatatime,butinnew ways
thatinvolveroutinelycomparingdatasetsfrom multiple
sources.Partoftheneedtostudymultipledam setscomes
from a growingappreciationfortheimportancetoglobal
conditionsof transportsacrossboundariessuchas theair-
ocean interface(e.g.,EarthSysmm ScienceCommittee,
19gg).
We arcund_aking thevalidationfcloudixatametcrsdexived
from the High ResolutionInfraredRadiationSounder 2
(HIRS2) and the Microwave Sounding Unit (MSLD
instrarnentsaboardtheNOA.A polarorbitingmeteorological
satellites.The instrumentsprovideone of thefew global
measuresof cloudpropertiesextendingovermany yeats.
They are also capableof obtainingnear-simultaneous
constraintson thephysical characteristicsoftheatmosphere
and surface neededto derivecloudproperties. One goalof
thiswork ism learnaboutanalyzinglargegeophysicaldata
seu ingeneral.
RadiancesfromtheI-KRS2 and MSU insmunents havebeen
analyzedby Susskindand co-workersusing an algorithm
thataccountsself-consistentlyfortheRrst-orderphysical
quantities affecting the emergent radiation (Snsskindetal.,
1984;1987).The standarddataproductsare(I)monthly
mean valuesforfortymeteorologicalparameters,including
effectivecloudamountand effectivecloudtopheight,on a
gridof boxes 2 degreesin latitudeby 2.5 degreesin
longitude,and (2) 'dailydata'withtwice-dailytemporal
sampling,a spatialresolutionofabout125kin,and spacing
bctwe2.npointsofabout250 kin.The monthlymean data
atereferredm as a 'L_v_l3'(gridded)product,and thedaily
-- PItE4_K)I_ PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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data is called a _.,_vel 2' product (individual measurements
reduced to geophysical units) (Space Science Board, 1982;
EOS Data Panel, 1986). The size of the uncompressed
Level 3 data is about 4 MB/month, whereas the Level 2
product fills about 25 MB/day (750 Nfl3/month).
By validationwe mean 'developinga quantitativesensefor
thephysicalmeaning of themeasuredparameters,'forthe
rangeof conditionsunder which theyam acquired.Our
approachinvolves:(I)identifyingtheassumptionsmade in
derivingparametersfromthemeasuredradiances,('2)testing
theinputdataand derivedparametersforstatisticalerror,
sensitivity,and internalconsistency,and (3)comparingwith
similarparametersobtainedfrom othersourr2susingother
techniques.A studyof thistypewas performedforsea
surfacetemperature0Njoku,1985),andourprojectisone of
severalparalleleffortscurrentlyunderway to validat,
differentcloudclimatologies(e.g.,Rossow etal..1985;
1990).The validationeffortwe arcundertakingintroducesa
numberofproblemsthatmay be ofinteresttospecialistsin
computational statistics,such as the INTERFACE
community,aswellastothoseinvolvedinresearchdirectly
relatedto interpretinglargegeophysicaldatasets.This
articlesummarizesthekey dam handlingissueswe have
¢r,co_
2. The Need for 'Level 2' Data
Largegeophysicaldatasets,suchascloudclimatologies,are
oftendistributedtoresearchersingridded(Zgvd 3) form.
Thiscan reducethe datavolume by ordersof magnitude
relativetotheparametervaluesforeachindividualsounding
('Level2),and providestheuserwitha 'spatiallyuniform'
data product. For example, Figure IA is the global,
monthly-meancloudamount map forJuly19"/9from the
HIRS2/MSU data,in theoriginal2 degre,by 2.5degree
averagingbins.Allacceptedcloudamount datafrom the
individualatmosphericsoundings thatfellwithineach
geographicboxweresummed, and mean and varianc¢values
foreachboxweftcalculated.
Severalproblemsoccurwhen usingLevd 3 productsfor
validation. First,ifonlytheLevel3 parametervaluesand
associatedvariancesareavailable,thereisno way toassess
how much ofthereportedvarianceisdue toinherentnon-
uniformityof the parameterover the averagingregion.
Essentially,theinstrumentresolutionisdegradedtoa scale
comparable to the box size,and informationoriginaiiy
acquiredtomeasuresmaller-scalephenomena inboththe
spatial and temporal domains is lost For example, in a 2
by 2.5 degre_ box, the surface temperature may exhibit
random fluctuations of half a degre_ and may change
systematicallyby severalde_e.es, whereas thebox average
variancewillassignallthevariabilitytorandom error.
We encountered a second problem when making
comparisonsamong Level3 productswithdifferentgridding
schemes. The bestconcurrentcloudclimatologyavailable
forcomparisonwiththedatainFigureIA was derivedfrom
the Tcmpcraua_HumidityInfraredRadiometer/TotalOzone
Mapping Spectrometer(THIRFrOMS) on the NASA
Nimbus 7 satellite (Stowe et al., 1988; 1989). The standard
_OMS Level3 dataproductwas binnedaccordingtoa
global500 by 500 km gridthatisalsoused forEar'&
radiationbudgetstudies.The July1979I-_RS2/MSU Level
3 data.degradedusing area-weightedaveragingto the
THIR/TOMS spatialgrid,isshown inFigureIB. We then.
resampledthedegradedHIRS2/MSU databacktothe2 by
2.5 degree grid,and subtracteditfrom the original
HIRS2/MSU data('FigureIC).Notethatthedifferencesam
nearlyaslargeastherangeofthesignal,withbothpositive
and negativevalues.The patternofdifferencesvarieswith
thelocationofedgesintheoriginaldata,and ismodutat_
by therelativepositionofgridboundaries.Differencesare
especiallylargeat high latitudes,where the spatial
resolutionofthe_OMS gridismuch lowerthanthat
oftheHIRSZ/MSU grid. and wherever them are sharp edges
generated by cloud patterns, such as in the intertropical
convergence zone and monsoon areas.
With the Level 2 products,we have accessto physical
quantitiesatthefullresolutionacquiredby theinsmaments,
andavoidintroducingadditionalrtifactsintothecomparison
betweendam sets.Level2 dataarcnotuniformlydistr_uted
over thesurface.At low latitudes them aregoresinthe
HIRS2 samplingbetweenorbits,whereasathighlatitudes,
the surfaceisheavilyoversampled. Data dropouts and
calibrationlinesoccur at all latitudes.The sample
resolutionchangesby more thana factorof2 fromnadirto
the limitsof each scan. As a firststeptoward making
comparisonsamong Level2 datasets,surfacesthattake
accountofnon-uniformclusteringofdatapointsmay befit
to the data.We have begun experimentingwith locally
adaptivesurfacefittingtechniques(e.g.,Rcaka,1988),and
are exploringthe use of methods thatgeneratevariance
surfaces together with each fitted surface (Cres_, 1989, and
references therein).
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Binning. whichiswaditionaIly used to make comparisons
among globaldatasets,is performed as an automatic ==
procedure.In usingLevel2 dataforvalidatingdatasets,
geographicsub-regionsof theglobemust be selectedfor
surface titling, based upon some criterion that evaluams the i
density of points _lative to the size of local gra_fients of the
parameter field, possibly in several directions. Figure 2
illustratesheroleofinteractiveg ographicsubsetselection
a partof thesoftwareWe areassemblingto performthe i
FIIRS2/MSU validation.'HDF in thisfigurerefersto
HierarchicalData Format,a u-ansponablefileformatthat
eliminates all but an initial file conversion for exchanging
dam among DEC, Sun,Macintosh, and othermachines used m
in the validation 0NCSA Software Tools Group. 1990).
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This allows us to store single copies of data files on
centrally located disks, that are accessible across the network
to machines with differing archite, ctures. We arc currently
investigating the criteria for accepting subsets, choice of
method for surface firing, and me.thetis for making formal
comparisons among surfaces fitted to data from different
sources. The important question of interpolation in the
temporal domain we set aside for the present.
To summarize: in spite of the much larger volume of the
Level 2 data, relative to Level 3, and the coUcetion of issues
relatedtothespatialand temporalsamplingofLevel2 .dam,
we needtheabilitytoaccess,store,andprocessLevel2 data
for(1)studiesoftheinternalconsistencyand precisionof
the data set and (2) comparisons with other cloud
climatologies,thatare involvedin thevalidationof the
HIRS2/MSU cloudparameters.We anticipatehatsimilar
needswillariseforinterdisciplinaryprocesstudies,and in
work directedtowardusingobservationstobetterunderstand
mesoscaleclimatologicalphenomena.
3. Tracking Assumptions in the Code
Another issue that bears upon the degree to which we may
perform validation, and other scientific analysis on large
data sets, is our ability to grasp the collection of constraints
imposed on parameter values by the code that generates
them, An assumption embedded in a large data handling
code may produce results that hide important information in
the data, or may produce patterns in the data that could be
incorrectly interpreted as scientifically meaningful.
We are experimenting with methods of charting the
collection of assumptions, as a way of calling the attention
of the user to areas where the code may influence the output
parameters. We are using standard charting symbols as
much as possible (e.g., Yourdon and Constantine, 1979).
An example of this type of chart is Figure 3. This shows
the flow of control and the flow of assumptions made in a
relatively small part of the HIRS2/MSU analysi_ code that
produces Level 3 data from Level 2 products. This chart
made clear the number and complexity of the assumptions
involved in generating Level 3 products, and it played a role
in our assessment of the value of Level 3 data for the
validation exercise.
Charting the flow of control provides a needed context for
the constraints placed on the clam. These charts take a step
in the direction of making it possible to keep track of
assumptions, but they do not eliminate the work involved in
carefullyassessingthemeaningofdexivedparameters.
4. Conclusions
The HIRS2/MSU cloud parameter validation effort raises a
number of data handling issues that are likely to arise
frequently when scientific analysis is attempted on large
geophysical data sets. We need Level 2 data (individual
measurements in geophysical units) (A) to perform
comparisons among data sets with different sampling, and
('B)to understandthe effectsof spatialand temporal
samplingon the'average'valuesobtainedfroma singledata
set.The need forLevel2 dataseverelycomplicatesdata
handling.Among theareaswhereadvanceswouldbe most
helpfulare:
I.Surface finingsoftwarefordatadistributednon-uniformly
in2-dimensionalspace,and ways toobtainsome measureof
theassociatedvariances.
2.Softwareformaking formalcomparisonsamong fitted
surfacesfromseveralsources,and theirassociatedvariance
surfaces.
3.Ways ofdocumentingsoftwareanddatafilesotheymay
be exchangedand usedbyotherseasily.
4. Ways of documenting the assumptions embedded in
retrieval and processing algorithms, so a researcher studying
the dataproductscan graspthe collectionof constraints
placedon theoutputdataby thecode.
5. Additional ways of storing data. For a given Level 2
data product, we needreadily accessible data storage capacity
of between one and two orders of magnitude the size of the
basic data set, for intermediate and derived products that am
aspartofthevalidation.
Several longer-_m needs include:
6. The development of validation procedures that are easy
enough to apply so that it will be feasible to generate and
access a large number of validated geophysical data sets for
interdisciplinary studies of all types.
7.Ways offittingsurfacesto datavaluesdistributednon-
uniformlyin2-dimensionalspaceand intime,andobtaining
a measureoftheassociatedvariances.
8. Better ways of discovering patterns and sm-prisas in high-
dimensional dam sets.
9.Ways offittinghyper-surfacestohigherdimensionaldata
sets,and techniquesforstudyingthem.
We have described our data, the collection of problems we
arc facing in the validation work, and our approaches to
some of these issues. Solutions or partial solutions may
exist to some of the problems that are not widely known
outside specialiTcd dam handling and computational statistics
communities. We hope to stimulate experts in these fields
to participate in the effort to improve our understanding of
Earth through the study of large, geophysical data sets.
I_6 R. Kahn etal.
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Where We Began:
The Cloud/Climate Feedback Problem
7
iKey Measurements Addressing
the Cloud-Climate Feedback Problem
Microphysical parameters:
le
-- dOn m) / dT
T = don _) /dT
dependence of cloud water (liquid and ice) content on
temperature (including liquid to solid transition
temperature and small ice particle concentrations)
dependence of cloud opacity on temperature
(implicitly, dr / din; dr / dT )
I
z
i
m
g
I
i
Cloud properties:
3. n (q, w,T)
Q
dependence of cloud amount on relative humidity, vertical
velocity, temp., and other environmental parameters
cloud top height dependence on temperature, relative humidity, vertical
velocity, and and other environmental parameters
/
m
i
5. variability in cloud behavior (diumal, seasonal, interannual; land & ocean) B
Cloud-related processes:
o
7.
e
distinguish T from dynamical effects on clouds (sign & size of feedbacks)
determine large-scale conditions for formation and breakup of marine
stratocumulus (Cloud Top Entrainment instability)
determine the relationship between deep convection and upper troposphere
water
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SENSITIVITY OF
AMOUNT TO
DERIVED
SURFACE
EFFECTIVE CLOUD
TEMPERATURE
_B_crD
_e-_(l -N)
On the right side, the terms in the denominator account for:.
w,
(1)directradiationfrom thesurface
--" (2) solar radiadon reflected by the sm-'face " :
(3) emission of the atmosphere below the cloud level
(4) emission from the cloud surface.
The termsarewavelengthdependent
w
The derived cloud amount is less sensitive to surface temperature for
higher clouds, This occurs because as the cloud elevation increases, the
difference between Ts and Tc increases, so only a small change in cloud
amount is needed to effect a large change in radiance at the detector,
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iDefinition of Validation B
I
By 'Validation', we mean 'developing a quantitative
sense for the physical meaning of the measured
parameters', by:
i
ID
=_g
(1) identifying the assumptions involved in deriving
parameters _om the measured radiances
(2) testing the input data and derived parameters for
statistical e_or, sensitivity, and internal consistency
(3) comparing with similar parameters obtained from
other sources using other techniques
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Identifying the Assumptions
-- in the Measurements (instrument, technique)
-- in the Algorithm (retrieval equations)
r:.-
in the Code ('if statements)
w
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EDA HIRS2/MSU _ STANDARD DATA FILES PROCESSING
--Problem of multiple machine architectures
We converted our data files to Hierarchical Data Format 0-IDF).
[Developed at NCSA (NationalCenter for Supercomputer Applications)]
-- Problem of data documentation
[How are the fields stored, what do they mean (units, definitions,
assumptions)?]
HDF solves a part of these problems (some information about 'data
objects' is stored in HDF fries)
What We Have Learned About Standard Data Handling Time Scales:
-- To discover the need for t-IDF, learn HDF, and apply it - ~ 1 year
-- Knowing what we now know, to rebuild from scratch - ~ 6 months
-- To create HDF files for a different data set, of comparable complexity,
in an arbitrary format -
<~ 2 months, depending on the documentation and hardware availability
-- To ingest a different data set, of comparable complexity, that is already
in HDF format -
• ~ 2 weeks to read data, test, and to study the documentation
For data analysis, the issue of assumptions is a large one, not addressed in
the standard data processing (discussed •later).
Partial List of Software That Automatically:Reads
Files in HDF Format
Currently Available:
NAME Platform Source
Data Scope Mac NCSA
7
Image Tool Mac NCSA
Comments:
Display, manipulate arrays & images
Display, animate image & color bar
Layout Mac
Transform Mac
Format
NCSA Create presentation from maages, text
Dicer
Spyglass Combines Data Scope & Image Tool
Mac Spyglass Similar to Layout
Mac Spyglass
X-Image Sun*
XDS Sun
Reformat Sun
APE 2.0
Select & view sections of 3-D display
NCSA Combines Data Scope & Image T_I
NCSA Similar to Dicer _ !- .... _: :
NCSA Convert FITS, TIFF, GIF, SUN, raw
raster files, & x-window dumps to HDF
Sun Ohio State Object-oriented pr.og, language
In Development or Testing:
IDL Sun RSI
IGSS Sun JPL/EDA
netCDF triter Sun NSF Convert netCDF to HDF
Interactive graphics prog. language
Interactive Geographic Subset Selection
* 'Sun' also runs on many other UNIX platforms, including Apollo,
Alliant, Convex, Cray, DEC-ULTR!X, and IRIS Workstations.
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HDF So.are in
an Integrated
Computing
:Environment
Criy
libdf.a rgtohdf, _, _
/
_F File _
•Sc_en_c Data.set
nu_k
dimensions
data
lsd_els
_n'amCs
scales
t --
I 2. .5. 2:2.3.... I
I_® 1 I "'_, _°_,',-'-,.... I
. "-- ! : " s I
r 12._. ,:,, ,:, ...
l 1I
• ,-_: o._, o.2, o.;J, o._ o_5,_o._, oT_, o.t..._
" HI_2/_U _F LAB_
FILE IDENTIFSER LENGTH: 5
FILE IDENTZFIER: LABEL
FILE DESCRIPTOR LENGTH: 1831
FILE DESCRIPTION :
Description:
]_,L_Q_enC •:
Contact:
HIRS2/MSU pa.-ameters retrieved using the
•Goddard Laboratory for Atmospheres (GLA)
Physical Inversion Algori_hm Baseline 4.0.
They are stored as individual obJec'.s of an
HDF file. These files are the suanda.-d data
source for mos_ da_a analysis applications.
Most of the parameters delive.-ed on the original
GSFC tapes are included. The following
parame_e.-s we_-e e!imina_ed ( either because
of questions aboun definition, redundancy,
or problems of interpretauion of the values } :
tau; d!au; d!on: np; c!dhg_; c!dfrc; _-etwa_Cl);
retwau (5) • humreU (13) • _hick. Thi_--.v seven
pa=amate.-s _-emain. They. are !isued and
defined in /edal/dcc/hi-_s_dai!y/rec- do¢.
Level 2 data for: 06 ju! 79, 0Z - 24Z. P!a_f0rm: TZROS-N
Susskind, J., J. Rosenfie!d, D. Router and
M. T. Chahine, 1984: Remote sensing of
weather and climate parameters from HIRS2/MSU
on T-_CS-N. J. Geophys. Res. 89, 4677-4697.
Rohe--_ Easki_s
Jet P.-opu!sion Laborato=_._
Mall Stop 183 - 301
4800 Oak Grove Dr
Pasadena, CA 91109-8001
(818)354-6893
Re, lena! Boundaries are: Global
Number of Pa_ame_-ers: 37
Parameters :
YYMMDD, HHMMSS, QUADLATS, QUADLONS, DNFLAG,
LANDWT._ FLAG, SAT ZEN ANGLE, GEOPOT THICK,
HI 80is, s c_zMYs s c3 s
TROP PRES__RTR, SRFC TMP ._TR, SST ANOMALY,
RRUM P._OF KT._, ._._EC-'; WTZ, WATE_ FLAG, TB ___WTR,
C_ts:
Binary. HDY file creation date: Mon Nov
Bina_ HDF file created on a CRAY Y-MP
4 16:42:31 EST 1991
_DS COUNT: 37
SDS DATA DIMENSIONS: 4 x 44821
_-r--o= flag _ te._.e=a_ure =e==ieval.
='> Posit!re _=_ means successful
_e._p. =em--ieval and .-_=ieved m_
used for wa_er, ozo,_e, and
cloud ret =ieva_"
Z100
SD$'DATA LABEL: QUADLATS
EDS DATA UNITS: Degrees
SDS DATA FORMAT: F6.2
HDF OBJECT REFERENCE NUMBE_: 9
EDP OBJECT DESC._IPTION:
Latitudes of four individual quadzants for cloud :et=ieval
--" Original Name m FLAT _- .......
SDS DATA DIMENSIONS: 4 x 44821
SDS DATA LASEL: QUADLONS
SDS DATA UNITS: Degrees
SDS DATA FORMAT: F7.2 ....
_DF OBJECT REFER_CENUMBER: 12
HDP OBJECT DESC._PTZON:
Longitudes of fou: _:_v ...........
-rid! /dual quadrants for cloud ret=ieva!.
--- O=igina!Name _ PLON ---
SDSDAT DZ  SZONS z =448  - •
SDS DATA LABEL: TMP ER._ PLAG " .........
SDS DATA UNITS: N/A-- --
SDS DATA PORMAT: 13
RDF OBJECT DESCRIPTION:
"> Negative ZERRmeans _emp
=err!eva! failed and first guess
_emp and moisture is used in ........
subsequent cloud me_rleva!
!000+K Converged on KUh i_emauion in :eUrieval
This Da amete is a!wavs stored as ! on
the tapes that we :eceive f:om GSPC.
Did not conve:ge =-
a-_er 9 iterations.
This parameter is always Stored as !
on the _apes that we receive =-am GSFC
( The information about whether or no_
_he =e_:ieva! convemged is lost.)
2 SET :e_mleva! was not at_moted
over ocean, c!ima_ology SS_Is used.
3 Residual for HI._S2 channel 2 was large.
Zgnore =etmieved De-mp.erauures above 200 mb.
-4 Cloud clearing •
was no_ attempted;
_oo cloudy to do a retmieval.
-5 Big { 1 degree ) RMS on Tb residual
in temp Sounding channels, or
in MW2 channel.
-6 No_ used.
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EDA HIRS2/MSU STANDARD DATA FILES PROCESSING
Hierarchical Data Format
We have developed software that:
I. Automatically moves _S2/MSU physical retrieval
from the IBM tape archive to the GSFC Cray
data
e
i
Automatically converts the data into HDF format, including
adding file labels and detailed parameter descriptions
3. Automatically transfers the I-IDF files to a user-specified
remote node via the FTP utility
We also have some standard utilities, and there is software in
that takes HDF fries and
displays I-IDF label information
development,
creates floating point image data from HDF vector data
displays floating point image _F files and performs
several kinds of analysis
J
.EDA HIRS2/MSU STANDARD DATA FILES PROCESSING
_"- DATF-2TAU _ last revised: 11112./91
f (runso. OSFCC.my)
- - _onvens time m inmmal clock time (mu)®,.
V-'-'_M Ta1_ Archive i.jst ]
] - obmi.d_cd_mmc_a ] e.,
©
HD.F-SDS PAKA_,_'TJ_ FILES
[ (runsonremoteUNIXnode) "_ __ (re_d_atremo_node)
- user s el__ _s desired parameters } -( _ -most pararnemrs from IBM tape
\ - re'orc_g (cm_y me, tl_ /
___GEFC cz_orchec_ archive, wanslamd to HDF.Name: mmmddyy.Ldf J
,_ ARCH_
°-5 _v_/d_y
(medium T_D -
CD ROM po_ible)
HIRS2 / MSU
HDF SELECTED PARA_ FILES
*containsfat.Ion,time,and pararnvalues(wi_
related flagswhere apprvprinm)
workingffl_- residetemporarilyon remoranode
- user s_lectccl paramemts & dams
®
m
l
|. ¢onmi_ _r,.,lon, dine, and pa.,ramvah._s (_ah
| related flags w_ appropria_)
[* working flies - reside temporarily on remow node
. use" selcct_ parameu_ & date_
®
MEDIAN
. finds modial
data
RANSAMP
sampling
®
HDF IMAGE I VECTOR FR.F.S
file contains:
. float images of priam v'_ues, counm,
& standard deviation for user-se!ecmd
grid of cells
- veaors of la_+Ior,, _.e, param value,
& connectivity list
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SUMMARY
Validation Issues
Statistical characterization of data sets
Find'rag statistics that characterize key a_butes of the
data sets =
Defining ways to characterize the comparisons among
data sets (Scale issues, statistics,...)
Selection of specific intercomparison exercises
Selecting characteristic spatial and temporal regions for ...... : ==_
intercomparisons
Impact of validation exercises on the logistics of current
and planned field campaigns and mod61 runs
Preparation of data sets for intercomparisons
Characterization of assumptions
Transportable data formats
Labeling data files
Content of data sets
Data storage and distribution (EOSDIS interface)
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE UARS DATA _
VALIDATION EFFORT - ___{_J-_N94 zo
/ _ / 3/3
Presentedto
The LOS Calibration/DataProduct Validation Panel
Boulder, Colorado
April 7-10, 1992
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t¸ L UARS: An Introducti0 ri
1) Upper AtmosphereResearchSatellite
,) LaunchedSept. 1991
.) inplanning and developmentStagesSincelate i970's
•) Measurestemperature,chemicalspecies, winds, solar
inputs
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2) Similaritiesto EOS
•) Data collected and processed at a Central Data
Handling Facility.
•) Data distributedvia high speed network to Remote
Analysis Computers at investigatorsites
°) ScienceTeam (users)include instrument Pls and
theoretical Pls.
3) Differences
,) UARSis a one platformmission
,) Highly focused on upper atmosphereresearch
°) Quantitative global measurementsof atmospheric
parameters ( as opposed to determinationof spectral or
spatial contrast, event counting, etc)
•) No imagery
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UARS Validation Chronology
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1) Validation not recognizedas a fundamental requirement at
the outset of the program. (due to semantics, oversight??)
2) A series of events in 1988 focusedthe need:
A) Within the UARSteam it becameapparent that some
additional structurewas required to unify;
o) Calibration
,) Algorithm verification
.) Error analysis
°) Correlative measurements
o)A priori knowledge: (climatology,theory, modeling)
B) The release of the Ozone Trends Panel Report
3) UARS Validation Working Group created 1989
4) Validation Plan completed1991
5) Plan Implementation1991-92
_ I
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NASA
Reference
, Publication
Ibo
1208
1988
Natio_atAe'onautic
and Space Administr
Scientific and Tech:
Information Oivisior
Present State of Knowledge
of the Upper Atmosphere 1988:
An AssesSment Reptrt .......
R. T. Watson and Ozone Trends Panel,
M.J. Prather and Ad Hoc Theory Panel,
and M.J. Kurylo and NASA Panel for
Data Evaluation
NASA Offce of Space Science and Applications
Washington, D.C.
NAS,e recognizes the need for timely intemarlonal science assessments When i_rtant
new information becomes available as has occurred since the last major international
scientific assessment (WMO, 1986). Reports based on Nimbus'? mtcllhe Solar
Backscatter Ultraviolet (SBLrV) and Total Ozone Mapping Spectmn_ter (TOMS) data
claimed that large _zlobal dcmv.ascs have occurred since 1979 in th¢ total column of ozone
(about 1% per year) and in its concentration near 50 km altitude (about 3% per year). Data
from the ground-based Dobson network also indicated that the total column content of
ozone had decreased on a global scale significantly since 1979, although to a lessea"extent
than suggested by the satellite data. Ftmher, there has been a significant an_unt of new
research focussed on understanding the extent and cause of the depletion of ozone in the
spring-rime over the Antarctic.
NASA and the rest of the scientific community believed that it was _ __
whether the Nimbus 7 satellite data had-bcc_ _ma_ezed-eermcdF,.m.K:lif so, whether the
reported decreases were due to natural causes such as a decrease in solar radiation (from
solar maximum in 1979 to solar minimum in 1986), the 1982 volcanic erup6on of EI-
Chichon, or the 1982 E1-Nino event, or whether it was due to human activities such as the
use of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). Therefore, during the fall of 1986 NASA decided to
coordinate and cosponsor with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO), and the United Nations Environmental Program (UNEP) a major review of all
ground-based and satellite ozone data. A panel (the Ozone Trends Panel) composed of
eminent scientists from federal agencies, research institutions, private industry, and
universities was selected.
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Zen And The Art Of Data Validation (c i _.c.a. I'I f'l)
1) What Is Data Validation?
A) What it is not.
i) Header information
ii) Flags marking data anomalies
iii) Limit checks
iv) Verifying that the software didn't bomb
v) Documentation
(These are all Quality Assurance lssues...Necessary but not
Sufficient)
B) Also, What it is not: Comparing Profiles With
Someone Else. ( A component but not an end in itself)
C) What it might Be. ( The Process of Demonstrating that a
Collection of Data Represents the Real Atmosphere Within a
Quantifiable Uncertainty)
D) What it always is.
i) Overlooked inprogram planning.
ii) Underestimatedin terms of time, effort and
resou rces requlred.
iii) The most frustrating part of the mission.
2) Why is It Important?
UARS is not measuring anvthin(_ for the first time. It is
adding to a cumulative base of-knowledge (in some cases,
extensive) and therefore must be compatible with existing
and future sources of information
.- , ,
, , I
wEvolution of UARS Data Validation Plan
i) Identificationof issues Withinthe ValidationWorking Group.
investi ation team
_) Mandatory requirementthat each g
prepare a plan for their activities,-__>_ _ ._
3) Creation of a "Generic" plan outliff_-_ _-_
4) Developmentof Investigator specific plafi o_li_es.
5) Review of Investigator specific draft plan_
6) Investigatorspecific final plans .....
7) Collectionof all investigatorplans into o_/_i'allpian
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Pre/PostLaunchValidationActivities
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1) Pre-launch:
A) FormulatePlans
B) Identify resource requirements
C) Begin development of tools and procedures
2) Post-launch:
A) Organize into issue/parameter specific Validation Sub-
Groups
°) Temperature/Pressure/Altitude registration
°) Trace gas concentration
°) Winds/Dynamics
•) Solar Measurements
°) Data gridding/mapping procedures
,) Energetic Particles
B) Investigatorteams work through their validation plans
C) Report findings
D) Take corrective actions as necessary (instrument
operation, data processing)
=
1.0
2.0
3.0
GENERIC P.I. DATA VALIDATION PLAN OUTLINE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Brief Experiment Overview, Including Measurements to be Validated
and Altitude Ranges
1.2 Brief Validation criteria
1.3 Val idatlon Approach
- Approach to Level I, 2, and 3 validation (e.g. validate most
understood parameters first, e.g. temperature and least
understood parameters last)
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT PHYSICAL MODEL
2,1 instrument Concept and Basic Equations
2,2 Forward Radiance Model
2.3
Radiative transfer
Numerical approximations
Physlcal constraints (e.g. llne parameters summary, plus
reference)
Inversion Approach
- Brief description of basic approach --
Constralntmeth.o_s
Numerical approximations
Use of a priori information
.. . . - r - _ _ . .
DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENT CHARACTERIZATION AND CALIBRATION
3.1 Accuracy and Stability
- IFC, _emperature effects, noise, scale, and blas error
stability
3.2 Spectral Response and Registrations
3.3 Spatial Response
- FOV
- Off-axls rejection
- Crosstalk
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4.0
3.B
5.0
3.7
Pointing
Electronics Response
- Amplitude and phase
- Crosstalk
Data System Errors
- Gain uncertainties
- Digitization errors
Summary of Uncertainties with References
ERROR ANALYSIS
4;1 Sensitivity to Errors in Instrument Mode]
4.2 Sensitivity to Errors in Forward Radiance Model
4.3 Sensitivity to Inversion Algorithm Errors, Including A Priori
4.4
4.5
Assumptions
Spacecraft Effects
- Altitude
- Attitude rates
- Ephemeris
4.6
Uncertainties Due to Data Transmission (e.g. altitude
Interpolation, True to Earth to IAU)
Estimate of Total Measurement Error
PRE-LAUNCH ACTIVITIES
5.1 Instrument P.I. Obligations
5.1.1
5.1.2
Define post-launch instrument verlflcatlon procedures
Creation and comparison of Level 3AL data
- Sample test atmosphere for 3 days
- Synthesize radiances with production algorithm and add
errors
- Perform retrievals
- Translate to standard latitudes for comparison
6.0
S.2
3
5.1.3 Identify and develop tools and methods which will expedite
post-launch validation _ _
Theoretlcal P.I. Support
- Contributions by theoretical P.I.'s that will aid data
validation
POST-LAUNCH ACTIVITIES
6.1 Instrument P.I. Obilgations
6.1.1 Implement instrument verification procedure
- Monitor calibration stability (e.g. scale factor, bias}
- Verify spectral reglstr_t!Qn
- Verify spatial response characteristics
- Evaluate correiation of instrument signal} with orbital
...... dventS_such aS (e.g_sdu_h A_iahtic aBomaly, Othe_
instrument turn-on events, terminator Crossing)
6.1.2 Update error analysis as necessary _' _
6.2 Theoretical P.I. Support
J
validation
6.3 Intercomparl sons
6.3.1 Guidelines
Contributions by theoretical P.I.'s that wiii aid data
Number of comparisons with correlative measurements,
locations, times, coincidence criteria (time, space}
6.3.2 Climatology
6.3.3 Correlative measurements ........ _....... _ _
6.3.4 Other UARS measurements ..............
_ _ . .._.j_._._ T =x_n A derived products _- ; • _ .... :.....
6.3.6. Targets of opportunity (e.g. ATLAS, NDSC)
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7.0 IMPLEMENTATION
7.1
7.2
Detailed Schedule with Milestones
- Completion of on'orb_instrument verification in procedure
plan
- Completion of on-orbit instrument verification in procedure
plan
- Completion of inltial on-orblt instrument verification
procedures
- Validation of Level I products
- Validation of Level 2 products
- Valldatlon of Level 3 products
Resource Requirements
- Personnel and equipment
- Funding
- Other
r_
Lessons Learned ...."
(Or Should Have Been).
1) Start Early: Shouldbe part of initial program planning.
2) Put in adequate resourcesto support the goals
•) If you want fast results_-exl_ectto pay_
o) If you want to save money, expect to wait
3) Maintain better coordination between Validation
planning_mplementationand Cor_ve'MeasiJrement
programs. Make sure they really complimenteach other,
4) Test correlative measurementsdata flow and validation
procedures/tools well before launch.
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5) Divide the work:
o) Instrument PIs are often overworked before and
immediatelyafter launch.
°) Theoretical Pls are often under-utilizedduring this
period.
6) Learn from the successesand mistakesof others: Be willing
to adapt as time goes along.
7) Be realistic: (HQ is much better at settinggoals than in
providing the means to reach them.)
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Implications for EOS
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1) Use UARS as a "Living Laboratory" in an attempt to identify:
•) what works
•) what doesn't
°) how to do it better
.) what is realistic
2) Make sure Correlative Measurementprograms are planned
with validation requirementsin mind. Make sure they have
appropriate resources, lead time and coordination with
EOS.
3) Enlist the "user"communityto lend a hand: How should the
work be divided?
A) InstrumentTeams take the lead in:
.) Calibration
.) Error analysis
°) Level-1 data products
•) Level-2 data products
B) EOS "Users" take the lead in:
•) Validation program planning
°) Working group coordination
°) Correlative measurementliaison
•) Level-3 data products
4) Validation activities continue for the life of the program
•) There is an initial large "impulse"of activities with.
each launch _.. ,_:_,,.,,,,
•) There is an ongoing "maintenance"effort'for the life _-_
of each instrument

EOS _ ._:::lenoe Office
Data Product: Validation
DRAFT
March 31, 1992
Dst8 Product ValidatiOn Policy
Jlsrch 3i. 199_
IN'FRODUC'flON
EOS Is a planned 15 year, multiple instrument/platform in the Mission to
Planet Earth (MTPE) program designed to monitor changes in the earth system.
Numerous users of EOS data will relY on accurate EOS data pr0ducts to derive
higher generation data products. These data products and the resulting
scientific analyses will serve to guide environmental and economic policy.
The scientific community will rely on the veracity of the data products
developed In part because of our validation policy for those products, and in
part on the basis of the scientific reputation of the investigators who are
responsible for those products.
In past satelllte-based scientific investigations, data product validation has
encompassed: (1) quality control checks on raw data; (2) generation of
communlty-consensus, peer-revlewed algorithms that transform the radiance or
reflectance measurements obtained from sensors into geophysical variables;
and, (3) comparison of data products derived from satellite measurements with
data products independently derived through techniques from orbiting,
airborne, and ground-based instruments.
RF_X_UIRF_NTS LEVIED BY TffE 1988 EOS ANNOUNCEHENT OF OPPORTUNITY
Validation of the data products is established by comparing data products with
measurement values acquired by conventional measurement and analysls
approaches. This experiment validation must be included in the Calibration
Plan provided in the proposed Instrument Investigation. The Data Product
Validation Plan must define the correlative measurements and in-orblt
calibration plan which establishes conformance to the EOS Project Data Product
Validation strategy. The instrument observables usually will be interpreted
as physical parameters, and are represented as data productsr Validation of
the data products is established by comparing data products with those
acquired by conventional measurement, analysis, and other approaches.
Specifically, the Data Product Validation Plan at a minimum must include:
(1) A description of independent measurement and analysis approaches to be
used in experiment validation and how the validation data products are
to be compared to the instrument-derlved data products.
(2) A description of how the calibrations of instruments used in the
validation network will be compared to the calibration of the
instruments in space.
(3) An estimate of the accuracy and precision required In the valldation
data products so thai they will be useful for this investigation.
(4) An estimate of the frequency, duration, location, and any appropriate
speclal observing conditions required for the data validation
measurements.
(5) Description of EOS validation measurement programs and the relationship
between EOS validation measurement requirements and supporting major
wL_
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Data Prodgct validatioD Policy
Narcb 31, 1992
national and international science field measurement campaigns, such as
FIFE, GEWEX, TOGA, etc.
EOS PROGRAN OFFICE DATA PRODUCTS VALIDATION DEFINITIONS AND POLICY
According to the EOS program office an EOS data product of level 1 to _ is
considered to be validated when several criteria are chronologically met by
that particular data products. The raw level 0 data from which the level 1 to
4 data products are derived must first pass a series of automated quality
control (QC) checks by the Distributed Active Archive Centers (DAACs) for bit
errors and data dropouts. Level 0 data is then transformed to a level I data
product using level i algorithms and calibration coefficients. The Level 1
algorithms must pass preflight algorithm validation review, as must the
callbratlon techniques used to determine the calibration coefficients. Level
1 testing and algorithms must pass a Peer Calibration Review process.
This perspective for data product validation does not include the comparison
of EOS derived data products with Independently derived non-EOS data products
obtained through truth co-locatedmeasurements. This omission does not imply
that the EOS program (I) does not recognized the importance of these data
verification activities; (2) anticipates that these verification activities
will not take place; or, (3) does not encourage that these verification
activities take place. In fact, campaigns to compare EOS data with truth co-
located measurements are viewed by the EOS program office as an important
vehicle in broadening the scientific community's interest in EOS. The main
ramification of removing these activities from under the data product
validation umbrella is that correlative measurement campaigns are not planned
to be funded by the EOS program.
The EOS Program Office definition of data product validation forces instrument
investigators to more fully understand their instruments and algorithms by
placing more importance on preflight calibration and characterization tests
that represent instrumental flight operations, instrumental mathematical
models, and algorithm verification. It also prompts instrument investigators
and data producers to examine more closely their criteria for either accepting
or rejecting a particular data set.
EOS PROJECT SCIENCE OFFICE POLICY
While it is the policy of the EOS Project Science Office that the guidelines
identified in the Announcement of Opportunity are still useful, there are few
funds available to do more than verlfy--vla peer-revlewed processes--the
suitability of algorithms. A measurement-based algorithm verification process
likely will be over a rather limited time frame and for a limited set of
environmental conditions for most of the data products. Still to be
determined is how to deaI with short-comlngs in a given algorithm after its
official acceptance, whether these short-comlngs are due to incomplete capture
of knowledge or due to a change in environmental parameters.
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Cross-Cal Ibzatlon Plan
March 25, 1992
INTRODUCTION
Synergistic use of EOS data requires that instruments produce
compatible measurements, even when several sensors/satellites are
used. The Project must develop a technique that yields congruous
Level i data products when the instruments are calibrated by the
individual sensor builder_. The approaches being developed to
accomplish this are round-robin laboratory comparisons and
exposure of instruments to a comx, on Source after final
calibration but previous to sensor integration onto the flight
platform.
In addition, there exists the perception that all instruments
will degrade in orbit, each at its own characteristic rate. By
knowing how the instruments compare on the ground before launch,
the earliest in-orbit comparisons will assist in establishing how
these instruments have changed during launch. The combination of
the long-term data sets then can be used to improve our
understanding of each of these data sets. Our primary approach
to supplementing the individual instrument calibrations for
accomplishing this requirement of EOS is described in the Cross-
calibration Plan.
In some sense, absolute calibration is not required for this
activity. In principle, stable and precise calibrations could be
used to meet these objectives. Nevertheless, experience has
demonstrated that absolute calibrations are the only reliable
approaches for accomplishing stable and precise calibrations.
Cross-calibration has been added to supplement instrument
absolute calibrations as the approach to making congruent data
sets.
Cross-calibration was made an EOS baseline requirement as defined
in the 1988 Announcement of OppOrtunity (AO). Each Instrument
Investigation is required to allow for such activities.
There are several pre-flight instrument calibration alternatives:
(i) Bring all instruments to a single facility where final
radiometric and geometric calibration will be validated.
This might provide the best calibration, but it could be
very expensive and establish delays in getting the flight
instruments delivered.
(2) Have a transportable system that will be carried to the
location where the instruments are being calibrated. This
transportable system Would be used to validate the local
C:oss-CalSbrJtion Plan
Narch 25, 199_
calibration system and assure more compatibility between
systems. This offers many of the advantages of the first,
and fewer of the disadvantages, _ ..........
(3) Depend upon each instrument builder to provide the
transfer of the calibration through analysis _d testing
traceable to NIST sources. This app{oach is now _commonly
used, and generally suffers from a lack of adequate
documentation. The results depend very much upon the
specific people performing the calibration and the project
requirements.
From a logistical standpoint a single calibration facility or set
of sources could lead to difficulties in launch scheduling. One
cannot calibrate instruments until they have been built.
Calibration is done as the last activity before shipping for
integration. The use of a single set of sources or a single
facility could lead to real difficulties in meeting the launch
schedule. Cross-calibrations before instrument delivery also
interfere with normal Project-contractor management interfaces.
Thermal detectors for satellite radiometry always should be
calibrated in a vacuum. Therefore, vacuum calibration facilities
should be the norm for calibration on most of the EOS
instruments. Such a facility will need to accommodate any of the
instruments, an_d certain benefits result if the facility is large
enough to accommodate the entire EOS satellite. Sources for
calibration will operate in a vacuum. The sources must be
mounted precisely within the instrument field-of-vlew.
For EOS, a calibration scheme has been proposed that consists of
several portable radiometers, each optimized for a certain
spectral region. It is proposed that these radiometers be used
in each instrument manufacturer's facility for comparison of the
instrument calibration source scales. We refer to these as
portable or traveling radiometers_ .......
Great strides have been made in the past years in detector-based
precision radiometry. For the visible portion of the spectrum
quantum-response detectors are now available that hav_ _ ....
uncertainties on the order of 0.1%. There is a high probability
that comparable accuracies can be achieved at wavelengths
extending to 1500nm in the next several years. Thermal detectors
operated at room temperature are accurate to 0.1% for high input
power levels and 1% for lower power levels. Cryogenic
radiometers are now available with _certainties approaching
0.025%at_modest power !evels. This technology c_ be used
I
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Cross-Callbratlon Plsn
Notch 25. 1992
directly in the construction of high-accuracy radiometric
instruments or indirectly in the calibration of stable
instruments. These technologies could be well-matched to
verification of the manufacturer's calibration source scale.
There are pre-launch plans for the careful cross-calibration of
the various laboratory sources using portable spectroradiometers
and for a final cross-calibration of the instruments themselves
at the spacecraft integration facility.
m
ROUND-ROBIN CROSS-CALIBRATION
During instrument construction, the prime means of comparison
should be through the circulation of transfer radiometers. These
would compare the working targets that are used in the
calibration of individual instruments. The primary function of
these detectors is to verify the calibration of sources that are
used to calibrate EOS instruments with VIS/NIR channels (e.g.,
MODIS-N, ASTER, MISR). There is no perceived need for the
circulation of standards for spectral or spatial calibration, as
these topics can be handled through the use of standard
procedures.
Radiometers used as transfer standard radiometers must be shown
to be stable, and their use must be documented through an error
budget analysis.
The AM Observatory is scheduled to be launched in June, 1998, and
instruments will be delivered beginning two years before launch.
The cross-calibration radiometers must be available by the summer
of 1994 to support two years of testing before the instrument
delivery.
w
w
CROSS-CALIBRATION AT INTEGRATOR'S SITE
The primary objective of the cross-calibration at the
Integrator's site is to determine the instrument-to-lnstrument
bias when each instrument is looking at a well-controlled
radiation field. This approach can establish the responsivitity
of one instrument to another, but may not be useful in setting
the absolute calibration scale of any one of them.
3
Crons-Cnl|br_tfo= Plan
Nntch 25, 1992
The EOS cross-comparison setup must acco_odate a variety of
instrument fields of view and aperture sizes, as well as operate
over the full 0.4 Dm to 15.4 _m waveband. Only radiometric
comparisons will be made. Absolute calibration of the instruments
shall be performed by the instrument builders prior to cross-
comparison. The requirements for cold space view (i.e., 4K cold
plate) are TBD for Cr0ss-compar_s_n. , ,
Cross-comparison will occur at the spacecraft integrator's site.
The integrator must provide support for cross-comparisons in
their integration and test flow procedures. It is not necessary
to accomplish an observatory level (all instruments at once)
cross-calibration, and most calibrations should be performed
during thermal vacuum testing. The Panel recommendation that
there be separate calibration sources for visible/near IR and
thermal IR calibrations. For thermal IR the panel recommended a
more extended source, not an integrating sphere.
Problems of cross-calibration at the spacecraft integrator's
facility include tight schedules, difficulty in developing well-
characterized targets of an appropriate common aperture, and the
problem of controlling the setup and surroundings. There must be
adequate time and facilities for detailed functional testing in
thermal vacuum.
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